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This version of NASA'S Energy-Cost Analysis Program
(NECAP)is for internal NASAuse.
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
can not assume any responsibility for the application of
the manual or the program beyond tne control of its
engineers. Users that apply the program do so without
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This manual is one in a set of NECAPmanuals referenced below that
describes the computer program NECAP- NASA's Energy Cost Analysis Program.
The program is a versatile building design and energy analysis tool which
has embodied within it, state-of-the-art techniques for performing thermal
load calculations and energy use predictions. With the program, comparisons
of building designs and operational alternatives for new or existing buildings
can be made.
The major feature of the program is the "response factor" technique for
calculating the heat transfer through the building surfaces which accounts for
the building's mass. The program expands the response factor technique into
a "space response factor" to account for internal building temperature swings;
this is extremely important in determining true building loads and energy
consumption when internal temperatures are allowed to swing.
The algorithms for the thermal loads portion of NECAPcomes from the
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers, Inc.,
(ASHRAE)manual, Procedure for Determining Heating and Cooling Loads for
Computerized Energy Calculation. The original NECAPwas published in 1975 and was
supported by two manuals entitled NECAP- NASA's Energy Cost Analysis Program,
NASACR-2590 Part I User's Manual and NASACR-2590 Part II Engineering Manual.
Since that time, NASAhas used NECAPfor building heating and cooling design
loads and energy analysis. The program has been used as a reference for the
development of several other computerized programs.
This version of NECAP,called NECAP-4.1, contains the following
modifications and improvements:
• A NECAPinput data processor (NIPP) module was developed which
greatly simplifies and reduces the user input task. The original'fixed
format data field suitable for punching onto computer cards has been
eliminated in favor of a free format data field suitable for use with
computer terminals.
• Provide built in default values for most input data.
• The Response Factor module was made an integral part of the Thermal
Load Analysis and System modules.
• The Variable Temperature module and System and Equipment Simulation
module were brought together into one module to allow dynamic simulation
and interaction (feedback) between the space, its distribution system,
and the heating and cooling plant equipment. In the previous version
of NECAP,the hourly space temperatures and system heating/cooling
loads were calculated using given heating/cooling capacities. Because
of varying plant equipment capacity due to ambient conditions, scheduling,
distribution system control options, etc., "loads-not-met" resulted in the
old program. "Loads-not-met" were not accounted for in space temperature
drift above or below the allowed temperature range.
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e Modify the thermostatand ventilationschedule input.
• Improve fan on/off code.
m Additionof processloads.
• Modify the weather tape system.
• Use system componentpart load performancecurves.
• DefaultCFM, chiller size, and boiler size data.
e Providean executivesummary for energy.
• Print out a temperaturefrequencychart.
• Add more flexibility-toprint out.
• Change the glass shade coefficient.
e Correctair infiltrationcoefficients,fan efficiencies,and floor
panel heatingalgorithms.
The new programis documentedin the followingmanuals:
TM 83238, Users Manual - Describesexamples and output forms.
TM 83239, Input Manual Details the input requirements.
TM 83240, Engineerinq Manual - Provides the algorithmsfor the program.
TM 83241, Fast Input Manual and Example- Gives a fast method of input.
TM 83242, Engineerin9 Flow Charts - Providesflow charts that supplements
the EngineeringManual.




ments and not at a completerework of the programstructure. We wish to
acknowledgethe contributionsmade by the project'scontractor,C_ARD,Inc. of
Niles, IL, for the various changes and documentationin the program performed
under contractNASW-3307. The program'smaintenancecontractor,ComputerSciences
Corporation,of Hampton,Virginiaalso assisted in program updatesand documen-
tation.
The programis run on NASA, LangleyResearchCenter's large computer
system. Users should be cautionedthat program implementationcan be time
consumingand costly. Although computerrun costs are much lower than the
originalresponsefactor programs,they are still a magnitudegreater that
the simple "bin method" type energy calculation. With this in mind, judgment
should be exercisedto assure that needs are compatiblewith the investment.
Operationalassistancein running the program cannot be providedby NASA.
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Thereare limitedmeansto updatethematerial.Commentson the
programare welcomed,althoughthe Governmentacceptsno obligationeven












The NECAPInput Processor (NIPP) prepares the data used by NECAP's
TLAP and SESPprograms. NIPP decodes the L cards (TLAP) and S cards (SESP),
provides defaults, counts the items contained in the data, sorts the data
into the proper order and generates the rigidly formatted data files used by
TLAP and SESP. NIPP also performs simple data checks and provides error
flags where necessary. More detailed checking is done by routines
DATVERand SYSCHK.
During verification, two types of errors are flagged - warnings and
critical errors. Execution of the program will terminate on critical errors -
which should be corrected before proceding to TLAP or SESP. Warning errors
are not vital to program execution, but may alter the results.
2.2 ALGORITHMSOF SUBROUTINES
DEFAL
This subroutine writes the necessary default variables for cards that
are not included in the input deck. If the card index is greater than the
maximum (LNOF_X), then the program will terminate abnormally through the
subrotuine ITERM.
INPUT:
INN - Card index number of missing card
IPROG- Program _ndex (I=TLAP, 2=SESP)
NUGF - Number of underground surfaces
OUTPUT:
ICODE- Type of analysis desired
LSTUD- Length of study requested
DIAG
--This subroutine writes diagnostic message output for the input processor.
The messages are dependent upon the number and type of errors detected
during processing. If errors of sufficient severity have occurred, then
this subroutine will terminate the program with an abnormal termination
message.
INPUT:
NCARD - Number of cards processed
NPROG- Program index (I=TLAP, 2=SESP)
LABEL
This subroutine decodes a card label until it encounters a label
terminator (equals) or a character that it does not recognize. If the end
of a record is encountered while decoding a label, then a new record will
be read in and decoding will continue on the new record.
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INPUT:
JA - Position of the last character processed
ISLASH - Multiple card indicator (l=multiple card)
NEXT - Position of the next character to be processed'(JA+l)
OUTPUT:
IRET - Return action index (l=proceed to decode variable list,
2=error condition, 3=multiple card without a new label)
RESCH
--This subroutine will write 24 variables that range in value from 0.0
to 1.0 onto a 72 character output field. Each output number is limited to
a field of 3 characters.
INPUT:
A(24) - The variable array to be printed
OUTPUT:
N(72) - Coded output array
SIMIL
This subroutine copies values for variables from one card to another
as directed by the similar card index. This index is found as the first
decoded variable for the cards LII, LI2, LI3, and LI7. The variables which
have been defaulted are the ones to be copied.
INPUTANDOUTPUTTHROUGHCOMMONBLOCKS
OUTPUT:
IERRI Card error flag
IERR2 Diagnostic output character
STORE
--This subroutine stores the decoded variable, label numbers, and card
parameters in arrays. The label parameters and number of decoded variables
are stored in five arrays as functions of the card number in the deck.
ARRAY STOREDVARIABLE
II LNO, Card Index Number
12 LRNO, Repetition Number
13 LSNO, Surface Index
14 NO, Number of Decoded Variables
15 IPROG, Program Index
The variables are stored in another array titled "OADS" and are a function
of card deck number and position within the variable list. STOREalso
adds in default values, keeps track of repeated cards, checks dimensional




This subroutine flags cards containing defaulted variables.
SURF
--This subroutine writes the decoded surface variables into the NECAP
compatible loads input file (NO=7). The output is a series of card images.
INPUT:
INUMB - The card index numbers of TLAP data cards in increasing
order.
LCARD - The number of decoded variables.
INN - Card index
NSS Number of shading surfaces.
IC Current card index.
OUTPUT:
K1 - Number of surfaces
TERM
--This subroutine will terminate execution of the input pre-processor
as directed by the calling program. This subroutine is called when a severe
error, which would normally end program execution, is encountered.
INPUT:
NCARD - Number of the last card read.
VARI
--This subroutine decodes the variable list until it encounters a card
terminator (semi-colon or slash) or a character that it does not recognize.
If the end of a record is encountered in this subroutine, then a continua-
tion flag is set and control is passed to the main program which will read
a new record. The continuation flag will return control to this subprogram
when ready to continue variable decoding. Unknowncharacters will cause the
subroutine to stop decoding, set an error flag, and return to the main
program which will process a new record.
INPUT:
JA - Position of the last character processed.
OUTPUT:
IRET - Return action index.
PACKIT
This subroutine uses the CDCutility ENCODEto pack data into an array.
INPUT:
AB Input record
A, B, C, and D are input as variables consisting of ten characters and are
output as variables (of type AIO) of 40 characters. PACKIT uses CDCsized
words and CDC's ENCODEand DECODEstatements.
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WCARD
This subroutine sorts the decoded cards by loads and systems types and
by card index numbers. It rearranges the card deck such that the lowest
index numbered card is processed first. If a decoding error has occurred
for a particular card, as evidenced by the value of IERRI for that card,
then the card will not be included in the rearranged decks.
INPUTANDOUTPUTVARIABLESTHROUGHCOMMONBLOCKS
IBIT
This function calculates the value of the default flags (ON=I). Since
a flag is either on or off, they are conveniently stored as bits in the
array "IDEF."
INPUT:
I - Card deck number
J - Variable number on the card
(J=56 is the card default index)
IHOY
This function, given the month, TMON,and day, computes the hour of
the year. The number of hours in each month is the variable NOHIE, which
is not corrected for leap year.
INPUT:
TMON - Month of the year (Real)
DAY - Day of the month (Real)
OUTPUT:
IHOY Hour of the year (Integer)
WCOMS
This subroutine writes the decoded SESPvariables into a NECAPcompati-
ble systems input file (NO.=8). The output is a series of card images.
The subroutine takes the rearranged cards from "WCARD"and compares the card
indices, one by one, with a counter. If the card index is greater than the
counter, then the program knows that a particular card is not included in
the input deck. This will cause the default characteristics to take effect.
If the card index equals the counter then the program reformats the variables
and writes them. If the card index is less than the counter, then an error
has occurred in "WCARD." This subroutine will wmite a defaulted title if
none are decoded from the input deck. If the associated TLAP input has a
title, then that one will be used.
INPUT ANDOUTPUTVARIABLESTHROUGHCOMMONBLOCKS.
WLOAD
This subroutine writes the decoded TLAP varialbes into a NECAPcompati-
ble loads input file (NO.=7). The output is a series of card images. The
subroutine takes the rearranged cards from "WCARD"and compares the card
indices, one by one, with a counter. If the card index is greater than the
counter, then the program knows that a particular card in not included in
the input deck and will cause the default characteristics to take effect.
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If the card index equals the counter, then the program reformats the variables
and writes them out. If the card index is less than the counter, then an
error has occurred in the subroutine "WCARD." This subroutine will write
defaulted titles if fewer than five are decoded from the input deck.
INPUTANDOUTPUTVARIABLESTHROUGHCOMMONBLOCKS
WHEN
_This subroutine calculates the month and day of the study when it is
not included in the input deck.
OUTPUT:
A - Month of the year
B Day of the week
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CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. If printing desired, write COMMONBLOCKS.
2. If default list desired as output, write LIST.
3. Make variable initializations to zero.
4. If printing desired, write NUMBEROF CARDS.
5. Set continuation flag to zero.
6. If printing desired, write CONTINUATIONFLAG.
7. Read new record.
8. If end of file been encountered, go to 33.
9. If diagnostics are to be printed as encountered, write NUMBEROF CARDS
and echo input records.
I0. If the card continues, go to 22.
II. Variable initializations to zero.
12. If printing desired, write MULTIPLECARDFLAG.
13. Further variable initialization to zero.
14. If printing desired, write CARDSTATISTICS.
15. Call LABEL to decode card label.
16. If printing desired, write CARDSTATISTICS.
17. If IRET = 2, go to 4.
18. If IRET > 2, go to 22.
19. If printing desired, write POSITIONOF POINTERin record.
20. If pointer has not reached end of record, go to 22.
21. Set continuation flag to unity, go to 6.
22. If printing desired, write card statistics.
23. Call VARI to decode variable list.
24. If printing of commonblock desired, go to I.
25. If IRET = 2, go to 4.
26. If IRET = 3, go to 6.
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CALCULATIONSE_UENCE (cont'd.)
27. If IRET = 4, go to 2.
28. If printing desired, write CARDSTATISTICS.
29. Call STOREto store decoded variables.
30. If printing desired, write CARDSTATISTICS, ERRORS,and VARIABLE
VALUES.
31. If it is multiple card, to to 12.
32. Go to 4.
33. If printing desired, write NUMBEROF CARDS.





The Thermal Loads data verification routine checks the input
for the TLAP program by scanning for syntax errors, input values, and number




This subroutine checks to make sure that the remainder of the data card
is blank up to the limit of IBOP.
CARD1
This subroutine reads and writes eighty character format.
CARD2, CARD3, CARD4, CARD5,CARD6, CARD7, CARD8and CARD9
These subroutines read and write data according to the format in each.
DECID
This subroutine picks off a character at a time from ICARDand returns
JSET (type of character) as a token, and ICAR as the character.
DIMEN
This subroutine echos input data.
FORM
----This subroutine checks F-format fields. If an error is found, the
error message is printed out along with the card image.
GTACK
This subroutine inputs and checks each data card according to specified
format and controls the appearance of the data on the output page.
MSSGB
This subroutine prints a severe error message and provides a heading for
severe errors if the error is the first one.
ROUND
This subroutine checks formats for CARDLII or CARDLI2 or CARDLI3.
SRORN
This subroutine determines the orientation of the outward normal for a
surface, given the building azimuth and the surface azimuth.
XTRCT
This subroutine computes the area, tilt, and azimuth for surfaces which
are described by the longer method.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Initialize variables for dimension puncher.
2. Set up output report heading.
3. Call Blank-check cards LI-L5 for remaining blanks on card.
For Remaining Cards:
4. Call GTACK- check card.
5. If there are fatal errors, go to 9.
6. If there are other errors, call MSSGBto print error message.
7. Call DIMENto echo input data.
8. END
9. Call MSSGBto print severe error message.




SYSCHKis a data verification for the input to SESP. The program reads
the data in the same formats as the SESPprogram, It also
checks the data for dimensional correctness. If any errors are found, they are




This subroutine prints out errors for SESP input and will increment error
counter each time it is called,
INPUT:
MIN - Minimum acceptable integer value




This subroutine prints out errors for SESP input and will increment error
counter eachtime it is called.
INPUT:
AMN - Minimum acceptable real value







The Thermal Load Analysis Program, a complex of heat transfer,
psychrometric, and geometric subroutines, computes the thermal
loads, both heating and cooling, resulting in each building space
each hour due to:
I. Transmission gains and losses through wails, roofs, floors
and windows.
2. Solar gains through windows.
3. Internal gains from people, lights and building equipn_nt.
4. Infiltration gains and losses due to wind and thermal pressure
differences across openings.
5. Ventilation air gains and losses due to fresh air requirements.
Using these capabilities, the Thermal Load Analysis Program can per-
form two types of analysis:
I. Design load analysis - Utilizing user-defined design weather
data, a 24-hour design day analysis is done for each month to
determine peak heating and cooling requirements for each space
and the entire building.
2. Hourly energy analysis - Utilizing actual hourly weather
data, hourly heating and cooling loads for each space are
calculated for an entire year of building operation and
results stored on magnetic tape for use by other programs.
The input to the Thermal Load Analysis Program reflects building
architecture, building construction, building surroundings, local
weather, and pertinent astronomy of the sun. The output consists of
hourly weathe G psychrometric data, hourly sensible loads,
latent loads, return air lighting loads, and equipment and lighting
power consumption for each building space. All calculations are
performed in accordance with algorithms set forth by ASHRAEin their
publication entitled "Procedures for Determining Heating and Cooling
Loads for Computerized Energy Calculations". Figure 3.1 briefly depicts
_he overall methodology built into the Thermal Load Analysis Program.





























APOL Calculates area and orientation of an irregular surface
CCM Calculates cloud cover modifier
CENTER Centers the headings of output
DAYMO Determines the day of month
DESDY Determines design day temperature correction factors
DST Determines Daylight Savings Time
FILM Calculates outside heat transfer filmcoefficient
HD Calculates heat gain through slowly responding
surfaces (Delayed surfaces)
HL Calculates sensible and plenum return air heating
and cooling load due to a space
HOLDAY Determines holidays of year
HQ Calculates lheat gain through quickly responding
surfaces (Quick surfaces)
INF Calculates space infiltration air loads
INPUT1 Reads surface geometric data for shading surfaces
INPUT2 Reads surface geometric data for delayed, quick
and window surfaces
LEEP Determines whether the year is a leap-year
MATCON Converts shadow picture matrix for pictorial display
NDOW Determinesday'ofweek

































DEFINITION OF TLAP VARIABI.ESIN COMMON
IcoMQMx/,
BCOOLT - Present hour summation of space cooling, loads (BTU/HR)
BHEATT - Present hour summation of space heating loads (BTU/HR)
DENS - Ambient air density (LBM/FT3)
DBT - Ambient dry bulb temperature (OF)
HLATP - Space latent load due to people (BTU/HR)
HRLDS - Present hour space sensible load (BTU/HR)
LBM-H20
HUt,IRAT - Ambient air humidity ratio (LBM-DRY AIR )
ITIME - Hour of day (0-23)
QLEQ - Space latent load due to equipment (BTU/HR)
QLINF - Space latent load due to infiltration (BTU/HR)
QSINF . - Space sensible load due to infiltration (BTU/HR)
TOTAL - Present hour total space load (BTU/HR)
WBT - Ambient wet bulb temperature (OF)
/NODIM/
BAZ - Building azimuth angle (RADIANS)
CC - Cloud cover modifier
CFMSF - Ventilation air rate (CFM)
CNS - Sumner clearness number
CNW - Winter clearness number
COSBAZ - Cosine of building azimuth angle
COSLAT - Cosine, of latitude
DENSUM- Summeroutside air density (LBM/FT3)
DENWIN - Winter outside air density (LBM/FT3)
DTC - Space cold air supply temperature (OF)
DTH - Space hot air supply temperature (OF)
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DEFINITION ()F TLAP VARIABLESIN COMMON(CONT'D)
FPRES - Estimated total fan pressure (IN OF H20)
FTCA - Total cloud amount index
I DAY - Day of month
IDOY - Day of year
IER - Error indicator
IGNOR - Program operation flag
IOUTA - I/O reference to hourly date tape (output - "A" tape)
IOUTP - I/O reference to data tape (output - "I" tape)
IXMAS - Length of special schedule at end of year
JAHR - Weather year for study
JC Christmas period indicator
JEND Study ending hour of year (I-8784)
JMONTH Starting month of study (1-12)
JSC Type of day of the week (1-9)
JSTART - Study beginning hour of year (1-8784)
JSTAT - Weather station number
JUMP -- Program operation flag
KAGIT - I/O reference to printer
KODE - Program operation flag
I.CUDE - Type of study processing flag
LEAP - Leap year indicator
LENGTH - LengLh of study (HOURS)
I.UNFWT - I/O reference to weather input tape
MONTH - Month of year (1-12)
NDB Number of delayed surfaces for building
NLOOKD Number of shadow pictorials for delayed surfaces
NLOOKQ Number of shadow pictorials for quick surfaces
3-4A-2
. DEFINITION OF TLAP.VARIABLES IN COHHON(CONT'D)
NLOOKW- Number of shadow pictorials for windows
NQB - Number of quick surfaces for building
NRF - Number of different types of delayed surfaces
NS - Number of spaces in building
NSP - Number of shading surfaces
NTZ - Time zone
NWB - Number of windows for building
PATM - Atmospheric Pressure (LBF/IN 2)
PANGS - Summerdaily dry bulb temperature range
RANGW - Winter daily dry bulb temperature range
SINBAZ - Sine of building azimuth angle
SINLAT - Sine of latitude
STALON - Longitude
TANLAT - Tangent of latitude
TDB - Estimated initial wall and roof outside surface temperature (OR)
TDBS - Summermaximum dry bulb temperature (OF)
TDBW - Winter minimum dry bulb temperature (OF)
TDPS - Summer dew point temperature (OF)
TDPSUM - Design day summer dew point temperature (OF)
IDPW - Winter Dew Point Temperature (OF)
TDPWIN - Design day winter dew point temperature (OF)
TMIN - Design day minimum summer dry bulb temperature (OF)
VELS - Desgin day summer wind speed (KNOTS)
VELW - Design day winter wind speed (KNOTS)
WINDS - Design day summer wind speed (MPH)
WINDW - Design day winter wind speed (MPH)
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DEFINITION OF.TLAP VARIABLES IN CONB'40N(CONT'D)
/TLPI/
BODERK - Border between shade fins and glass, window K (IN)
FFIHTSK - Indices of space's internal surfaces, count K
FIDK - Indices of space's delayed surfaces, count K
FIDDK Indices of shading surfaces deleted from delayed surface,.count K
FIDQK Indices of shading surfaces deleted from quick surface, count K
FIDWK - Indices of shading surfaces deleted from window, count K
FIHTSK - Heat transfer coefficient, internal surface K
FIQK - Indices of space's quick surfaces, count K
FIUFK - Indices of space's underground surfaces, count K
FIWK Indices of space's windows, count K
IHTSK,M Indices of space's internal surfaces, surface K, Space M
ILITE K - Light fixture type, space K
ISPCl K - Index of space connected to one side of internal surface, surface K
ISPC2K - Index of space connected to other side of internal surface, surface K
NIHTSK - Number of internal surfaces, space K
SETBK - Window setback, window K (IN)
SXNK - Response factor variable, delayed surface type K
SXRK - Response factor variable, delayed surface type K
SYNK - Response factor variable, delayed surface type K
SYRK - Response factor variable, delayed surface type K
WORK - Weight of floor, space K (LB/FT 2)
/TLP2/
CFMDK - Infiltration, delayed surface K (CFM)
CFMQK - Infiltration, quick surface K (CFM)
CFMWK - Infiltration, window K (CFM)
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DEFINITION OF TLAP VARI&BLES IN COMMON(CONT'D)
HRLDLK - Present hour plenum return air load, space K (BTU/HR)
H1K - Previous hour window solar load, space K (BTU/HR)
H2K - Previous hour total transmission and internal load, space K (BTU/HR)
H3K - Previous hour plenum return air load, space K (BTU/HR)
H2PIo,K - Previous hour components of sensible load, space K (BTU/HR)
ICALDK - Calculation flag, delayed surface K
ICALQK - Calculation flag, quick surface K
ICALWK - Calculation flag, window K
QSTORCK - Conductive heat gain,window K (BTU/HR-FT2)
QSTORDK - Space heat gain from delayed surfaces, surface K (BTU/HR-FT2)
QSTORQK - Space heat gain from quick surfaces, surface K (BTU/HR-FT2)
QSTORRK - R_diant heat gain, window K (BiU/HR-FT 2)
QUFK - Total underground surface heat transfer, space K (BTU/HR)
SHADD24,K-HOurly % of area that is shaded., delayed surface K
SHADQ24,K-HOurly % of area that is shaded, quick surface K
SHADW24,K-HOurly % of area that is shaded, window K
SSHMAXK Maximum sensible heating load, space K (BTU/HR)
STCMAXK - Maximum total cooling load, space K (BTU/HR)
SUNLAK - Present hour window solar load, space K (BTU/HR)
SUMBK - Present hour sensible load, space K (BTU/HR)
SUMBPIo,K-Present hour sensible load components, space K (BTU/HR)
SUMCK - Present hour lighting load, space K (BTU/HR)
/TLP12A/
CFMEXK - Exhaust air, space K (CFM)
CODINFK - Infiltration rate, Space K
FLORAK - Floor area, space K (FT2)
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DEFINITION OF TLAP VARIABLES IN COMMON_ONT'D)
HASSLK - People activity level, space K (BTU/HR)
HTNZK - Height from neutral zone, space K (FT)
IDK, M - Indices of delayed surfaces, count K, space M
IPICKK - Type of infiltration analysis, space K
IPLEJ_K - Plenum indicator, space K
IQK, M - Indices of quick surfaces, count K, space M
ISKIP K - Space summation indicator, space K
IUFK, M Indices of underground surfaces, count K, space M
IWK,M - Indices of windows, count K, space M
IWOEK Electric schedule index, space K
IWOLK Light schedule index, space K
IWOPK People schedule index, space K
MULTK - Number of additional identical spaces, space K
NDK - Number of delayed surfaces, space K
NFOLK - Number of people, space K
NQK - Number of quick surfaces, space K
NUFK - Number of underground surfaces, space K
NWK - Number of windows, space K
PLITEK - Total lighting load, space K (KW)
PWEKWK - Total electric equipment load, space K (KW)
QEQK - Total equipment load, space K (KW)
QEQLATK - Latent equipment load, space K (BTU/HR)
QIHTSK - Internal surface heat transfer, space K
RATRGK - Window solar load weighing factor, space K
RATRISK - Space lightingload weighing factor, space K
jo-., . ,
RATRPSK - ReturnJplenum lighting load weighing _factor, space KJ
RATRXK Space sensible load weighing factor, space K
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DEFINITIONOF TLAPVARIABLESIN COMMONICONT'D)
RMRGCK - Window solar load weighing factor, space K
RMRGIK - Window solar load weighing factor, space K
RMRISCK - Space lighting load weighing factor, space K
RMRISIK - Space lighting load weighing factor, space K
RMRPSCK - Return plenum lighting load weighing factor, space K
RHRPSIK - Return plenum lighting load weighing factor, space K
RMRXCK - Space sensible load weighing factor, space K
RMRXIK - Space sensible load weighing factor, space K
TROOMK - Set point temperature, space K (OF)
TSPACK - Set point temperature, space K (OR)
VOLK - Volume, space K (FT3)
/TLP12B/
ABDK - Outside absorptivity, delayed surface K
ADK - Area, delayed surface K (FT2)
CINFDK - Infiltration .flow coefficient, delayed surface K
IDDK,M - Indices of shading surfaces deleted, count K, delayed surface M
IRFK' - Type of surface index, delayed surface K
ISDK - Exterior surface roughness index, delayed surface K
NDDK - Number of shading surfaces deleted, delayed surface K
NVDK -_umber of vertices, delayed surface K
NXDK, - Number of X divisions, delayed surface K
NYDK - Number of Y divisions, delayed surface K
QN3,K - Response factor variable, delayed surface K
QR3,K - Response factor variable, delayed surface K
ROGDK - Reflectivity of ground, delayed surface K
SUMN3,K - Response facto r variable, delayed surface K
SUMR3,K - Response factor variable, delayed surface K
TDloo_K_3,0utside surface temperature history, delayed surface K
3-4A-7
DEFINITIONOF TLAPVARIABLESIN COMMONICONT'D)
WADK - Surface azimuth angle, delayed surface K (radians)
WTDK - Surface tilt angle, delayed surface K (radians)
XVDK,M - Vertices' X coordinates,vertex K, delayed surface K (FT)
YVDK,M - Vertices' Y coordinates,vertex K, delayed surface K (FT)
ZVDK,M - Vertices' Z coordinates,vertex K, delayed surface K (FT)
/TLP12C/
ABQK - Outside absorptivity,quick surface K
AQK - Area, quick surface K (FT2)
CINFQK - Infiltrationflow coefficient,quick surface K
IDQK,M Indices of shading surfaces deleted, count K, quick surface M
ISQK - Exterior surface roughness index, quick surface K
i_DQK - Number of shading surfaces deleted, quick surface K
NVQK - Number of vertices, quick surface K
NXQK - Number of X divisions, quick surface K
NYQK - Number of Y divisions, quick surface K
QPERIMK - Perimeter, quick surface K (FT)
ROGQK - Reflectivity of ground, quick surface K
UQK - Heat transfer coefficient, quick surface K (BTU/HR-FT2-°F)
WAQK - Surface azimuth angle, quick surface K (radians)
WTQK - Surface tilt angle, quick surface K (radians)
XVQK,M - Vertices' X coordinates, vertex K, quick surface M (FT)
YVQK,M - Vertices' Y coordinates, vertex K, quick surface M (FT)
ZVQK,M - Vertices' Z coordinates, vertex K, quick surface _i (FT)
/TLP12D/
AWK - Area, window K (FT2)
ClNFWK - Infiltration flow coefficient, window K
FFWGK - Form factor between window and ground, window K
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FFWSK - Form factor between window and sky, window K
IDWK,M - Indices of shading surfaces deleted, count K, window M
IGLASWK - Type of glass, window K
NAWK -Number of setback shadings.added, window K (0 or 3)
NDWK - Number of shading surfaces deleted, window K
NPWK - Number of paF_esof glass, window K
NVAW3,K - Number of vertices for each of 3 setback shadings, window K (0 or 4)
NVWK - Number of vertices, window K
NXWK - Number of X divisions, window K
NYWK - Number of Y divisions, window K
ROGWK - Reflectivity of ground, window K
SHACOK - ASHRAEshading coefficient, window K
WAWK - Surface azimuth angle, window K (radians)
WPERIMK - Perimeter, window K (FT2)
WTWK - Surface tilt angle, window K (radians)
XAW4,3,K- 3 setback shadings' vertices, X coordinates, window K (FT)
XVWK,M - Vertices' X coordinates, vertex K, window M (FT)
YAW4,3,K- 3 setback shadings' vertices, Y coordinates, window K (FT)
YVWK,M - Vertices' Y coordinates, vertex K, Window M (FT)
ZAW4,3,K- 3 setback shadings' vertices, Z coordinates, window K (FT)
ZVWK,M Vertices' Z coordinates, vertex K, window M (FT)
ITLP12E/
FUFK -IIeat transfer coefficient, underground surface K
ILOOKDK Hours of the day for shadow pictorials of delayed surfaces, count K
ILOOKQK -floursof the day for shadow pictorials of quick surfaces, count K
I ILOOKWK -Hours of the day for shadow pictorials of windows, count KIRK - Number of response factors for each outside surface type K
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JLOOKDK - Delayed surface indices requesting shadow pictorials, count K
JLOOKQK - Quick surface indices requesting shadow pictorials, count K
JLOOKWK - Window indices requesting shadow pictorials, count K
MLOOKDK - Months of the year for shadow pictorials of delayed surfaces, count K
MLOOKQK - Months of the year for shadow pictorials of quick surfaces, count K
MLOOKWK -- Months of the year for shadow pictorials of windows, count K
NVSPK - Number of vertices, shading surface K
PSPK - Transmittance, shading surface K
RATOSK - Response factor commonratio for each outside surface type K
RXIo0, K - X response factors for outside surface type K
RYIoo,K - Y response factors for outside surface type K
×SPK,M - Vertices' X coordinates, count K, shading surface M
YSPK,M - Vertices' Y coordinates, count K, shading surface M
ZSPK,M - Vertices' Z coordinates, count K, shading surface M
/TLPXTR/
FUTURE14-Design day ground temperatures and weather station name
IDENI35 - Facility name
IDEN235 - Facility location
IDEN335 - Engineer's name
IDEN415 - Project number
IDEN515 - Date of run
IWTH11,24--Weather data for 24 hours
KPRINT8 - Print code for hourly space thermal and infiltration loads
MONTHS12-3-1etter name for each month
HOHIEM12- Number of hours in each month
SCHD15,9,24.- People, lighting, and equipment schedule codes per hour of dayper day of week
3-4A- 10
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TDBSUM24-Hourly summer dry bulb temperatures (OF)
TGRNDI2 - Monthly ground temperatures (OF)
TWBSUM24-Hourly summer wet bulb temperatures (OF)




There is a differencebetween thermalload calculationprocedures
for use in the designof the heating and cooling facilitiesand the
proceduresfor estimatesof energy requirements. The load calcula-
tion procedureas describedin the 1967 ASHRAE Handbookof Fundamentals
is for the design calculation. It is valid for simplifieddesign
conditionsthat assume steady-stateconditions(suchas is largely
the case for heating load calculations)or a steadyperiodicheat
flow (as is the case for the coolingload calculation).
The load calculatedunder these design conditionsmay be adequate
for sizing or selectingheatingand coolingequipmentand systems,but
it is unsatisfactoryfor predictingthe actual hourly thermalloads.
A good load calculationprocedurefor the determinationof energy
requirementsshould be able to predict the performanceof the building
heatingand coolingsystemwhen combinedwith a total system simula-
tion programunder actual (randomlyfluctuating)climaticand opera-
ting conditions.
An importantdistinctionbetween the design load calculationand
energy calculation,therefore,is that the former uses a single
value while the latter generatesa series of values or time series
of thermal loads evaluatedat every hour of the year.
Since the load determinationof energy requirementsinvolvesmany
more calculationsas comparedwith an ordinarydesign load determina-
tion, the use of a computeris consideredmandatory.
The ThermalLoad Analysis Programuses a number of subroutinesinstead
of a long continuousalgorithm. The rationalebehindthis arrange-
ment is as follows:
(1) The subroutinealgorithmsare easier to describeand under-
stand than a long and continuousalgorithmof the whole
program.
(2) If required,it is easier for the user to alter,delete,or
replaceportionsof his load calculationprogram.
(3) Many of the subroutinealgorithmscan be made independently
availablefor ma_% other heat transferproblemssuch as
calculationof refrigerationload, heatingand coolingof
solid objects,temperaturerise of a buildingwall during
fire, propagationof smoke within a buildingand design of
exteriorshadingdevicesof buildings.
The basic scheme of the load calculationprocedureis first to
evaluatethe instantaneousheat gains due to solar radiationand
heat conductionas accuratelyas possible. These heat gains are
then balancedwith those due to infiltration,lightingand other
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internalsourceswith a specificconsiderationthat the sum of a11 of
the instantaneousheat gains is not the instantaneouscoolingload.
The solar radiationis first absorbedby solid objectsin the
space and is not manifestedas a cooling load until some time later.
Exact evaluationof the apace coolingload requiressolutionof a
set of the heat balanceequationsfor all the space surfaces,space
air and space heat gains.
In order to simplifythis calculationprocedure,the weighting
factor concept is introducedin such a manner that each heat gain
contributesto the space coolingload throughits own weighting
factors.
3.2 THE CONVOLUTIONPRINCIPLE
The programtakes accountof heat storage in the building'sstruc-
ture by a mathematicaldevice called the convolutionprinciple. The
exampleof heat gain througha thick wall will illustratehow the
convolutionprincipleworks.
The value of heat gain (Q) into the buildingthrougha thickwa11,
for a constantinside air temperature,depends on the present value,
and the past history,of the temperaturedifference(AT) between
the inside air and the outside surfaceof the wall. In other words,
the graph of the scheduleof Q versus time (t) depends on the graph
of the scheduleof AT versus t (see Figure3.2).
<s




Were it necessaryto computeQ for each hour, on the basis of the
hourly historyof AT, the differentialequationof heat conduction
would have to be repeatedlysolved by numericalmethods,and the
computationtime would be prohibitiveeven with a fast computer.
Fortunately,the problem can be simplifiedso that Q need be
determinedas a functionof t for only one temperaturedifference
schedule. The one temperaturedifferenceschedulefor which the
programmust computea heat gain scheduleis called the triangular
pulse, and the values of Q which the triangularpulse elicits,at
successiveequal time intervalsafter the peak of the pulse, are
called the responsefactors (r0,.rl, r2, .) of the wall(see Figure 3.3).
Any arbitraryscheduleof AT may be squaredoff to give a schedule
of approximatetemperaturedifferences,AT', whose values agree with
those of AT at integralmultiplesof the time interval,a. This
scheduleof approximatetemperaturedifferences,AT', may be resolved
into a series of triangularpulses (ATl, AT2, ATR, AT4, and AT5) which,
when added together,give exactly AT'. Each of _hese componentpulses
has a base width, or duration,of 2a, a peak occurringat each integral
multipleof 5, and a height equal to the value of AT' at the time of
the pulse's peak. Each such pulse alone would elicit its own schedule
of heat gains as shown in Figure 3.4. The pulse AT2 would elicit Q2
and so on. The heat gain scheduleselicitedby the-individualpulses
are all the same except for two differences. Their heightsare pro-
portionalto the heights of the pulseswhich elicit them, and each
is moved to the right, on the time axis, as far as the pulse which
producedit.
The values of the individualresponses,Ql • - • Q5, may be added
at each value of time, to give the curve of sums. A mathematical
principleknown as the superpositiontheorem assertsthat the
curve of sums is exactlythe heat gain schedulewhich would be
elicitedby the approximatetemperaturedifferenceschedule,AT'.
Due to the smoothingeffect of the heat transferprocess,AT.and
AT' give nearly the heat gain scheduleelicitedby the original
temperaturedifferenceschedule,AT. This method of resolutionand
recombinationis called the convolutionprinciple.
To the air conditioningengineer,the convolutionprinciplemeans
that the difficultproblemsof transientheat transfercan be solved,
for each simulatedhour, by adding and multiplyingvery few numbers.
The convolutionprincipleas applied to heat gain througha thick
wall, is expressedmathematicallyby the equation.
n
Qj = Z riaTj_i (EQ. I)i=0
where Q_ equals the heat gain at the hour j;ATI,i equals the tempera-
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factor for the wall; and n equals the number of hours of the tempera-
ture differencehistorywhich significantlyeffect Q_. Notice that
the responsefactorsare the only informationabout the wall which
appearsin equation I. Thus, the responsefactors,characterize
completelythe thermalpropertiesof the structureof the wall and,
alone describehow the structureabsorbsand releasesheat over a
prolongedperiod of time.
The programallows the user to specifyeither actual thermal data -
that is, layer by layer thicknesseS,conductivities,and specific
heats - which the programwill convertto responsefactors,or the
responsefactorsthemselves. Tables of responsefactorsare now
availablefor a varietyof structures. Where neitherthe layer
by layer thermaldata nor the responsefactorsof a wall or roof are
known, a featureis availableto generateapproximateresponse
factorsfrom these simplifieddata: U-factorconditions(summeror
winter to which the U-factorapplies;materialof outside layer, and
thicknessof insulation,if present. The wall and roof construction
subroutineworks by selectinga wall or roof constructionfrom a
stored libraryof constructionsstandardizedby ASHRAE, to fit the
simplifieddata. The load programuses the responsefactorsof
the selectedconstruction.
A cost saving featureof the Load Program is the use of a
subtle modificationof equationl which allows n to equal infinity
while saving a good deal of computertime. That is, all previous
hours of the temperaturedifferencescheduleare taken into account-
very inexpensively.
The Load Programuses the convolutionprinciplefor the following
three purposes.
I. To computethe exterior surfacetemperatureof a thick wall
at each simulatedhour on the basis of past temperaturesand
present radiationand convectiondata.
2. To compute heat gain as alreadydescribed.
3. To computethe time delay betweenheat gain to a space and
the resultingloadson the air conditioningsystem. In this
last case, the seriesof numberswhich characterizesthe
structures(roomfurnishings,floors,partitions)are called
room weighting factors,rather than responsefactors.
To summarize,the convolutionprincipleis used by the _hermal load
analysisprogramto simulate,with great accuracy,the transientheat
conductiontaking place within the structuresof the building° Various
experimentswith the program indicatethat the convolutionprinciple,
when used in heatingand cooling load calculations,gives more realistic
values of the maximum loads and more accurateestimatesof the times
of their occurrence. For example,the program shows that maximum
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coolingloadsoccurseveralhoursafterthe hottesttimeof the day, at
which timesomebuildingsare unoccupied.Forpracticalpurposes,this
meansthatthe equipmentspecifiedwith the helpof the programwill be
smallerthanequipmentspecifiedas a resultof handcomputation,and that
the elusivedemandfiguresfor utilityservicescan be determinedaccurately,
allowinga realisticestimationof energycosts.
3.3 MAIN ROUTINES
The THERMALLOADS ANALYSIS PROGRAM (TLAP) is divided into three
segments: TLAP, BUILDING INPUT ROUTINE (INITIAL),and HOURLY ANALYSIS
ROUTINE (HLA). The calling sequence of the routinesby TLAP are: INITIAL
and then HLA. If an hourly analysis and a design analysis are selected in
the same run, TLAP will then call HLA once more. The first pass is for the













Set JSTARTwith respectto StartingDay
Determinethe Day of the Month (DAYMO)
Read: Dataof ShadingPolygons(CardL7)
















Shading "_TySurface pe I. Shadingsurfaces
HeatTransfer 2. Delayedheat transfer
Surface surfaces
3. Quick heat transfer
READ: surfaces
characteristics 4. Glazedheat transfer
of delayed,quick surfaces
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Calculate Heat Transfer Throuqh Internal
Partitions (QIHTSi )
QIHTSi : S [FIHTSjj . (TSPA_adj- TSPACi)];jj : I, NIHTSi
where
i - is a subscriptreferringto the space
FIHTSjj- heattransferfactor(Btu/hr-°F-sqft)
NIHTS - numberof internalpartitions,spacei





Referto Figure3.6 for HourlyEnergyAnalysisSegment
FlowDiagram.
o initializeflagswhich indicateif heattransferthrougha
surfacehas alreadybeencalculatedfor thishour
If designrun is to be done,set up summerdesignday
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ICALDi = 0 (delayed surfaces)
ICALQi = 0 (quick surfaces)
ICALWi = 0 (glazed surfaces)
• net hour number
IHOURP= IHOUR- JSTART+ 1
e initialize test case variables'for maximumbuilding heating




QHCOMPicc : 0 (where ice = It17)
e establish time references for this hour
IDOY - day of year
ITIME - time of day
e if ITIME = 1 (i.e., 1 AM)
I. Call subroutine SUN1to calculate:
SUNRAS - hour angle when solar altitude is zero
DEABC(1)- tangent of declination angle
DEABC(2)- equation of time, ET (hours)
DEABC(3)- apparent solar constant (350-390 Btu/hr-ft 2)
DEABC(4)- atmosphericextinctioncoefficient(airmass"l)
DEABC(5)- sky diffusefactor
2. CallsubroutineDAYMOto calculateday of themonthand
monthof theyear.
3. Establishvalueof CN (ClearnessNumber)= CNS (summer)
= CNW (winter)
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4. In the first: hoL!r of the run._ call function NDOWto
establish the day of the week (IDAY).
5. Call subroutine HOt.DAYto establish if the day is a
hol iday.
6.CallsubroutineDST to determinewhetheror not Daylight
SavingTimeis in effect.
e calculatehouranglefor currenthour (HANG,radians)
m if Desi.qnLoadAnalysis,by-passday typeflagandweathertape
call. Define hourly weather from design load weather tables.
o if Energy ConsumptionAnalysis,
I) Call subroutine SCHEDto determine type of schedules for
this day.
2) Readin daily weather and store in IWTH.
o call subroutine PSYto calculate outside air psychrometric
conditions '
HUMRAT - Humidity Ratio (Ibs H2U/Ibm-dry air)
ENTH - Enthalpy (Btu/Ibm-air)
DENS - Density (Ibsm/ft 3)
o if I HANGI < I SUNRASI, sun above horizon
Call subroutine SUN2to calculate:
- solar angle cIirection cosines (X,Y,Z)RAYCOSx,yZ
RDN - direct normal radiation (Btu/hr-ft 2)
BS - sky brightness
SA - sineof buildingazimuth(Sin(BAZ))
CA - cosineof buildingazimuth(Cos(BAZ))
If EnergyCo_sumptionAnalysis,callsubroutineCCM to
calculatecloudcovermodifier(CC)and adjustRDN and BS.
RDN : RDN * CC
BS = BS * CC
Jl = 0











QUFi = _ [FUFii * (TGROND?-TSPACi)] for ii = l,NUFi
: delayedsurfaceheat transfer(repeatfor each delayedsurface
of zone i)
If J HANG I _ J SUNRAS J, sun above horizon.
Call subroutineSUN3 to calculate:
GAI_ - cosineof surfacetilt angle (Cos(WT))
ETA - angle of incidenceof directsolar ray upon surface
RDIR - directsolar radiationincidentupon surface
RDIF - diffusesolar radiationincidentupon surface
RTOT - direct+ diffusesolar radiation
BG - groundbrightness(Btu/hr-ft2)
Check if pictureis to be made of this surface(picturesmay
be printedon the firstday of the month).
CallsubroutineSEARCHto determineif a shadowpictureis
called.
CallsubroutineSHADOWto calculatethe percentof a surface
which is shadedand, if desired,to print a shadowpictureofthe surface.
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o Calculate solar radiation on delayed surface.
If I HANGI > I SUNRASI, sun below horizon.
Solar radiation on surface = 0
Call subroutine FILM to calculate heat transfer coefficient
of the outside air film.
Call subroutine HD to calculate heat transfer through delayed
surfaces.
Sum heat transfer through delayed surfaces, zone i.
Quick surface heat transfer (repeat for each quick surface of
zone i ).
If I HANG I _ I SUN_,S I, sun abow horizon.
Call subroutineSUN3 to calculatesolar radiationcharacteristics
on quick heat transfer surface.
Check if picture is to be made of this surface (picturesare
done for the first day of the month). Call subroutineSEARCH
to determine if a picture is to be made.
Call subroutineSHADOW to calculate the percentof a surface
which is shaded and, if requested,to print a shadow picture
of the surface.
If I HANG I > I SUNRAS I, sun below horizon.
Solar _adiationon surface = 0
Call subroutineFILM to calculateheat transfercoefficient'of
the outside air film.
Call subroutineHQ to calculateheat transferthrough quick
surfaces.
Sum heat transferthrQugh quick surfaces,zone i.
o Glazed surface heat transfer(repeatfor each glazed surface of
zone i).
If I HANG I _ I SUNRAS I, sun above horizon.
Call subroutineSUN3 to calculatesolar radiationcharacteristics
on glazed heat transfer surface.
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Check if picture is to be made of this surface. Call subroutine SEARCH
to do this.
Call subroutine SHADOWto calculate the percent of a surface which is
shaded and, if requested, to print a shadow picture of the surface.
Call subroutine TAR to calculate transmission, absorption, and reflec-
tion of solar radiation through single and dual glazing.
If I HANGI > I SUNP_ASI, SUNBELOWHORIZON.
Solar radiation on surface = 0
Call subroutine FILM to calculate heat transfer coefficient of the outside
air film.
Call subroutine SHGto calculate heat transfer through glazed surfaces.
Sum heat transfer through glazed surfaces, zone i.
HINEW= QRAD
where QRAD- sum of instantaneous solar radiation into zone.
• Calculate people loads.
People, sensible
QPS= 28 + HASL(266.4 - 10.25 * HASL) + (T-460.) * (I.2-HASL *
(3.07 - 0.128 * HASL))
People, latent
QPL = 260. - HASL(214.9 - 13.8 * HASL) - (T-460.) * (6.7-HASL *
(4.44 - 0.222 * HASL))
where HASL- activity levels of occupants (Btu/hr)
T - space temperature (OF)




H2NEW= SCHD* QE + QQWAL+ QDWALL+ QUFI + QIHTSI + SCHD*
QPS* NFOLKI + QC+ QQCEIL+ QDCEIL
where Qegs - peak equipment sensible heat (Btu/hr)
SCHEDeq- equipment part load operation schedule
- sum of delayed wall surface heat transfer
Qdwall (Btu/hr)
- sum of quick wall surface heat transfer
Qqwall (Bt_/hr)
Qdceil - sum of delayed ceiling surface heat
transfer (Btu/hr)
- sum of quick ceiling surface heat transfer
Qqceil (Btuihr)
Qu - sum of quick underground surface heattransfer (Btu/hr)
- Sum of internal partitions heat transfer
Qint (Btu/hr)
QPS - Sensible heat given off by one person
(Btu/hr)
SCHEDpeo- Occupancy part load schedule
NFOLK - Maximumnumber of people in the space
Q - Sum of conduction heat transfer through
gc glazed surfaces
Light heat (H3NEW)
H3NEW = 3413.* SCHDIit*PLITE
where SCHEDIit - Internallightingpart load operation
schedule
PLITE - Peak lightingpower of the space (KW)
• Call subroutineHL to calculatethermal loads to room air
and plenum air by adjustinginstantaneousloads by the
properweighting factors.
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• Call subroutine INF to calculate sensible and latent
infiltration thermal loads (QSinf, QLinf)
• Sum latent space loads (HLAT)
* SCHEDeq+HLAT = QPL* SCHEDpeo * NFOLK+ QLeq QLinf
• If energy consumption run, write weather and zone data to
output tape and line printer (line printer write optional).
• Call subroutine QMAXto sum zone loads and calculate peak
loads and thermal characteristics at peak conditions.
ENDOF SPACELOADCALCULATION.
• Calculate building peak loads and associated thermal con-ditions.
ENDHOURLYCALCULATION
e Call output report subroutines
e Rewind input and output tapes of energy consumption analysis.
Reports generated are done by the types of analysis requested.
The thermal load analysis program may be operated in three modes as defined
by input variable KODE (see input card type L2B).
I. Design load analysis only.
2. Design load analysis and hourly energy analysis.
3. Hourly energy analysis only.
The above-mentionedtypes of analysisare accomplishedby multiple
passesthroughthe hourlyanalysissegmentof the program. The job
processingcontrol(JPC) segmentgovernsthe mode in which the hourly
energyanalysissegmentis used.
If KODE = I. (designload analysisonly),su_=nerdesignday analysesfor
the monthsof March throughDecemberare performed. Su_er
versuswinterdeterminedby.month.
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If CODE= 2, (designloadanalysisand hourlyenergyanalysis),
let:








A geometrysubroutinewhichcalculates,for a polygonof known
vertices,its area,tiltangle(_ anglefromzenith)and azimuthangleof
the right-handednormal.
INPUT
n : Numberof vertices
xi'Yi' zi_ : Coordinatesof vertices,ft.
xj, _j, zj
OUTPUT
AREA : Area of polygon, ft 2
TILT : Tilt angle (_ angle from zenith)_ degrees
AZIM : Azimuthangleof the right-handednormal,degrees,
clockwisefromy axis
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
. l n . .
(vix vj)I. AREA = A = IAI= _ i=]
where J =.i + 1 wheni < n
j = 1 when i = n
. .
Vi,Vj, ...positionvectorsof the vertices
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2. XCOMP - 1 n
i=l (YiZJ YJZi
YCOMP _ 1 n
. 2 i:l (zixj - zjxi )
1 n
: s (xiY j - xjYi)ZCOMP _ i=l
3. TILT = Cos"I (ZCOMP/A)
4. PROJ =_/i'xcoMp)2 + (YCOMp)2
5. If PROJ<< A AZlM : 0.0
6. If PROJis appreciable comparedto A, use the proper




" 0 or +
o , _ + Sin 1 {-XCOMP_ _ {-YCOMP_
,_, _ + Sin-I ,--#_--)
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CCM



















I ICLD_ AL _ 45° AL > 45° AL _45 ° AL > 45°
l .60 .88 .84 I.
2 .60 .88 .83 I.
3 .58 .88 .83 I.
4 .58 .87 .82 I.
5 .57 .85 .80 .99
6 .53 .83 .77 .98
7 .49 .79 _74 .95
8 .43 .73 .67 .90
9 .35 .61 .60 .84
lO .27 .46 .49 .74
The values in Table 3.3 are curve fitted and the coefficients
calculated.
la. STRATUSCLOUDS,AL < 45o (0.707=COSof 45o)
CC = 0.598 + CLD * (0.00026+ CLD * (0.00021- 0.00035* CLD))
lb. STRATUSCLOUDS,AL > 450
CC = 0.908 - CLD * (0.03214- CLD * (0.01020- O.OOll4* CLD))
2. CIRRUS,CIRROSTRATUSCLOUDS,AL < 450
CC = 0.849 - CLD * (0.01277- CLD * (0.00360- 0.00059* CLD))
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3. CIRRUS, CIRROSTRATUSCLOUDS,AL > 45o
CC = 1.010 = CLD * (0.01394 - CLD * (0.00553 - 0.00068 * CLD))
Other than cirrus, cirrostratus, and stratus clouds:
3a. AL < 45o
CC = 0.724 - CLD* (0.00625 - CLD* (0.00191 - 0.00047 * CLD))
3b. AL > 45o
CC = 0.959 - CLD* (0.02304 - CLD * (0.00787 - 0.00091 * CLD))
CENTER
A subroutine which centers titles, names, etc. for output pagesof reports.
INPU____TT
IDEN : Left-justifiedtitle, name, etc.
KODE : processingindicator
KAGIT : print output device
OUTPUT
IDEN : Centeredtitle, name, etc.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Check IDEN column-by-columnto determinenumber of blanks
at righthand.
2. ReallocateIDEN in fieldwith half of blanks of either side.
3. Print IDEN on output device KAGIT.
4. If KODE > 3, write IDEN onto outputdevice 2.
DAYMO
A calendarsubroutinewhich identifiesthe day of the month and
the month of the year.
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INPUT
_ Non-leap yearLEAP : Leap year index = Leap year
IDOY : Day of the year, from start of year
OUTPUT
IDAY : Day of the month
MONTH : Month of the year
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Initializearray NUMDAY (valuesare the day of the year corresponding
to the last day of each month, non-leapyear).
2o IFACT = 0
MONTH = l
3. If IDOY< 31 GO to 8
4. For I = 3, 12
ao II = I-l
b. NDAYS = IDOY - NUMDAY (1) - LEAP
c. If NDAYS< 0 Go to 6
5. II = 12
6. MONTH = II
7. If MONTH>2 IFACT = LEAP
8. IDAY = IDOY - NUMDAY (MONTH) IFACT
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DST
A subroutine which determines if Daylight Saving Time is in effect and
returns the proper flag.
INPUT:
MONTH : Month of the year
IDAY : Day of the month
M : Day of the week
OUTPUT:
IDST : Daylight Saving Time indicator = Standard Time Period
Daylight Saving Time Period
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. If MONTHis less than 4 and greater than I0, IDST=O.
2. If MONTHis greater than 4 and less than I0, IDST=I.
3a. If MONTHequal 4, set IDST=O.
3b. If (IDAY-M) is greater than or equal to 23, then reset IDST=I.
4a. If MONTHequals 10, set IDST=I.







MONTH : Monthnumber,l to 12
TMAX : Maximxmdry-bulbtemperatureforsummerdesign
day,VF
TMIN : Minimumdry-bulbtemperaturefor summerdesign
day,OF








DEN : Densityof air at 3 PM hour,Ib percu ft
Summerdesignday calculation
successful






"Handbookof Air ConditioningSystem Design",CarrierCorporation
Chapter 2, Design Conditions.
Table 2 - Correctionsin Outdoor DesignTemperaturefor Time Qf
Day.




I. Let the followingdefine the correctionfactorsas listed
in subject reference•
a) IDDI - DBT correctionfactorsfor I AM hour
IDD2 - DBT correctionfactorsfor 2 AM hour
• • • • • • •
IDD24-DBT correctionfactorsfor 12"midnite.
b) IDWI - WBT correctionfactorsfor l AM hour
IDW2 - WBT correctionfactors for 2 AM hour
: . : : • .IDW24-WBT correctionfactorsfor 12 mid ite
c) IMDI DBT correctionfactorsfor March
IMD2 - " " " " April
3 - " " " " May
4 - " " " " June
5 - " " " " July
6 - " " " " August
7 - " " " " September
8 - " " " " October
9 - " " " " November
d) IMWI - WBT correctionfactorsfor March
IMW2 - " " " " April
3 - " " " " May
4 - '_ " " " June
5 - " " " " July
6 - " " " " August
7 - " " " " September
8 - " " " " October






CORD2= 0.0 Day correctionforWBT
3. CalculateMonthindex
If March, M = l
IfApril, M = 2
IfMay, M = 3
If June, M = 4
If July, M = 5
If August, M = 6
IfSeptember,M = 7
IfOctober, M = 8
IfNovember, M = 9
4. Calculateindexcorrespondingtoyearlytemperaturerange
RY = TMAX- TMIN
If RY _ 50, L = l
50..(RY _ 55,L = 2
55, RY _ 60, L = 3
RY _ llS,L = 15
B. Calculateindexcorrespondingtodailytemperaturerange
RD = TMAX- TMIN
If RD s lO, K = l
lO _ RD 215, K = 2
RD • 45, K = 8
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6. FormonthsMarchthroughNovember:
a) Set CORMI= ICORM(L,M,I)
CORM2= ICORM(L,M,2)
b) CallPSYto getW, thehumidityratio,at the
dew pointtemperature.
c) Calculatenthalpyat 3 PM,usingTMAXand W.
H : 0.24* TMAX+ (1061.+ 0.444* TMAX)* W
d) CallWBF to getwet-bulbtemperature,TWREF,
correspondingto enthalpyH.




TDNEW= TMAX- CORMI- CORDI
TWNEW= TWREF- CORM2- CORD2
CallPSY (TDNEW,TWNEW,TDEW,PATM,W, H, DEN)
















A = (TMAX-TMIN)* COS(TETA)
B = 0.5* (TMAX-TMIN)* COS(GAMA)
C = COS(GAMA)*SIN(TETA)-2.O'COS(TETA)*
SIN(GAMA)
b) For hoursI = l to 24, repeatfollowing:
TDB(I)= 0.5* (TMAX+ TMIN)- (A* SIN(ALFA*
(I-lO)))/L+ (B*SIN(BETA*(I-]O)))







A subroutine which detemines the outside surface heat transfer co-
efficientas a functionofwindvelocityand the typeof surfacecon-
structions.
INPUT
V : Windvelocitymph ll
Stucco
' 2 Brickand roughplaster
3 Concrete








The valuesof A, B, andC as a functionof typeof exteriorsurface
are givenin Table3.4
TABLE3.4
VALUESOFA, B, AND C FORCALCULATION
OF OUTSIDEHEATTRANSFERCOEFFICIENT
IS A(IS) B(IS) C(IS)
l 0 0.535 2.04
2 0.001329 0.369 2.20
3 0 O.380 I.90
4 -0.002658 0.363 l.45
5 0 O.281 1.80
6 -0.001661 O.302 I.45
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HD
A subroutinewhich computesthe heat transferredinto a space
from an outsideopaque thick wall (or roof). This is accomplished
using the Y responsefactorsand the historyof the wall's outside
surfacetemperature. This historyof TOi includesthe present
temperature,TOi, which must be computedusing the X responsefactors.
INPUT
Xi : Self responsefactors, BTU/HR - sq. ft. - °F
Yi : Transferresponsefactors,BTU/HR - sq. ft. - °F
IR : Number of responsefactorterms
RATOS : Common ratio
FO : Overall film coefficientfor the outsidesurface of
wall (includesconvectionand long wave radiation),
BTU/HR - sq ft - °F
A : Cosineof angle between zenith and outwardnormal
of wall.
CC : Total cloud amount index (previouslycalled ICLD
in subroutineCCM).
TM : Constantspace temperature,°R
TDB : Ambient outsideair dry-bulbtemperature,°R
TOi : Outsidewall surfacetemperaturehistory,
(TO. is present outsidewall surfacetemperature)
OR.l
AB : Absorptivityof outside surfaceof wall to
radiationin solar spectrum
SOLI : Total solar radiationintensity,BTU/HR - sq.ft.
SUMN
For previoushour;
SUMR : Used to accomplishthe recursivesummation





Q : Space heat gain (+) or loss (-) per unit area
of surface,BTU/HR - Sq. ft.
"_For_ PresentHour;
QR
QN :_Used to accomplishthe recursivesummation







re 3.7 CONCEPTSOF HD SUBROUTINE
Using the diag).,,Jgiven in Figure3.7_ the heat balance equationof a wall
may be constructedas follows:
By the use of responsefactors:
= _ (TOi - TM)Xi (EQ. l)_QOUTSIDE i=l
QINSIDE = _ (TOi - TM)Yi (EQ. 2)ti=l




QOUTSIDE= ql + q2 " q3 (EQ.3)
where
ql = AB * SOLI (EQ.4)
q2 = F_ * (TDB- TOl) (EQ.5)
q3 = 2.0* A * (lO.O- CC) (EQ.6)
Combiningequationsl, 3, 4, 5 and 6:
(TOi - TM)Xi = AB * S_LI+ FO * (TDB- TO1)i=l
- 2.0* A * (lO.O- CC) (EQ.7)
Equation7 is theheatbalanceequationof the outsidewallsurfaceat
thetimein question.SinceTO2, TO3, etc.are knownfrompastcalculations,
TOl may be solvedfromthisequation.
Rearrangingequation7 as:
TOl * (Xl + FO) = Xl *TM+ AB * SOLI+ FO* TDB - 2.0
• A * (lO.O-CC) - _ (TOi -TM)Xi (EQ.8)i=2
and solvingequation8 forTOl gives:
TOI = - 2. * A * (lO. - CC) - X(1) * TM - FO * TDB - AB * SOLI
+ RATOS * (SUMN - SUMR) + SRNEW + X(IR) * (TOLD TM /
(X(1) + FO) (_. 9)
NowthatTOl is known,equation2 may be usedto computeQINSIDEdirectly.
HL
A subroutinewhich determinesthe total space sensibleload by






H2 : Totaltransmissionand internaloadfromprevious
hour,BTU/HR
H3 : Plenumreturnair loadfromprevioushour,BTU/HR
HINEW : Windowsolarloadforpresenthour,BTU/HR
H2NEW : Totaltransmissionand internalloadforpresent
hour,BTU/HR,













HRLDS : Tot_ spacesensibleloadfor presenthour,BTU/HR
HRLDL : Totalplenumsensibleloadfor presenthour,BTU/HR
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SA : Weightedwindow solar load for present hour,BTU/HR
SB : Weightedspace sensibleload for presenthour, BTU/HR
SC : Weightedspace lightingload for presenthour,
BTU/HR
H2P : Componentsof sensibleload from previoushour, BTU/HR
H2NEWP ,: Componentsof sensibleload for presenthour, BTU/HR
SBP(1) : Componentsof weightedsensibleload for present
hour, BTU/HR,where











HI : Window solar load from previoushour, BTU/HR
H2 : Total transmissionand internalload from previous
hour, BTU/HR
H3 : Plenum return air load from previoushour, BTU/HR
HRLDS : Total space sensibleload for present hour, BTU/HR
HRLDL : Total plenum sensibleload for present hour, BTU/HR
SA : Weightedwindow solar load for present hour, BTU/HR
SB : Weightedspace sensibleload for presenthour, BTU/HR
SC : Weighted space lightingload for presenthour, BTU/HR
SBP : Componentsof weightedsensible load for present
hour, BTU/HR




n _ _(SPACESENSIBLELOAD)i = _ _ (LOAD)_j * (WEIGHTINGFACTOR).jj=O i=l
where i is a superscriptwhich correspondsto the type
of loads and n is the number of the type of loads.
HOLDAY
A subroutinewhich identifiesthe Nationalholidaysof the United
Statesof America.
INPUT
MO : Month of the year
JAY : Day of the month
NDAY : Day of the week (Sunday= l, etc.)
OUIPUT
!_Not holidayJOL : Holiday Indicator= Holiday
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Set JOL equal to 0
2. Set JOL equal to l for the followingsituations:
If MO = l and JAY = l
MO = 12, JAY, = 31, and NDAY = 6
MO = I, JAY = 2, and NDAY =2
MO = 2, 15 < JAY < 22, and NDAY = 2
MO = 5, JAY-> 25 and NDAY = 2
MO = 7, and JAY = 4
MO = 7: JAY = 3, and NDAY = 6
MO = 7, JAY = 5, and NDAY = 2
MO = 9, JAY is less than 7 and NDAY = 2
MO= 12 and JAY = 25
MO= 12, JAY = 24, and NDAY= 6
MO= 12, JAY = 26, and NDAY= 2
MO= I0, 7 < JAY <13, and NDAY= 2
MO= 11, and JAY = II
MO= II, JAY = I0 and NDAY= 6
MO= II, JAY : 12 and NDAY= 2
MO= II, 22 < JAY < 28, and NDAY= 5
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HQ
A subroutinewhich computesthe heat transferredinto a space
from an outsideopaquequickly-respondingwall, door, etc. This
subroutineis very similarto the HD subroutineexcept that it
requiresno use of responsefactors.
INPUT
FO : Overallfilm coefficientfor the outside surface
of wall (includesconvectionand long wave radiation)_BTU/HR - sq. ft. - °F
U : Overallheat transfercoefficientof wall, BTU/HR-
sq. ft. °F
A : Cosineof angle betweenzenith and outwardnormal
of wall
CC : Total cloud amount index (previouslycalled ICLD
in subroutineCCM)
TM : Constantspace temperature,o R
TDB : Ambientoutside air dry-bulbtemperature,°R
AB : Absorptivityof outside surfaceof wall to
radiationin solar spectrum
SOLI _ Total solar radiationintensity,BTU/HR- sq. ft.
OUTPUT
Q : Space heat gain (+) or less (-) per unit area of
surface,BTU/HR- sq. ft.
CALCULATIONSEqUENC_
Using the same terminologyof the HD subroutine,we can write:
QOUTSIDE = QINSIDE = U * (TOl - TM) (EQ. 1)
where U is the overall heat transfercoefficient.
The heat balanceequationof the outsidewall surfacebecomes:
U * (TOl TM) = AB * SOLI + FO * (TDB - TOl) - 2.0
• A * (I0.0- CC) (EQ. 2)
Solving this equation for TO1 gives:
TO1 = U *TM+ AB * SOLI + FO* TDB - 2.0 * A * (I0.0 - C€)U + FO (EQ, 3)
Now that TOl is known, equation 9 may be used to computeQINSIDEdirectly,
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INPUT1




YARD : Logicalunitnumberfor cardinputdevice
KAGIT : Logicalunitnumberfor lineprinter




I. If NV = l, the short form of descriptionfor a rectangular
surface is desired,thereforego to calculation2; if
NV > 3, go to calculation3.
2. Short form input for rectangularsurface
a) Read the followingcard input data:
XCORN 1
YCORN coordinatesof lower lefthandvertex,ft
ZCORN
: HT - height, ft
WD - width, ft
AZIM - azimuthangle, degrees
TILT - tilt angle, degrees
b) Convertazimuthand tilt angles to radians
AZIM = 0.01745* AZIM
TILT = 0.01745 * TILT
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c) CallRECTANwhichreturnsXX, YY, ZZ.
d) CallRECAP2to echodata.
e) ResetNV = 4.
3. Longforminputfor anysurfaceshape














AREA : Surfa¢_area,sq ft
NX : Numberof X-divisionsthatsurfaceis tobe
dividedintofor shadowcalculations
NY : Numberof Y-divisionsthatsurfaceisto be
dividedintofor shadowcalculations
ND : Numberof commonshadingsurfacesdeleted











NV = FNV+ O.l
NX = FNX+ O.l
NY = FNY+ O.l
ND = FND+ O.l
NA = FNA+ O.l
ISR = FISR+ O.l
IRF = FIRF+ O.l
and echodata.
3. If NV = l, the shortformof geometricdescriptionfor a
rectangularsurfaceis desired,thereforego to calculation










AZIM - azimuth angle, degrees
TILT - tilt angle, degrees
b) Convert azimuth and tilt angles to radians and calculate
surface area.
AREA= HT * WD
AZIM = 0.01745 * AZIM
TILT = 0.01745 * TILT
c) Call RECTANwhich returns XX, YY, ZZ.
d) Call RECAP2to echo data.
e) Reset NV = 4.
f) Return
5. Long form input for any surface shape
a) For each of NV vertices, read XX, YY, and ZZ from card
input data.
b) Call APOLto return area; this yields height and width.




A subroutine which estimates sensible and latent components of
the outside air load which infiltrates through openings.
INPUT
DB : Outside air dry-bulb temperature, °F
HUMRA : Outside air humidity ratio, Ibs water/Ib dry air
DEN : Outside air density, Ibs dry air/cu ft
CFMINF : Infiltrationrate
TSPA : Space temperature,°R
OUTPUT
QSIN : Sensibleinfiltrationload, Btu/hr
QLIN : Latent,infiltrationload,Btu/hr
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE




DPT DPT= dew point temperature






= 53.2 + 0.245 * (DB - 50.0)
7000.0




3. QSIN= 14.4* DEN * CFMINF* (DB+460.0 - TSPA)
QLIN= 63000.0* DEN* CFMINF* (HUMRA- WRA)
LEEP




LEEP ."Leapyear index=I_ LeapN°tleapyearYear
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
If (JAHR- 1900) is evenly divisible by 4, then LEEP= 1,
otherwise LEEP= 0
MATCON
A subroutine which examinesthe grid elements of a shadedsurface
anddefines an alphameric matrix madeup of blank characters for sunlit
elements or an asterisk character for shadedor border elements.
INPUT
ISHADE : A two-dimensionalmatrixrepresentingthe gridinto
whicha surfaceis brokenfor shadowanalysis.Each
elementof thematrixhas a valueof eitherO, I,





MM : Numbe_of gridelementsin the x-axisdirection






I. For each elementof matrix, i.e., I = l to MM and J = I, NN
a) If ISHADE (I,J) is greaterthan O, go to 2
b) If ISHADE (I,J) is equal to O, check to see if element
is on border of surface,i.e., I = l or MM, J = l or NN.
If so, set ISHADE (I, J) = I.
c) If ISHADE (I,J) is equal to O, and I # 1 or MM or J _ l or NN,
check to see if elementis on a diagonalborder; i.e.,
elementabove, below, to right,or to left is equal to 2.
If so, set ISHADE (I, J) = I.
2. For each element of matrix, i.e., I = l to MM and J = l
to NN
a) If ISHADE (I, J) = O, set element equal to a
blank character
b) If ISHADE (I,J) is greaterthan O, set elementequal
to an asterickcharacter.
See Figures3.8 - 3.11 for a visual explanationof the steps performed
in making a shadow calculation. Also refer to subroutineSHADOW for
furtherinsitesinto the mechanicsof performingsuch calculations.
j //_SurfaceNN
°_ozo_6--6I_r6-6-oI__i2_2 2o,oo,oooo  }. 2;2j212 -I
0 0
Figure3.8
Step l - Surfacebroken into grid elementswith 0 and 2




2 2 2 2 2 2_,/()0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 lJ
2 2 2 2 2/2"0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 11/_2
2 2 2 2/XI0 0 0 0 0 0 I I I 1_ 2 2
2 2_0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 ]/_22 2 2
2_/0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _iI/2 2 2 2 2
70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IY'2 2 2 2 2 2:
Shaded
Figure 3.9
Step 2 - Surfacebroken,intogrid elementswith
I indicatingportionthat is shaded
222222  /i'I l l l ll 11 ll A"
2 2 2 2 2_I 0 0 0 0 l l l l l Iv/I2
2 2 2 2_T l 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 l l _/2 2 2
2 2_/q 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 l l_V2 2 2 2
2.2_I 0 0 00 0 00 0 I I_}/2 2 2 2 2
_l H l l l l l l l IX2 2 2 2 2 2_
Figure3.10
Step 3 - Surface broken into grid elementswith
l indicatinga shaded elementora bounda_
element
Figure,3.11
Step 4 - Transformedmatrix ready for pictorialdisplay
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MONFIN
Subroutine MONFIN(in versions of NECAPprior to 4.1) was replaced with a
data statement in the main routine. MONFINwould assign an alphabetical variable
containing the name of the desired month. NECAP4.1 uses an array which consists






MONTH Integer for month of the year
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NDOW
A subroutinewhichdeterminestheday of theweek.
INPUT
JR : YearAD
MO : Monthof theyear














2. 11 = JR-1900
3o If JR>_2OOOjI1 = JR-2000
4. I2 = (11/4)+ 11 + ITAB(MO)+ JAY
5. If LEEP = 1 and MO <2} 12 = 12 - 1
6. If JR) 2000, 12 = 12 - 1
7. NDOW = integerpart of (12/7)
8. If NDOW = 0 } NDOW = 7
3~5]
PSY
A subroutine which calculates humidity ratio, enthalpy and density _f
outside air.
INPUT
DBT : Outside air dry-bulb temperature, OF
WBT : Outside air wet-bulb temperature, OF
DPT : Outside air dew point temperature, OF
PATM : Atmospheric pressure, inches of mercury
OUTPUT
HUMRAT : Humidity ratio, Ibs water/Ib dry air
ENTH : Enthalpy, Btu/Ib dry air
DENS : Density, Ibs dry air/cu ft
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
In the calculation of psychrometric properties of moist air, partial
pressure of water vapor is needed. This is calculated by the PPWVMSsub-
function.
I. If DPT is less than 32, calculate partial pressure of water vapor
for DPT.
PPWV = PPWVMS(DPT)
Go to step 3.
2. If DPT is greater than 32, calculate partial pressure of water
vapor in moisture-saLurated air for WBTand obtain partial pressure
of water with
PPWV := PPWVMS(WBT) 0.000367 * PATM* (DBT - WBI')/
(I.0 + (WBT- 32.0)/1571.0)
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3. HUMRAT= 0.622 * PPWV/(PATM- PPWV)
4. ENTH = 0.24 * DBT + (1061.0 + 0.444 * DBT) * HUMRAT
5. DENS = 1.0/(0.754 * (DBT + 460.0) * (I.0 + 7000.0 * HUMRAT/
4360. O)/PATM)
PPWVMS
A function which calculates partial pressure of water in moisture-saturated
air.
I. Let TEMPbe either DBT, WBTor DPT.
2. Let A(1) = -7.90298 B(1) : -9.09718
A(2) = 5.02808 B(2) : -3.56654
A(3) = -1.3816 E-7 B(3) : 0.876793
A(4) = 11.344 B(4) = 0.0060273
A(5) = 8.1328 E-3
A(6) = -3.49149
3. Let T = (TEMP+ 460.0)/1.8
If T is less than 273.16, go to 4.
Otherwise
z = 373.16/T
P1 : A(1) * (z-i)
P2 = A(2) * LoglO (z)
P3 = A(3) * (I0 ** (A(4) * (l-I/z)_-l)
P4 = A(5) * (I0 ** (A(6) * (z-l))-l)
Go to 5.
4. Let z = 273.16/T
PI = B(1) * (-I)
P2 = B(2) * LoglO (z)
P3 = B(3) * (l-I/z)
P4 = Log I0 (B(4))
5. PPVMS= 29.921 * 10 ** (PI + P2 + P3 + P4)
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_MAX
A subroutine that sums space loads each hour to get total building
load; also keeps track of the peak heating and cooling load for each space.
INPUT
I : Space Number
HRLDS : Space sensible load for hour, Btu/hr
SSHMAX : Maximumspace sensible heating load, Btu/hr
TOTAL : Space total load for hour, Btu/hr
STCMAX : Maximumspace total cooling load, Btuihr
SUMA : Space window solar load, Btu/hr
SUMBP(L) : Space sensible load components, Btuihr
where:









SUMC : Space lighting load, Btu/hr
HLATP : Space latent load due to people, Btu/hr
QSINF : Space sensible load due to infiltration, Btu/hr
QLINF : Space latent load due to infiltration, Btu/hr
HRLDL : Space plenum return air load, Btu/hr
QLEQ : Space latent load due to equipment, Btu/hr
MONTH : Month number _.
DBT : Ambient dry-bulb temperature, OF
WBT : Ambient wet-bulb temperature, OF
ISKIP : Load summation indicator (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
IPLEN : Plenum indicator (0 = No, 1 = Yes)
IWSP : Wi;id Speed
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HUMRAT : Ambient air humidityratio, Ib/Ib
DENS : Ambient air density,Ib/cu ft
CFMSF : Estimatedamountof ventilationair, CFM/sq ft
FLORA : Space floor area, sq ft
TROOM : Space setpointtemperature,°F
MULT : Number of times space is repeatedin building
ITIME : Time of day, l to 24
IDAY : Dayof month
BHEATT : Summationof spaceheatingloadsforthe hour,Btu/hr
QHCOMP(K): Componentsof hourlybuildingheatingload,Btu/hr,
whereK takeson thefollowingdefinition

















QCCOMP(K): Componentso; hourlybuildigncooling load, Btu/hr,
where K has same definitionas above.
OUTPUT
QHCOMP(K) : Same definitionas above
QCCOMP(K) : Same definitionas above
QWIN(M,I) : Componentsof space peak heatingload, Btu/hr,where
I is the space numberand M takes on the following
definition
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14 plenum return air
15 equipment latent
16 month
17 ambient dry-bulb temperature
18 ambient wet-bulb temperature
19 ambient humidity ratio
20 hour of day
21 quick ceilings
22 delayed ceilings
23 day of month
QSUM(M,I) : Components of space peak cooling load, Btu/hr; M and I
have same definition as for QWIN
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. If HRLDSis zero or positive go to 3.
If HRLDSis negative, go to 2.
2. Heating hour
a) If ISKIP(1)=O, go to calculation 2d.
b) Add space heating load and space ventilation air load into
building heating load for the hour
BHEATT= BHEATT+ (HRLDS+ QOA) * MULT(1)
If.IPLEN(1):O,QOA = 14.4*DENS*CFMSF*FLORA(1)*(DBT- TROOM(I))
If IPLEM(1)=I,QOA = 0.0
c) Add space heating load componentsinto buildingheating
load components
QHCOMP(1): QHCOMP(1)+ SUMBP(3) *MULT(1)
liI (2) +SUNBP(8)*MULT(1){il + SUMA *,IULT{I)
= + SUMBP(2) *MULT(1)(I su.BP(6 .ULT(1)
( )6 (6) + SUMBP(5) *MULT(1)
(7) = (7) + SUMBP(4) *MULT(1)
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(8) = (8) + SUMBP(7) *MULT(I)
(9) = (9) + HLATP* MULT(I)
(10) = (10) + SUMC * MULT(I)
(II) = (II) + SUMBP(1)I)*MULT(1)
(12) ;: (12) + QSINF * MULT(1)
(13) = (13) + OLINF * MULT(1)
(14) = (14) + HRLDL * MULT(1)
(15) = (15) + QLEQ* MULT(1)
(16) = (16) + SUMBP(9)* XMULT
(17) = (17) + SUMBP(IO) * MULT(1)
d) Check for peak load, i.e., if IHRLDSI > ISSHMAXI, and
update peak load data as follows:
QI,!IH(1):(2) suI,sP(
(3) = SUMA(4) = SUMBP(2)
(5) = SUMBP (6)
(_ = SU_P (5)
--- MBP 4
(8) = SUMBP (7)
















a) If ISKIP(1)=O, go to calculation 3d.
b) Add space cooling load and space ventilation air load into
the building cooling load for the hour.
BCOOLT= BCOOLT+ (TOTAL + QSOA+ QLOA)* MULT(1)
If IPLEN(1)=O, QSOA= 14.4*DENS*CFMSF*FLORA(1)*(DBT- TROOM(1))
QLOA= 63000. *DENS*CFMSF*FLORA(I ) *(HUMRAT- O.0093)
If IPLEN(1)=I, qsoA = 0.0, QLOA= O.u
(Room humidity condition is assumed to be approximately
75 F and 50%R.H.)
If QLOA< 0.0 set QLOA= 0.0
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c) Add space cooling load componentsinto buildingcooling
load components. Follow same proceduresas are outlined
in 2c above except use QCCOMP insteadof QHCOMP.
d) Check for peak load, i.e., if ITOTALI > ISTCMAXI,and
updateQSUM peak load data using same proceduresas are
outlinedin 2d above.
RECTA_______NN
A subroutine which calculates coordinates of three vertices
of a rectangle, two sides of which are horizontal, if tilt angle,
azimuth angle and coordinates of one vertex are given.
INPUT
x ilY ,Coordinatesof one vertex,ftZ
H : Height of surface,ft
W : Width of surface,ft
A : Azimuth angle,degrees
B : Tilt angle, degrees
OUTPUT
xv(1)I :
YV(I) : Coordinatesof 4 vertices
zv(1) :
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE





2. XV(2) : X
XV(3) = X - W * CA
XV(4) = X - W * CA - H * CB * SA
XV(1) = X - H * CB * SA
YV(2) = Y
YV(3) = Y + W * SA
YV(4) = Y + W * SA - H * CB * CA
YV(1) = Y - H * CB * CA
ZV(2) = Z
ZV(3) : Z
ZV(4) = Z + H * SB
ZV(1) = Z + H * SB




A subroutinethat echos beginningportionof input data, i.e.,
Ll throughL4.
INPUT
STALAT : Station latitude,degrees
STALON : Station longitude,degrees
TZN : Time zone number
CNS : Summer clearnessnumber
CNW : Winter clearnessnumber
BAZ : Buildingazimuthangle, degrees
LCODE : Job processingcode
CFMSF : Ventilationair rate, cfm/sq ft
FPRES : Estimatedtotal fan pressure,inches of water
DTC : Cold air supply temperature,OF
DTH : Hot air supply temperature,OF
ALTUD : Buildingaltitude,ft.
TDBS : Summer maximum DBT, OF
RANGS : Summer daily range of DBT, OF
TDPS : Summer dew point temperature,OF
WINDS : Summer wind speed,mph
TDBW : Winter minimum DBT, OF
RANGW : Winter daily range of DBT, OF
TDPW : Winter dew point temperature,OF
WINDW : Winter wind speed,mph
JAHR : Weatheryear
JMONTH : Startingmonth of analysis
MONTHS : Array of 3-1etterabbreviationsof names of the
months
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LENGTH : Lengthof analysis,days
IXMAS : Lengthof Christmasperiod,days
TDB : Initialtemperatureof exteriorsurfaces,OF
KPRINT : Printcode
KAGIT : Logicalunitnumberfor lineprinter
OUTPUT
A reportsimilarto thatshownin Figure3.13.
RECAP2
A subroutinethat echos surfacegeometricdescriptioninput data.
INPU__._TT








y Coordinatesof all surfacevertices,ft.
Z
KAGIT : Logicalunitnumberof lineprinter.
OUTPUT
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b) PrintXCORN,YCORN,ZCORN,HT,WD, AA, and BB.
3. Echoinputdataforsurface.
a) Printcolumnlabel.
b) Foreachof NV surfacevertices,printX, Y and Z
coordinate.
REPRTI












A one-pagereportsimilarto thatshownin Figures3.15and 3.16.
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I. Print upper part of border.
2. Print first line of report.
a) If KODE = l or 2, print title "DesignLoad
AnalysisFor".
b) If KODE m 2, print title "Analysisof Energy
Utilizationof".
3. Print IDENI,first callingsubroutineCENTERto position
title within center of 35 column field.
4. Print IDEN2,again callingsubroutineCENTER to position
titlewithin center of 35 column field.
5. Print IDEN3, IDEN4and IDENS.
6. Print lower part of border.
7. If KODE _ 3, write IDEN3, IDEN4 and IDEN5 on output
computertape.
REPRT2
A subroutinethat prints a one-page reportsummarizingcalendardata
and weather data requiredfor hourly energyanalysisrun.
INPUT
JSTAT : Weather stationnumber
JAHR : Year when analysis is to start
LENGTH : Lengthof analysis in days
KAGIT : Logicalunit number for line printer
FUTURE : Weather stationname
IWTH : Weathertape data
MONTHS : Array of 3-1etterabbreviationsfor the names of the months
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OUTPUT
A one-pagereportsimilarto thatshownin Figure3.17.
REPRT3
A subroutinethat prints a one-pagereport summarizingdata that is
printed each hour on load output tape and on line printer,if desired.
INPUT
KAGIT : Logical unit number of line printer.
OUTPUT
A one-pagereport similar to that shown in Figure 3.18.
REPRT5
A subroutinethat prints a one-pagereport summarizingthe design
weather data generatedby subroutineDESDY.
INPUT
TDBS : Maximum summer dry-bulbtemperature,OF
RANGS : Daily swing of dry-bulbtemperaturefor summer
design day, OF
TDPS : Average dew point temperaturefor summer design
day, OF
WINDS : Wind speed for summer design day, mph
TDBW : Minimum winter dry-bulbtemperature,OF
RANGW : Daily swing of dry-bulbtemperaturefor winter
designday, OF
TDPW : Average dew point temperaturefor winter design
day, OF
WINDW : Wind speed for winter design day, mph
PATM : Atmosphericpressure,inchesof mercury
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* IN THE FOLLOWING PAGES *
* THE FIRST LINE OF EACH PRIr_TLD BLOCKS _IVES *
* TIME - HOURS_ STANDARD TIME FROM FIRST HOUR OF JA_.jU_RY
* SUN INDEX - IF EQUAL TO ONE SUN IS OOWN_ IF EQUAl. 10 ZEt_O SUFI IS UP •
m * DRY-BULB TEMP, - DEGREES'_AHRENHEIT *
* WET-BULB TEMPo - DEGREES FAHRENHEIT *
* WIND VELOCITY - KNOTS *
, HUMIDITY RATIO - LBS WATER PER LB DRY-AIR •
* PRESSURE - INCHES OF MERCURY *
ENTHALPY - BTU PER LB DRY-AIR *
. DENSITY - LBS DRY-AIR PER CUBIC FOOT *
* CLOUD COVER MODIFIER - FRACTION OF TOTAL SOLAR RADIATION INCIDErlT *
o _ * UPON A HORIZONTAL SURFACE *
c . THE FOLLOWINGLINES OF EACH PRI_JTED BLOCKS GIVES *
* SPACE NUMBER *
* NUMBER OF IDENTICAL SPACES. IN BUILDING *
* SPACE SENSIBLE LOAD - BTU PE_R HOUR *
* SPACE LATENT LOAD - BTU PER HOOK
* PLENUM RETURN AIR LIGHTING LOAD - BTU PER HOUR *
* SPACE LIGHTING AND EQUIPMENT POWER - KILOV'ATTS *
********************************************************************************































SUMMARY BY MONIH oF bESIGN OAY wEATHER GENERATED FOR USE. IN HEATING AND COOLING CALCULATIONS
SUMMER UAY INPUT PARA_EIERS WINTER DAY INPUI PARAMETERS
1. MONTH ASSUMED TO HE JULY OR AUGUST 1. MONTH ASSUMED TO BE DECEMBER
2. HAXIMUil DFY-BUL_ TEMPFRATURE = 94° 2. MINIMUM D_Y-BULB I£MPERATURE = 20,
3, DAILY SWIMG OF DRY-BULB TEMPERATURE = 18, 5, DAILY SWIN6 OF DRY-BULB TEMPERATURE = 3,
4, AVERAGE DEW-POI_T TEMPERATURE = 72. 4, AVERAGb DEW-POINT TEMPEHATIJRE = 5,
5. AVERAGE W/I_D SPEED = 5. 5. AVERAGE WIND SPEED = 7.
, A;M,'*%****'**;/*.1o I, . **********.3 4 , PM6*************,B , 10 . ,'
MARCH
DR1 62. bl. _0. _0. _0. 62° 64. 66. 68. 70. 7P. 75. 77° 79. 80. 79. 78. 77. 75. 73. 71. 69. 66. 64.
WBT bg. bB. bT. 57. 57. 59° 61° 65° 65. 67. 68. 69. 70. 70. 7Uo 70. 7U. 70. 69° 68. &8. 66. 63. 61.
APRIL
•"rl D_T 67. &6. Gb. ES. 65. 67. 69. 71. 73. 7_5. 77. 80. 82. 84. 85. 84. 83. 82. 80. 78. 76. 74e T1. 69.
W_T G4, &3° 62. 62. 62. Gq, GO, 68° 69, 70, 70, 71° _2, 72° 72° 72, 72° 72, 71, 70, 70, 69, 68, 66,ft-,
MAY
DBr 72. 71. 70. 7_. 70. 72. 7_. 76. 78° 80. 82. 85. 8T. 89. _0. 89. 88. 8_° 85. 83° 81. 79. 76. 74.
(_J _ WBI 69. 68. 67. 67. 67. 69. 71. 72. 72. 75o 75. 74. 75. 75. 7b. 75° 75. 75. 74. 7_. 73. 75. 72. 71.I
"-4 (._ JUNE
r_) DBT 75. 74. 75. 73. 73. 75. 77. 79. 81. R3. 85. 8_. 90. 92. 93. 92. 91. 90. 88. 86. 84. 82. 79. 77.
...a
_.0 WBT 72. 71, 70. 70. 70. 72° 73° 74° 74, 75, TS, 76_ 77, 77, 77, 77° 77, 77° 76, 76, 75, 75, 74, 75°
JULY
OBI 76. 7b. 74, T_. 74. 76. 78. 80. 82. B_. RG. 89. 91o _3. 9_° 95. 92. 91. 89. 87. 85, 83. 80. T8.(we)
wBT 73° 72, 71, 71° 71, 73, 75, 74, 74, 75, 75, 76° 77, 77° 77, 77° 77, 77, 76° T6, 75, 75° 74, 73,
"_ AUGUST
"0 DBT 76. TO. 74. 7_° 74. 76. 78. BO. 82. 64. B_. 89. 91. 93. 94. 95. 92. 91. 89° 87. 85. 83. BO. 78*
rrl WBI 73. 72° 71° 71, 71, 73, 73° T4° 7_. 75. 75, 76, 77. 77, 77, 77. 77, 7T° 76, 76, 75° 75° 74, 73,
SEPTEMBERC_
D_T 73. 72. 7}. 71. 71. 75. 75. 77. 79. 61. 83. 86. BB. 90. 91° 90. 89. 88. 86. 84. 82. 80. 77. 75.
"-{ W_I 70. 69° bB. b&. 68. 70. T1. 72. 72. 73. 73° 74° 75. 75. 75, 75. 75. 75. 74. 74. 73. 72. 72. 71.
"0(_ OCTOBER
--I DBI &9, bB, &7, 67. 67. 6_° 71. 73° 7_, 77, 79, 82° 84, 86° 87° 86, 85, 84, 82., 80, 78, 76, 73, 71°
WBT _6o bS_ 64. &_* _. 66. 66. 70. TO, 71. T1, 72. 7_. 73, 75. 73. 75. 75, 72. 72. 71. 70. 70. &8.
NOVEP;H_LR
DBT 61. 60° bg° 59° ..59. 61, 63. 65. 67, 69, 71 74. 76° 78, 79. 78. 77. ?6e 74. 72. 70o 68, 65. 63.
WBI 58. _7. _6. 56.. 56. 58. 60, 62, 64° 66. 67. 68. 69, 69, 6_, 6_, 69. 69, 68, _7, 6?, &5, 62, 60,
DECEMBER
OBT 21. 20. 20. 20. 20. 20. 20_ 21. 21, 22, 22. 22. 23. 23. 23. 23, 23, 23° 22, 22. 22, 22. 21. 21.
W_] 17. 17. 17. I6° 1_, 16° 17. 17. 17. 17. 1R. 1_. 18. 16, 1_. 18. IJ_. 18, 18, 1_, 18, 17, 1_. 17.
Nb_E - IEMPE_ArU_L CORRECTION FACTORS _ASEO Ok
CARklgH SYSTEM DESZGN MANUAL PGS, 1-18,19,


































23 day of month
Componentsof spacepeakheatingload,Btu/hr;
and N havesamedefinitionas for QSUM.
Componentsof buildingpeakcoolingload,Btu/hr;
has samedefinitionas forqSUM.
Componentsof butldtng peak heating load, Btu/hr;
has samedefinition as fop 'QSUM.
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CFMSF : _entilation air rate, cfm/sq ft
DTC : Cold deck temperature
FPRES : Estimated total fan pressure, inches of water
DTH : Hot deck temperature
MULT : Space repetition factor
KODE : Processing indicator
ISKIP : Load summation indicator (O=No, l=Yes)
IPLEN : Plenum indicator (O=No, l=Yes)
OUTPUT
A one-page report for each space similar to that shown in
Figure 3.20. Also a one-page report for the building similar to
that shown in Figure 3.21. Finally, a one-page report summarizing
heating and cooling capacities required for each space (see Figure
3.22).
CALCULATIONSE_
I. For each space, N, print following:
a) Identification information, i.e., page header,
page number, FAC, CITY, space number, MULT, AREA
: and VOL.
b) Time and conditions for summerpeak load, i.e.,
dry-bulb temperature, wet-bulb temperature, hour
of day, month, and day of month.
c) Time and conditions for winter peak load, i.e.,
dry-bulb temperature, wet-bulb temperature,
hour of day, month, and day of month.
d) Components of summer and winter peak load in order
indicated in Figure 3.20.
e) Total summer sensible, summer latent and winter
sensible load which are simply the summations of
their respective columns.
f) Total space cooling expressed in Btu/hr, which _
is simply the summation of the total summer sensible
and latent loads.
g) Total space heating expressed in Btu/hr, the total
winter sensible load.
h) The supply air cfm required to meet the total space
sensible cooling load for two values of required
zone supply air temperatures:
CFMI = TOTI/(14.4*DENS*(TSPAC(N) - DTC(1))
CFM2= TOTI/(14.4*DENS*(TSPAC(N) - DTC(2))
where TOT1 is total summersensible load.
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i) The supply air cfm required to meet the total space
sensible heating load for two values of required
zone supply air temperatures:
CFM3= TOT3/(14.4*DENW*(DTH(1) TSPAC(N)
CFM4= TOT3/(14.4*DENW*(DTH(2) - TSPAC(N))
where TOT3 is total winter sensible load.






2. Calculate following summations for building.
a) Total floor area
If ISKIP(N)=O or IPLEN(N)=I, skip to calculation 2d.
TAREA= _(AREA(N)*MULT(N)), for N=I to NSPAC
b) Total volume
TVOL= X(VOL(N)*MULT(N)), for N=I to NSPAC
c) Weighted space temperature summation
AXT = X(TSPAC(N)*AREA(N)*MULT(N)), for N=I, to NSPAC
d) Total cooling cfm at both temperature conditions
TCFMI = S(CFMI*MULT(N)), for N=l:to NSPAC
TCFM2= S(CFM2*MULT(N)), for N=I to NSPAC
e) Total heating cfm at both temperature conditions
TCFM3= S(CFM3*MULT(N)), for N=I to NSPAC
TCFM4= S(CFM4*MULT(N)), for N=I to NSPAC
3. For the building peak load conditions, print the following:
a) Identification information, i.e., page header,
page number, FAC, CITY, number of spaces in
building, TAREAand TVOL.
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b) Time and conditions for summer peak !oad, i.e.,
dry-bulb temperature, wet-bulb temperature, hour
of day, month, and day of month.
c) Time and conditions for winter peak load, i.e.,
dry-bulb temperature, wet-bulb temperature, hour
of day, month, and day of month.
d) Components of summer and winter peak load in order
indicated in Figure 3.21.
e) Subtotals for summer sensible (SUMTI), summer
latent (SUMT3) and winter sensible (SUMT2) loads
which are simply the summations of their respec-
tive columns.
f) Return air load created by light heat which is
picked up by return air as it passes through a
ventilated light fixture.
g) Fan heat load
QFAN= 0.4014 * TCFMI * FPRES
h) Ventilation air load for summer peak cooling hour
QSOAS= 14.4 * DENS* CFMSF* TAREA
• (TI(I7) - TAVGB)
where TAVGB= AXT/TAREA
QLOA= 63000. * DENS* CFMSF* TAREA
• (TI(!9) - 0.0093)
where it is assumed that 75°F and 50%R. H.
are the average conditions within the build-
ing during the peak cooling hour.
i) Ventilation air load for winter peak heating hour
QSOAW= 14.4 * DENW* CFMSF* TAREA
• (T2(17) - TAVGB)
j) Total loads for summer sensible, summer latent
and winter sensible loads which are simply the
summations of their respective columns.
k) Total building cooling load expressed in Btu/hr
and tons, which is the summation of the total
sunder sensible and latent loads.
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I) Total building heating load expressed in Btu/hr
and lO00's Btu, the total winter sensible load.
m) The supply air cfm and cfm per square foot required
for a variable volume system to meet the building
peak sensible heating and cooling loads for two
values each of required supply air temperatures.
• Cooling






TCFM8: -S UMT2/(14.4*DENW*(DTH(2) - TAVGB)
TSQFT7: TCFMI/TAREA
TSQFT8= TCFM8/TAREA
n) The supply air cfm and cfm per square foot required
for a constant volume system to meet the building
peak sensible heating and cooling loads for two
values each of required supply air temperatures.
• Cooling









4. Print a table (Figure3.22) summarizingthe maximum heating
and cooling capacityrequiredfor each space.
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RMRSS
A subroutinethatsetsthe weightingfactorsrequiredto delaythe
heattransferbetweenthe spaceand the heating-coolingequipment.
INPUT







= 4 Incandescentlightsexposedin the roomair.
W : Weightof floor,Ibs/sqft









RMRPSC :(lightsto returnair heatpick-up.
JRATRPS :
RMRXI :_• Weightingfactorsrelatingheatgainthroughwalls
RMRXC "(and roofsto roomcoolingload.
JRATRX







NOT VENTED VENTEDTO VENTEDTO
RETURNAIR SUPPLYAIR
RETURN AIR
I VENT=l VENT=2 VENT=3 VENT=4
I J INCANDESCENT
FLUORESCENTFIXTURES LIGHT
Figure3.23 TYPES OF LIGHT FIXTURES
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CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Set of the type of constructionon basis of weight of floor.
If W < 50, set IW = l (Light)
If 50 < W < lO0, set IW = 2 (Medium)
If lO0 < W, set IW = 3 (Heavy)
2. Set value of weightingfactorsfor handlingsolar heat gain through
glass.
Table 3.5
WEIGHTING TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION
FACTOR
SYMBOL LIGHT MEDIUM HEAVY
RMRGI O.224 O.197 O.187
RMRGC -0.044 -0.067 -0.097
RATRG O.82 O.87 O.91
Source: "ProcedureFor DeterminingHeatingand Cooling
Loads For ComputerizedEnergy Calculations",ASHRAE, 1971
Revised Edition.
3. Set value of weightingfactorsfor handlingwall and surface
heat gain.
Table 3.6
WEIGHTING TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION
FACTOR
SYMBOL LIGHT MEDIUM HEAVY
RMRXI O.703 O.681 O.676
RMRXC -0.523 -0.551 -0.586
RATRX O.82 O.87 O.91
Source: "Procedureof DeterminingHeating and Cooling
Loads For ComputerizedEnergyCalculations",ASHRAE, 1971
Revised Edition.
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4. Set value of weighting factors required for handling space heat
gain from lights. Obtain values of RMRISI, RMRISCand RATRIS
from Table 3.7, and then modify the first two for percentage of
light heat that goes into space as follows:
RMRISI : RMRSI(IW,IL,I)
RMRISC= RMRSI(IW,IL,2)
5. Set weighting factors for remainder of light heat which is
assumed added to plenum space above. Obtain values of RMRISI,









SYMBOL LIGHT MEDIUM HEAVY





RMRISI O.53 O.53 O.53
RMRISC -0.35 -0.40 -0.44





RMRISl O.59 O.59 O.59
RMRISC -0.41 -0.46 -0.50





RMRISl O.87 O.87 O.87
RMRISC -0.69 -0.74 -0.78
RATRIS O.82 O.87 O.91
i
Type4 - Incandescentlightsexposedin the
roomair i i
RMRISl O.50 O.50 O.50
RMRISC -0.32 -0.37 -0.41
RATRIS O.82 O.87 O.91
i i iu
Source: "ProcedureFor DeterminingHeating and Cooling




A subroutine for reading and generating operating schedules to be
used for scheduling of people, lights and equipment.
INPUT
NUMT : Number of schedules to be input
KARD : Logical unit number for card input
KAGIT : Logical unit number for line printer
KKMAX : Number of daily schedules which are defined,
set equal to I0 initially (standard schedules)
INEW : Processing flag (Version 4.0 and later=l,
all else=O.
OUTPUT
SCHD(I,J,K,) : Fraction of full load (0.0 to 1.0), where
I = 1 to 15, schedule number
J = 1 to 9, type of day (Sunday through Saturday,
Holiday and Special)
K : 1 to 24, Hour of day
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CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Read from input data for each schedule from 1 to NUMTthe values
of FlSCH(J,K).
2. Fill in matrix SCHD(I,J,K) for standard and non-standard schedules:
a) For each type of day, if FISCH < I0, standard schedule
(Figure 3.24) is desired; therefore enter standard 24 hour
schedule into matrix.
b) For each type of day, if FISCH > I0, a user defined schedule
is desired; therefore, read in all non-standard schedules
and enter it into matrix.
3. Echo schedules.
SCHED
A subroutine which assigns the proper'lighting, people and equipment
schedules to spaces and corrects time for Daylight Saving time.
INPUT
[_ StandardTimeIDST : DaylightSaving Time indicator= DaylightSaving Time
ITIME : Hour of day, l to 24
IDOW : Day of week, l to 7
• . . 11)No Holiday
IFEAST : Hollday indlcator :LI Holida'
rh_+m_ n_nA _-dir=t_ _fO non Christmas period
JC : ............v .......... -L1 Christmasperiod
OUTPUT
J : Type of day, l to 9
K : Correctedtime, l to 24
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
1. K = ITIME
2. J=8
3. If IFEAST:0 _J = IDOW
4. If JC:lmJ = 9
5. If IDST = 1 then
a. K = ITIME- I
b. If ITIME = I_K = 24
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I HOUR I ] HO.R II 1213 I" 151617 1e19IIohd_2 hsh, 1151161_7|1sl,91_1:,112212:)1_,1LOAD I I 2I:sI • I s I 6171s i • ImohlI,_h3h, 115h6h7he1191201211:_:d:r'12,
%
CODE !oo ICODEI ! I6o 98 % LOAD 7 AM- 9 PM3 % LOAD ALL OTHERS1 4oNO LOAD - 24 HOURS 2oo
!00







3 " 3 %LOAD 8
ALL OTHERS 4o 50 % LOAD 7AM - 5PM0 % LOAD ALL OTHERS
o
t 100 1! ! _.4 8 AM- 5 PM ao 10 % LOAD 8 AM - 5 PM3 % LOAD 4o O % LOAD ALL OTHERS 9ALL OTHERS 2o' o I !
I I f'°°lno on]98 % LOAD so _ % LOAD 6AM-5 7 AM - 6 PM 6o % LOAD 5PM3 % LOAD 4° I0 % ALL OTHERS 10ALL OTHERS 2oo I
Figure 3.24 STANDARDCODED SCHEDULES
SEARCH




NA : Monthforwhichpictorialoutputsare desired
NB : Hourforwhichpictorialoutputsaredesired









For I = l to N
I. If NA(1)= IAand NB(I)= IB andNC(1)= IC,thenJ = I.






A sub-routine which Calculates coordinates of vertices
for three added shading surfaces. Window must be a rectangle.
This routine used only in windows.
INPUT
XX :
YY : Coordinates of upper left hand
ZZ : window vertex
HH : Height of window, feet
WW : Width of surface, feet
A : Azimuth angle of surface, degrees
B : Tilt angle, degree
SBK : Amount of set back, inches
DB : Border, inches
OUTPUT
XV(I,K) :
YV(I,K) : Coordinatesof four verticesof three surfaces
ZV(I,K) :
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE




SA = SIN (A)
SB = SIN (B)
H = HH+D
W = WW+D+D
2. VERTEX ! of the first shadingsurface
XV (I,I) = XX+D*CA
YV (l,l) = YY-D*SA
ZV (l,l) = ZZ
VERTEX2 of the first shadingsurface
XV (1,2) = XX+D*CA+S*SA
YV (1,2) = YY-D*SA+S*CA
ZV (1,2) : ZZ
VERTEX3 of the first shading surface










--andso on - -
GHAP_ SURF_ _ I





A major portionof the air conditioningload on a buildingcomes from
solar radiation. To improvethe accuracyof load assessmentand thus permit
a less conservative,and thereforeless expensive,coolingsystem design,the
air conditioningengineermust know how much of a buildingis shaded and
how much lies exposedto the sun's rays.
Developmentof the digital computerhas now made shadingamenable
to rationalsolution. In the program,a newly-developedtechniqueis
utilized. This techniqueattacksthe generalproblem and treats com-
plicatedshapeswith as much ease as it dealswith simpler configurations
The basis of the techniqueis the representationof all architectural
forms as a series of plane polygons. Even curved surfacescan be so
representedwith great accuracy. For example,a spheremay be approximated
by the 20 sides of a regular icosohedron. This approximationgives a
maximumerror of only 3% in the shadow area cast by the sphere.
The output of the computerprogram is a pictorialdisplayof the
shadowsand the surfaceupon which they are cast. Shadow areas are also
printed as floatingpoint numbers. Where shadowsare cast by perforated
structures,e.g., trees, the pictorialoutput shows the shadow as a
mottled pattern.
INPUT
NVERTF : Number of verticeson receivingPolygon (R.P.)
XVERTF : x - coordinatesof receivingPolygon (R.P.)
YVERTF : y - coordinatesof receivingPolygon (R.P.)
ZVERTF : z - coordinatesof receivingPolygon (R.P.)
NUXDIV : Number of x - divisions
NUYDIV : Number of y - divisions
NP_LY : Number of shading Polygons(S.P.)
NVERT : Number of verticesof each shading Polygon (S.P.)
PERM : Permeabilityof each shading Polygon (S.P.)
XVERT : x - coordinatesof shadingPolygon vertices (S.P.)
YVERT : y - coordinatesof shadingPolygon vertices(S.P.)
ZVERT : z - coordinatesof shadingPolygonvertices (S.P.)
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NPOLYD : Numberof shadingPolygonsdeleted
IDLETE : Index numberof deleted Polygons
NPOLYA : Numberof addedPolygons
NVERTA : Numberof vertices of addedPolygons
PERHA : Permeability of addedS.P.'s
XVERTA : x-coordinates of addedPolygons
YVERTA : y - coordinates of addedPolygons
ZVERTA : z-coordinates of addedPolygons
RAYCOS : Direction cosines of solar ray
ARECI : Area of receiving Polygon
LOOK : Picture?_0 = No picture
LIPicture
OUTPUT





vertexcoordinatesof eachR.P.,and itsrelevantSP'sare transformed
froma basecoordinatesystem,xyz,to a new coordinatesystem,x'y'z',
withorigin0 attachedto theplaneof the R.P. The firstthreevertices
Vl, V2, V3, of the R.P.beingexaminedare usedto definethisnew
coordinatesystem.The x' axispassesthroughV2 and V3,whilethey'axis
passesthroughVI. Inorderthatthe z' axispointoutwardfromthe surface,
angleVIV_V3 mus_be convexandthe verticesmust be numberedcounterc]ocKwlse.
Theequatlonof transformationiswrittenin matrixformas
3' = A(_-30).
where 30 32 + Y(x3-x2).
y , A Scalar= (Xl-X2)• (x3-x2)/(x3-x2)• (x3-x2)
3-9]
-_ -€- -_- -4-
Istr_w of A : (x3-Xo)/Jx3-Xol
-}. .€. -). .-_
2nd r_wof A = (Xl-Xo)/IXl-Xoi
3rd r_wof A = Ist r_w of a x 2nd r_wof A






Any partof an S.P.whosez' isnegativecannotcasta shadowon
the R.P. These"submerged"portionsof theS.P.'smustbe clippedoff,
priorto projection,lest theyproject"false"shadows(seeFigure3.25).
Thisis doneby finding,throughlinearinterpolation,the pointsA andB,
on the perimeterof theS.P.whichpiercethe planeof the R.P.,and taking
thesepointsas new vertices.All submergedverticesare deleted.This





To simulatethe actualcastingof a shadow,the followingtrans-










convertedall R.P.and S.P.'sin spaceintotwodimensionalfiguresin the
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R.P.plane. Itremainsonlyto findthepointsinthe R.P.planewhichlle
insidethe R.P.and insideone ormoreof theS.P.projections,i.e.,points
of the R.P.whichareshaded. At thispoint,thetwo-spaceXY is divided
intogridand the centerofeachelementof thisgridis testedfor
enclosureby the R.P.andthe S.P.projections.A point,P,whosecoordi-




The angularchange,Ael,subtendedat P by the ith side,andcounted
positivecounterclockwise,is givenby the:followingformulae.
=)ej - ei if lej - ell < 2
Aei 'k
L ei if lej-ell• 2oj)(4 m m _ _ ell)
m
lej- oil
II + 1 if i < nJ = 1 if i = n
I Xp'XI in 2nd
Yi-YP in Ist 1 +
Xl-Xp+yi-Y_ quadrant Xp-Xi+Yi-YP quadrant
el _ YP'YI in 3rd XI'Xp in 4th
quadrant Xi-Xp+Yp-Yi quadrant+ Xp_Xl+Yp.yi 3 +
Theseapproximateformulae,whichexpressae( in rightangles,replace
the time-consumingsquarerootand arcosinecomputerlibrary_outines.They
have,by set theory,beenwoved adequateforthepurpose.
5. DisplayMatrixandTypicalProblem
An alphamerlcmatrixis createdcorrespondingto thegridelements
in theR.P.plane. A blankcomponentrepresentsa gridelementeitherout-
side the R.P. or exposedonthe sun. An asterisk componentrepresents a
shadedgrid element or oneon the R.P.'s boundary. Grid elements shaded
by a transmissive structure are randomlyasterisked with a probability
equal to the fraction of incident light stoppedby the shadingstructure.
Figure 3.26 showsthe solution of a typical problem involving a trans-





Figure 3.26 THE COMPUTEROUTPUT OF A TYPICAL PROBLEM
SHG
A subroutinewhich calculatessolar heat gain throughwindows.
INPUT
RDIR : Intensityof direct solar radiationnormal to window,
Btu/hr-sqft
BS : Sky brightness,Btu/hr-sqft
BG : Ground brightness,Btu/hr-sqft
FWS : Form factorbetween the window and the sky++
FWG : Form factor betweenthe window and the ground++
RO
RA _Thermal resistanceat outside surface,air space, and
insidesurface,sq ft-hr-°F/BtuRI
++ If more accuratedata are not available,use FWS = FWG = 0.5.
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SHAW : Sunlitareafactor
SC : Shadingcoefficientif thewindowisshadedby







Note: Whenthe valueof SC is given,theseTransmissionand
Absorptionfactorsshouldbe forthe standardI/8"thick
doublestrengthglass(ork*_= 0.05of TAR)regardless
of the typeof glassused.
T : Spacetemperature,°R





I. Calculateinwardflowingfractionof the radiationabsorbedby the
innerand the outerpane,respectively.
FI= (RO+ RA)/(RO+ RA + RI)






QDIF= BS * FWS+ BG * FWG
c) Transmitted
QTRANS= QDIR* TDIR+ QDIF* TDIF
d) Absorbed
QABS - QDIF* (FO* ADIFO+ FI * ADIFI)
+ QDIR* (FO* ADIRO+ FI * ADIRI)
3. Calculatesolarheatgainthroughglass
If SC = O, QRAY= QTRANS+ QABS
If SC _ O. QRAY= SC* (QTRANS+ QABS)
4. Calculateheatconductionthroughglass
QCON= U * (TDB-T)






I : Indexof surfacebeingprocessed(referencesISTD)
ISTD : Standardsurfacenumber,1 to 16
OUTPUT
R1 : Commonratio




See Figures3.27through3.42fora descriptionof standardwalls




LAYER THICKNESS CONDUCTIVITY DENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT RESISTANCE
"NUMBER FT BTU PER (HR)(FT)(F) LB PER CU FT BTU PER (LB)(F) (HR)(SO FT)(F) PER BTU
1 0.0350 0.105 25.0 0.31 O.O MOOD DROP SIDIN6
2 0,0650 0.032 18,0 0,45 0,0 SHEATHING(25/52 INSUL, BOARD)
3 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0o97 4 INe AIR SPACE
0,0;20 0,093 50.0 0,20 0,0 6YPSUR BOARD (1/2 IN, DRYMALL)
5 O,O OoO O,O O,O O,&8 INSXD_ AIR




HOUR X .... y Z
0 0,7229657863 O,p7265575TO 0,5207289818
1 -0,;760762919 O,12882_2783 -0o2719392817
2 -0.0200596977 0,020;772025 -0o02175364_8
3 -0,0021301912 0,0022192382 -0,0023144851
4 -0_0002285611 0,0002382_57 -0,0002463478
5 -0,0000245306 0,0000255703 -0,0000266542
b -0,0000026328 0,0b00027_44 -0,00_0028&07
NURBER OF HOURS R_QUIREO TO REACH COHRON RATIO = 6
NURBER OF RESPONSE FACTORS PER SET = 7
CORRON RATIO = 0,107326862&
Figure 3.27 WALLTYPE 1
DESCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION
LAYER THICKNESS CONDUCTIVITY DENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT RESISTANCE
NUMBER FT BTU PER (HR)(FT)(F) LB PER CU FT BTU PER (LB)(F) (HR)(SQ FT)(F) PER BTU
1 0.0330 0,105 25.0 O.5Z 0,0 WOOD DROP SE_.*_
2 0.0650 0,032 18,0 0,45 0,0 SH[ATHING|25/_2 INSUL, .BOARD)
3 0,3330 0,027 0,5 O,l& 0,0 4 IN, FIBERBLA3
4 0,0420 0,093 50.0 0,20 0.0 GYPSUR BOARD {Z/2 ZN, DRYWALL)
5 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 O,&6 INSIO[ AIR
THERflAL CONDUCTANCE = 0.063 BTU PER (HR)(SQ FT)(F)
_.0 RESPONSE FACTORSI
CO
HOUR X Y Z
0 .0.6941580979 0,0123674929 0,4269535_07
Z -0.5716134396 0,0367019877 -0,3423492755
2 -0.0500861079 0,012_209695 °0,0294630893
3 -0,0077949790 0,00228108B0 -0o0024528610
4 -0.0012205383 0,0003738323 -0,0001528203
5 -0.000191_658 0,000059_358 -0,0000202229
6 -0.0000300521 0,0000093666 -0,0000030055
7 -0.0000047177 0,000001_722 -0,0000004&34
0 -0.0000007406 0,0000002322 -0,0000000724
9 -0.0000001163 0,00000003&3 °0,0000000224
20 -0.0000000183 0,0000000057 -0,0000000028
11 -0.0000000029 0,0000000009 -0,0000000003
NUMBER OF HOURS REQUIRED TO REACH COMMON RATIO = 11
NURSER OF RESPONSE FACTORS PER _[T = 12
.CORDON RATIO = 0,256996052&
Figure3.28 WALL TYPE 2
DESCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION
LAYER THICKNESS CONDUCTIVITY DENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT RESISTANCE
NURSER FT BTU PER (HR)IFT)(F) LB PER CU FT BTU PER (LB)(F) (HR)fSG FT)(F) PER sTU
1 0,5550 0,770 125.0 0.22 0,0 4 ZN, FACE BRICK
2 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,97 1/2 IN, AIR SPACE
3 0.0650 0.032 28.0 0,;5 0.0 SHEATHING(25/32 INSUL, BOARD)
4 0,3550 0.027 0,5 0,16 0,0 4 IN, FIBERSLAS
5 0,0420 0.093 50,0 0,20 0.0 GYPSUR BOARD 1112 IN, DRYWALL)
6 0,0 O,O 0,0 0,0 0,68 ZNSZOE AIR
THERMAL CONDUCTANCE = 0.059 BTU PER {HR)(SG FT)fF)
RESPONSE FACTORS
HOUR x y Z
0 5,1752936356 0,0001965101 0.4269400411
1 -3.289851176_ 0,0064728911 -0.3432131120
2 -0,8t04616805 0,0152204263 -0,0207286954
5 -0.4381870018 0.0138525654 -0.0024405844
-0.2461277890 0.0094048978 -0.0007116550
5 -0.1404883407 0.0057904012 -0,0003196051
6 -0.0807615436 0,0034352065 -0t0001659625
7 -0.0465702944 0,0020075027 -0,0000914601
8 -0,0268902259 0,0011657843 -0,0000517659
9 -0,0155356625 0,0006751731 -0,0000296466
10 -0,0089778552 0,0003905835 -0,0000170679
11 -0.0051887366 0,0002258387 -0,0000098483
12 -0,0029989589 0,0001305544 -0,000005G881
13 -0.0017335567 0.0000754649 -0,0000032887
14 -0,0010018647 0,0000436196 -0.0000018994
15 -0,0005790709 0,000025212_ -0,0000010978
16 -0.0003_6995 0.0000145726 -0.0000006545
17 -0.0001934545 0,0000084229 -0.0000003667
NURSER OF HOURS REQUIRLO TO REACH CORqON RATIO = 17
NURBER OF RESPONSE FACTORS PER SET = 18
CORRON RATIO = 0,57799_7143
Figure3.29 WALLTYPE3
DESCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION
LAYER THICKNESS CONDUCTIVITY DENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT RESISTANCE
NUMBER FT BTU PER (HR)(FT)(F) LB PER CU FT BTU PER (LB)IF) (HR)(SQ FT)(F) PER BTU
1 0.6670 0.387 37.4 0.16 0,0 8 IN. CONCRETE BLOCK
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.68 INSIDE AIR




HOUR X Y Z
0 1.695_107606 0.0376834476 0,8257356214
1 -0.9976938772 0.1790897307 -0,2620368763
2 -0.1631842836 0.1131325463 -0.0848683679
3 -0,0678252778 0.0492765169 -0.0359238905
-0.0289808673 0,0210984541 -0.01536225T0
5 -0.0123982925 0.0090269275 -0,0065723528
6 -0,0053043908 0,003862026_ -0.0028118696
7 -0.0022695953 0.0016523042 -0.0012030117
NUMBER OF HOURS REQUIRED TO REACH COMMON RATIO = 7
NUMBER OF RESPONSE FACTORS PER SET = 8
COMMON RATIO = U.427833_020
Figure3.30 WALL TYPE 4
DESCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION
LAYER THICKNESS CONDUCTIVITY DENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT RESISTANCE
_UR_ER FT BTU PER (HR)(FT)(F) LB PER CU FT BTU PER fLB|IF) (HR)ISQ FT)(F} PER BTU
1 1,0000 1,0_0 131.0 0.20 0,0 12 IN* SOLIO CONCRETE
2 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,68 INSIDE AIR
THERMAL CONDUCTANCE = 0.609 BTU PER (HR)(SQ FT)(F)
RESPONSE FACTORS
HOUR X Y Z
.0 5,8900960192 0,000122616q 1,2087_14422
1 -3,_503;00058 0,0115q3820_ -0,1701162988
2 -0.5678375_9 0,0q886939_5 -0,0894340707
3 -0.295q293233 0,0708887298 -0,0631518912
-0,1925050767 0,0721518284 -0,04871840;4
5 -0,1;12352712 0,0650942355 -0,0391386186
6 -0,1105333637 0,0560585999 -0,0320q72359
7 -0,0893756598 0,0q73512591 °O=02&472363S
8 -0.073_0020_8 0,0396625377 -0,0219548198
9 -0,0607138780 0,0330997632 °0=01824102;8
10 -0.0503837893 0,0275775754 -0=0151677036
11 -0,0;18725667 0,0229598516 -0,0126167608
12 =0,03q8220007 0,0191090838 -0=0104965459
13 -0,0289671;78 0,0159018279 -0,0087332625
1_ -0.02_0998874 0,0132320087 -0,0072664242
15 -0,0200516_11 0,0110101129 -0,00604604;0
16 -0,0166838512 0,0091611937 -0,0050306588
17 -0,0138818653 0.0076227172 -0,0041858084
NURBER OF HOURS REQUIRED TO REACH COHHON RATIO : 17
NURBER OF RESPONSE FACTORS PER SET : 18
CORRON RATIO = 0,8320619809
Figure 3.31 WALLTYPE 5
DESCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION
LAYER THICKNESS CONDOCTIVITY OENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT RESISTANCE
NUMBER FT BIU PER (HR)tFT}(F) LB PER CU FT BTU PER (LB)(F) (HR)(SO FT)(F) PER BTU
1 1.0000 0.530 3Y.4 0,16 0.0 12 IN, CONCRETE BLOCK
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.97 2 IN. AIR SPACE
3 0.0420 0.093 50.0 0.20 0.0 GTPSUR BOARD 11/2 IN, DRYWALL)
4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.68 INSIDE AIR
I
-_ THEA_AL CONDUCTANCE = 0,251 BTU PER (HR)(SO FT)(F)C_
r_
RESPONSE FACTORS
HOUR X Y Z
0 1.9842237391 0.0013665093 0,5742440112
1 -1.1634699896 0.0305178705 -0.2115710407
2 -0.1998803815 0,0562234194 .0.0370425957
3 -0,1139556846 0,0472443077 -0,0227359074
4 -0.0768145611 0,0341915641 .0.0156258208
5 -0.0535340481 0.0241323011 -0,0109292590
6 -0.0375356415 0.0169"583794 .0.0076680048
7 -0,G265465724 0,0119079531 .0.0053828_3
B -0.0184963871 0.008360_474 -0,0057790557
9 -0,0129856675 0,0058696505 -0,00265315Z_
10 -0.0091168574 0,0041209100 -0,0018626978
NUMBER OF HOURS REOUIRED TO REACH COMMON RATIO = 10
NUMBER OF RESPONSE FACTORS PER SET = 11
COMMON RATIO = 0,70207U1252
Figure 3.32 WALL TYPE 6
DESCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION
LAYER THICKNESS CONDUCTIVITY DENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT RESISTANCE
NURSER FT 8TU PER (HR)(FT)(F) LS PER CU FT BTU PER (LB)(F) (HR)(SO FTIUF) PER BTU
1 0.3350 0.770 125.0 0.22 0,0 4 IN. FACE BRICK
2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.97 2 IN, AIR SPACE
3 0.5000 0,320 37.; 0.16 0,0 & IN, CONCRETE BLOCK
4 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.68 INSIDE AIR
THERRAL CONDUCTANCE = 0.274 BTU PER (HR)(SQ FT)(F)
RESPONSE FACTORS
| HOUR X y Z
"-J 0 5.17593_4301 0,0004818795(::) 0.7895877616
(,o 1 -3.2695q24908 0.0191789005 -0o26923597&1
2 -0.7587666368 0.0527768139 -0,1020456330
3 -0.3035993798 0,0572743704 -0.0570506711
; -0.20;9172310 0,04624271;4 -OeO355qS0660
5 -0,11q5446058 0.0333208219 -0.02022703q3
6 -0,0664;47011 0,0227347_81 -0.0124061364
7 -0.0396;;q574 0.0150609622 -0.0076977491
8 -0.02q1378000 0.00900093;2 -0,0048130590
9 -0,01490307ql 0.0063236006 -0.00&0244890
10 -0.0092878675 0.00;0513390 -0.0019067182
11 -0.0058240519 0,0025855525 -0.00120454U7
12 -0.0036666203 0.0016461079 -0.0007619589
15 -0.00231;3048 0.0010464140 -0.0004824007
1; -0.001;631;69 0,0006645581 -0.0003055746
15 -0.0009259976 0,000;217934 -0.0001938300
16 -0.0005864364 0,0002876088 -0.0001227228
17 -_.0003715;87 0.00016974;6 -0.0000777922
16 -0.000235;655 0.0001076527 -0,000049515&
19 -0,0001492495 0,0000682671 -0.0000312649
20 -0.0000946118 0.000043288; -0.0000198210
21 -0.0000599801 0,0000274482 -0.0000125673
22 -0.0000380267 0.0000174059 -0.0000079679
23 -0,0000241091 0.0000110350 -0,0000050519
2q -0.0000152856 0,0000069967 -0.0000032050
25 -0,00000969Iq 0.00000q4362 -0.0000020308
NUMBER OF HOURS REOUIREO ro REACH CORRON RATIO = 25
NUMBER OF RESPONSE FACTORS PER SET = 26
CORflON RATIO = 0.63;035759;
Figure 3.33 WALLTYPE7
O£SCRIPTION OF COiVSTRUCTIO_
LAY£K TH£CKNLSS COHDuCTIvITY O_NSITY SP[CZFIC HEAT R£S[STANC[
%URB[R FI RTU PER (tlR)(FT)(F) LB PER CU FT BTU _ [L_)(F) tHR)(SO FT)IF) PER UTU
1 0.3330 0,770 125.9 _.22 O,U 4 IN. FAC[ 8RICK
2 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,0 UoO 2 IN. AIR SPAC_
3 0,5000 0.320 57,; 0.16 0,0 6 IN, CONCR[T( BLOCK
q 0.1670 0.025 0.5 0.18 OeO 2 IN. FIB[R_I.AS
S 0.0;20 0,093 50.0 0.20 0.0 GYPSUM BOARO (Z/2 IN. ORYWALL
6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.68 INSIO[ AIR
THERMAL CONDUCTANCE = 0.093 BTU PER (HR)(SO FT)(F)
RESPONSE FACTORS
HOUR X Y Z
0 5.1760690615 0.0000115677 0.;43990291;
1 -3.2670838588 0.0013777_80 -0,3138916862
2 -0.7557S69855 0.006893;01; .0.0176965466
3 -0.38;3689;68 0,0111;;1629 .0.00;3;075_2
_ -0.211133_7_2 0.0119522028 -0.0029676851
5 -0.1260887556 0,01099q2480 -0,00232_058_
6 -0.0818863673 0.009;6;9507 -0.0018q9;570
7 .0.0571_35615 0,0078925301 .0.001;793520
8 -0.0;2071691; 0,006;7q3214 .0,001186;591
9 -0,0321059989 0,00526;7825 -0,00095291_1
10 -0.0250552825 0.00;2609730 .0,0007659703
11 -0.0198101191 0,003;396053 .0,0006159898
12 -0.01578_1950 0.0027725923 .0,000;95;969
13 -0.0126509912 0.0022331561 .0,0003986293
1; -0.0101323213 0,001797882; .0,0003207239
15 -0.0081390n29 0.001;;70969 .0,00025800;9
16 -0.0065_27869 0.00116q5958 -0.0002076565
17 -0.0052618399 0.0009571738 .0.0001670707
18 -0.00;2326699 0.00075;1313 °0.00013_;313
19 -O.O03qO52qO7 0.000606825q -0.0001081689
20 -0.0027397_11 0.000;802868 -0.0000870373
21 -0.00220;;236 0,0003929009 -0.00007005;0
22 -0.001773728q 0.0003161;72 -0.000056552;
23 -0.001q271992 0.00025_3869 .0.0000;53_37
NUMBER OF HOURS REQUIRED ro REACH COMMON RATIO = 23
_UMBZR OF RLSPONSE FACTORS P[R SET = 2_
COM_ON RATIO = 0.8UW6;_7957
Figure3.34 WALL TYPE 8
DESCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION
LAYER THICKNES_ CONDUCTIVITY DENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT RESISTANCE
NUMBER FT BTU PER (HR)LFT)(F) LB PER CU FT BTU PER (LB)(F) (HR)(SO FT)IF) PER BTU
1 0,0050 26,000 ;80.0 0,10 0,0 SHELT METAL
I 2 0,1670 0.053 9.0 0.2_ 0,0 2 IN. DENSE INSULATION
3 0.0050 26,000 _BO,O 0.10 0,0 SHEET METAL
O • 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0,68 INSIDE AIR(.TI
THERMAL CONDUCTANCE = 0.17; BTU PER (HR)(SQ FT)(F)
RESPONSE FACTORS
HOUR X Y Z
0 0,551;18;65; 0,0876718792 0,4;67220057
1 -0.375015375_ 0.0825395979 -0,26537Z9297
2 -0,0021_58832 0,003B_27902 -0,0069272981
5 -0,0000708183 0,0001273395 -0,0002289760
-0.0000023;5; 0,00000;2138 -0,0000075770
5 -0.0000000775 0,000000139_ -0.0000002507
NUMBER OF HOURS REOUZREO TO REACH COMMON RATIO = 5
NUMBER OF RESPONSE FACTORS PER SET = 6
COMMON RATIO : 0.03509092_U
Figure3.35 WALL TYPE 9
OESCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION
LAYER THICKNESS CONDUCTIVITY DENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT RESISTANCE
NURBER FT BTU PER (HR)_FT)(F) LB PER CU FT BTU PER (LB)(F| (HR)'(SO FT)(F) PER BTU
I 0.0050 2b. O00 _80.0 0.10 0,0 RETAL SIOIN6
2 0.0830 O.02b 2.0 0,20 0,0 1 IN, DENSE INSULATION
3 0.6670 0.387 37._ 0.16 0.0 6 IN, CONCRETE BLOCK
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,97 AIR SPACE
5 0.0;20 0,U93 50.0 0,20 0,0 6YPSUffi BOARO 1112 IN, DRYMALL)
6 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.68 INSIOE AIR
_o




HOUR X Y Z
0 0.5146377;60 0.0005182241 0.569015555b
1 -0.280381_02 0.00933623_8 °0.2206708079
2 -0.0163803967 0.0177033926 -0.0_1_4585_6
3 -0.0126738061 0,0173869841 -0,02795_9505
-0.010_608986 0,01506208_5 -0.022_173_94
5 -0.0087579868 0.0127369779 -0,0186520712
6 -0.00735_3179 0°01071787_7 -0,0156422697
7 -0.006179_908 0°0090096368 -0,0131399000
-0.0051930167 0,0075720513 -0,0110_16632
9 -0.00436_1390 0.0063635663 -0,0092791506
10 -0.0036675825 0.0053479039 -0.00779809_1
11 -0.003082206; 0.004;943385 -0,006553461_
NURBER OF HOURS REQUIRED TO REACH CORRON RATIO = 11
NURBER OF RESPONSE FACTORS PER SET = 12
COff!RON RATIO = 0.8_U59210G2
Figure3.36 WALL TYPE lO
D£SCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION
LAY£R THICKN[SS CONDUCTIVITY DENSITY SP[CIFIC H[AT RESISTANC[
NUMBER FT BTU P[R (Hfl)(FT)(F) LD P[R CU FT 8TU P[R (LB)(F) (HR)(SQ FTI(F) PER BTU
1 0.041T 0.830 55,0 0.;0 0,0 BUILT UP COATING (1/2 STON[)
2 0.0313 0.110 70.0 0,40 0.0 BUILT UP COATING (3/8 F[LT)
3 0.1670 0.025 4.0 0,24 0.0 2 INt FIB£RGLAS
; 0.0100 26.000 480.0 0.10 0,0 RETAL PAN {CORRAGATED)
5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.68 INSXO[ AIR




HOUR X y Z
0 1.9271711515 0,0452700543 0,5517222324
1 -1,7924270399 0,0757974472 -0.3987272481
2 -0,0048149222 0.0076098340 -0,02175059&8
-0,0001677723 O.O004476485 °0,0012201840
4 -0.0000092404 0,0000251497 -0.0000665024
-0.0000005184 0,0000024120 "0.0000038_58
6 -0.0000000291 0,0000000793 -0,0000002159
7 -0.0000000016 0,0000000045 -0.0000000121
NUMBER OF HOURS R[OUIRCO rO _CACH COMMON RATIO = 7
_URBER OF RESPONSE FACTORS PER SET = 8
COMRON RATIO = O.O56Z_17054
Figure3.37 ROOFTYPE 1
DESCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION
LAYER THICKNESS CONDUCTIVITY DENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT RESISTANCE
NUNBER FT DTU PER IHR)(FT)(F) LB PER CU FT BTU PER (LR)(F) (HR)(SQ FTIIF| PER GTU
1 0.0;17 0.830 55.0 0.40 0.0 BUILT UP COATING (1/2 STONE)
2 0,0313 0,110 70.0 0,;0 0,0 BUILT UP COATING (3/8 FELT)
3 0.2500 0,055 9.0 0.24 0.0 3 ZN, CELLULAR GLASS
4 0.0100 26.000 _80.0 0.10 0.0 METAL PAN (CORRAGATED)
5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,68 INSIDE AIR




HOUR X Y Z
0 2.003711717_ 0.011_39795 0.6027205680
1 -1.8_93309263 0.06_5768947 -0.N212625309
2 -0.0311971279 0,031_22529 -0.0526715341
5 -0.00542666_0 0.007107682q -0.0098951082
4 -0.0010810060 0.001q59_799 -0.00198554_7
5 -0.0002185981 0.0002962520 -0.000_018748
6 -0.0000q_2875 0.0000600_85 -0,0000514262
7 -0,00000897_7 0,0000121693 -0,0000165013
8 -0.0000018187 0.000002_661 -0,000003_40
NlJMBER OF HOURS REQUIREO TO REACH CORRON RATIO = 8
NUMBEk OF RESPONSE FACTORS PER SET = 9
CORRON RATIO = 0=202652331_
Figure 3.38 ROOF TYPE 2
O(SCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTZON
LAYER THICKNESS CONOUCTIV[TY DENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT R[SXSTANC[
NURBER FT 8TU PER (HR)(FT)(F) L8 PER CU FT BTU PER (LB)(F) (HR)(SG FT)(F) P(R BTU
1 0,0417 0.630 55.0 0,40 0.0 8UZLT UP COATXN6 (1/2 STONE)
2 0,0315 0,11U 70,0 0.40 0,0 BUXLT UP COATING (3/8 F[LT)
3 0°2500 0.053 9.0 0.24 0.0 S IN, ¢[LLULAR GLASS
4 0,0100 28.000 480.0 0,10 0.0 iq(TAL PAN (€ORRUG&T[O)
5 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,0 1.00 C[ILZNG AZR SPAC[
& 0.0625 0.035 30.0 OeSO 0.0 ACOUSTICAL TILl
7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 O,&8 INSIO[ AIR
THERMAL CONDUCTANCE: 0,080 8TU P[R (HR)(SO FT)(F)
R(SPONSE FACTORS
HOUR X Y Z
0 2.0037089916 0.0005814275 0,_544622493
1 -1,8501224313 0.0136581537 -0,2190316052
2 -0.03593&1297 0.0245698197 *0,05955929_?
3 -0,0123118669 6.0184312250 -6,0340522983
4 -0.0067881936 0,01Z6863152 °0.0207873120
5 -0.0041058&03 0.0072212113 -0,0127596378
6 -0,0025194586 0.0044451137 °6.0678479502
7 -0.0015492980 0.0027347123 -0,004827&076
8 .0,0009530122 0,001&8230_5 -0,0029697312
9 -0.0005662486 0.00103_6855 -6,0018208534
10 -0.0003606352 00000036&185 -0.0022238037
NURSER OF HOURS HEQUIREO TO REACH COMMON RATIO = 10
NURSER OF RESPONSE F_CTORS PER SET = 11
CORIqN RATIO = 0.6151581783
Figure3.39 ROOFTYPE3
DESCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION
LAYER THICKNESS CONDJCIIVITY DENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT RESISTANCE
NUMBER FT BTU PER {HR)(FT)IF) LB PER CU FT BTU PER (LB)(F) (HR)(SQ FT)(F) PER BTU
1 0,0;17 0.830 55.0 0.;0 0,0 BUILT UP COATING |II2 STONE)
2 0.0313 0.110 70.0 0.;0 0,0 BUILT UP COATING (3/6 FELT)
3 0.1670 0,033 9.0 0.2; 0,0 2 IN, CELLULAR GLASS
q 0,3330 0.100 ;0.0 0.20 0.0 4 IN, LoW, CONCRETE
5 0.0100 26.000 450.0 0.10 0,0 METAL PAN (CORRAGATEO)
6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1,00 CEILING AIR SPACE
7 0,0625 0.035 30.0 0.20 0,0 ACOUSTICAL TILE
8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,68 INSIDE AIR
THERMAL CONDUCTANCE = 0.082 BTU PER (HR)(Sg FT)(F)
RESPONSE FACTORS
HOUR X Y Z
0 2.005;295783 0.00000125;8 0.3975211148
1 .1.8323264692 0.000_8461_6 .0.15918_9091
2 -0.02603_6346 0.003484_179 .0.0296728986
3 .0.0107789618 0,0065281629 .0,0190244846
4 -0,0076057210 0,0074989133 .0.0144608300
5 -0,0060537888 0.0073079152 .0.0118_70607
6 -0.0050793298 0,0067028375 .0,0100774103
7 -0.00_3699625 0.0059991826 .0.0087252210
8 -0.0058055578 0.0053139007 -0.0076161772
9 .0.0033279475 0.00_6857028 .0,006672_555
10 -0,0029186618 0.00;123591_ .0,0058552050
11 -0.0025623822 0.0036257432 .0.0051;17715
12 -0.0022506341 0.0031867703 .0.0045167154
13 .0.0019772194 0,002800;661 .0.0039862076
14 .0.0017371776 0.00246080_I .0,0054865295
15 -0.0015263391 0.0021622666 .0,0030634049
16 -0,0013411136 0,0018999187 .0.0026916658
17 -0.0011783750 0,0016693905 .0,0023650461
NUMBER OF HOURS REOUIRED TO REACH CQMRON RATIO = 17
HUMBER OF RESPONSE FACTORS PER sET = 18
COMMON RATIO : O.876669611;
Figure 3.40 ROOFTYPE 4
DESCRIPTION OF CONSTRUCTION
LAYER TflICKNESS CO_DdCTIVITY DENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT RESISTANCE
NURBER FT BTU PEH (HR)_FT)IF) LB PER CU FT BTU PER {LB)IF) (HR)(SQ FT)(F) PER BTU
1 0.0050 26,000 400.0 0,20 0,0 SHEET RCTAL
2 0,5000 0,025 0.5 0.16 0,0 & IN, FIBERGLAS
3 0,0420 0,;70 150,0 0.20 0,0 8YPSUfl BOARD
q 0,0 0,0 0.0 0,0 0,88 INSIO£ AIR




HOUR X Y Z
0.3025937611 0,01q8770058 0,8570748184
--., 0
1 .0,2539875396 0,022q092788 .0,5529189919
2 -0,0003130877 0,007q079602 .0,1752942566
3 -0,0000995360 0,0023553242 °0,0557336777
4 -0,0000316468 0,0007486569 .0,0277201632
5 .0,0000100619 0,0002380942 .0,0056340216
NURBER OF HOURS R[GUIREO TO REACH CORRON RATIO = 5
NURBER OF RESPONSE FACTORS PER SET : 6
CORnON RATIO : 0,3179435_76
Figure 3.4] ROOFTYPE 5
DESCRZPTZON OF CONSTRUCTZON
LAYER THICKNESS CONDdCTIVITY OENSITY SPECIFIC HEAT RESISTANCE
NUMBER FT BTU PER (HR)IFT)(F) LB PER CU FT BTU PER (LB)(F) (HR)(SO FT)'(F) PER BTU
1 0.0100 2.300 70.0 0.35 O,O ASPHALT SHINGLE (PITCHED ROOF)
2 0,0;20 0.067 34.0 0,29 0,0 1/2 IN, PLYMOO0 SHEATHING
S 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 1,00 ATTZC AIR SPAC[
4 O,SO00 0,025 0.5 O,X& 0,0 G IN, INSULATION
5 0,0420 0,_70 150,0 0,20 0,0 GYPSUM BOARD
..a 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 000 OoGS INSIO[ AZfl
..d
r'o
THERflAL CONOUCTANCE = 0,045 8TU PER (HR)(SO FT)(F)
RESPONSE FACTORS
HOUR X Y Z
0 0,7041722169 0.0200_qq126 0,6569222506
1 *O,G56892&193 0,0224G65553 -0,553066SU28
2 o0.000;555253 0,00825&1250 -0.17&421_705
3 -0,000_23454; 0,002&372965 -0,0583432616
-0.000039_21G 0,0008_22350 .0,01799_185G
5 -0,0000125900 0.0002889823 -0,0057;G7551
8 *0,0000040208 0,00006590;1 -0.0018355248
HUHB[R OF HOURS REQUIR[U TO REACH COHHON RATIO = G
NURSER OF RESPONSE FACTORS PER SET = ?
CORDON RATIO = 0.3193672810
Figure 3.42 ROOFTYPE6
SUN1
A subroutineto calculatethe dailysolarradiationdata.
INPUT
IDOY : Dayof Year,l to 366
TL : Tangentof Latitude'angle
OUTPUT
SUNRAS : Hourlyangle(radians)whensolaraltitudeis zero
DEABC(1) : Tangentof declinationangle,TAN6
DEABC(2) : Equationof time,ET, hours
DEABC(3) : Apparentsolarconstant,A, BTU/hr-sqft
DEABC(4) : Atmosphericextinctioncoefficient,B
DEABC(5) : Sky diffusefactor,C
Table3.8 lists,as functionof date,fivevariablesrelatedto solar
radiation.Thesevariablesare declinationangle,6; theequationof time,
ET; theapparentsolarconstant,A; theatmosphericextinctioncoefficient,
B; and sky diffusefactor,C.
Table3.8 VALUESOF 6, ET, A, B AND C FORNORTHERNHEMISPHERE
A B C
DATE
6 ET Btu per
DEGREES HOURS (hr)(sqft) AIR MASS"l
t I i i i i li, I
Jan.21 -20.0 -.190 390 0.142 0.058
Feb.21 -I0.8 -.230 385 0.144 0.060
Mar.21 O.0 -.123 376 O.156 O.071
Apr.21 ll.6 .020 360 0.180 0.097
May 21 20.0 .060 350 O.196 O.121
June21 23.45 -.025 345 O.205 O.134
July21 20.6 -.103 344 o.207 o.136
Aug.21 12.3 -.051 351 0.201 0.122
Sept.21 0.0 .ll3 365 0.177 0.092
Oct.21 -I0.5 .255 378 0.160 0.073
Nov.21 -19.8 .235 387 0.149 0.063
Dec.21 -23.45 .033 391 0.142 0.057
lll111
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Table 3.8 could be stored in the computermemory,but this would
necessitate an interpolation procedure. In order to avoid sucha problem
and to save computercore, Tana, ET, A, B andC are expressed in Fourier
Series form and the values are calculated as a function of the day of the
year, d, from the following truncated Fourier series.
Tan 6 1
ET A0+AI*COS(_*d) + A2*Cos(2*_*d) + A3*Cos(3*_*d)A =
B +Bl*Sin(=*d) + B2*Sin(2*=*d) + B3*Sin(3*=*d)C





A0 A1 A2 A3 B1 B2 B3
Tan6 -.00527 -.4001 _.003996 -.00424 .0672 0.0 0.0
ET 0.696x10-4 .00706 -0.0533 -0.00157 -0.122 -0.156 -.00556
A 368.44 24.52 -1.14 -1.09 .58 -0.18 .28
B .1717 -.0344 .0032 .0024 -.0043 0.0 -.0008
C .0905 -.0410 .0073 .0015 -.0034 .0004 -.0006
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. CalculateTan6,ET,A, B and C usingthe followingequationwhere
I variesfromI to 5 and coefficientstakeon valuesshownin
Table3.9.
DEABC(I)= A0 + Al * Cl + A2 * C2 + A3 * C3
+ Bl * Sl + B2 * $2 + B3 * $3
Where
C1= cos (=*d)
Sl = sin (=*d)
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and by trigometricidentity
C2 = cos (2*=*d)= CI*CI-SI*SI
C3 = cos (3*_*d)= CI*C2-SI*S2
S2 = sin (2*_*d)= 2*Sl*Cl
S3 = sin (3*_*d)= CI,S2+SI*C2
2. Calculatesun rise angle
SUNRAS = cos"l (-TL*DEABC(1))
which is obtainedfrom generalequation
sin(h)= sin(_)*sin(L)+cos(_)*cos(L)*cos(t)
(thisequationis RAYCOS(3);see subroutineSUN2 for
derivation)
where
h = solar altitude,radians
L = latitude,radians
t = hour angle, radians
and where SUNRAS is gotten by settingh=O, and solvingfor t.
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SUN2
A subroutineto calculatethe hourly solar radiationdata.
INPUT
H : Hour angle, radians (calculatedin main program)
DEABC(I) : Tangent of declinationangle )
!
DEABC(2) : Equationof time, hours
Calculated
DEABC(3) : Apparent solar constant,Btu/hr-sqft _ in SUN]
DEABC(4) : Atmosphericextinctioncoefficient
DEABC(5) : Sky diffuse factor
SL : Sin of latitudeangle
CL : Cosine of latitudeangle
CN : Clearnessnumber
SA : Sin of buildingazimuthangle
CA : Cos of buildingaximuthangle
OUTPUT
RAYCOS(1): Directioncosine of sun in x-direction(WEST)
RAYCOS(2): Directioncosine of sun in y-direction(SOUTH)
RAYCOS(3) : Directioncosine of sun in z-direction(UPWARD)
RDN : Intensityof direct normal solar radiation,Btu/hr-sqft






cos(h) * cos(A) _ NOTE: This coordinatesystemappliesonly to this
X (west) derivation
From the schematicpresentedabove, the directioncosinesare as
follows:
RAYCOS(1)= cos(w) = cos(h)*sin(AZ)
RAYCOS(2): cos(s) : cos(h)*cos(AZ)
RAYCOS(3)= SIN(h)
where h : altitude of sun measured from horizontal,
degrees
AZ = azimuth of sun measured from south towards
west, degrees




++ J. L. Threlkeld,"ThermalEnvironmentalEngineering",Chapter 14 - Solar
Radiation,Prentice-HallInc., 1962.
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where a : declinationof sun,degrees
L = stationlatitude,degrees






buildingrotation,whichis representedby the buildingazimuthangle,A.
Thisrotationcorrectionis aboutthez-axisandthereforewillonly
affectRAYCOS(1)and RAYCOS(2).Fromtrigonometry,the new valuesafter
















cos(t) cos(h) = CH





















A subroutine which calculates solar data depending upon orientation
of a surface.
INPUT
WT : Surface tilt angle from horizontal, radians
WA : Surface azimuth angle, radians, clockwise from
y-axis of building
RAYCOS : Direction cosines of sun's ray
RDN : Intensity of direct normal solar radiation, Btu/hr-sq ft
(already corrected for cloud cover)
BS : Brightness of sky (diffuse sky radiation on horizontal
surface, Btu/hr-sq ft
ROG : Ground reflectivity
OUTPUT
GA_IA : Cosine of angle between zenith and outward normal of
surface
ETA : Cosine of the solar angle of incidence, n
RDIR : Intensity of direct solar radiation on surface,
Btu/hr-sq ft
RDIF : Intensityof diffuseradiationon surface,Btu/hr-sqft
RTOT : Intensityof total radiationon surface,Btu/hr-sqft
BG : Brightnessof ground, Btu/hr-sqft
For a pictorialillustrationof the variousangles referredto in SUNI,
SUN2 and SUN3, see Figures3.44 and 3.45.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Calculatebrightnessof ground
BG = ROG * (BS+RDN*RAYCOS(3))
2. Calculatethe directioncosines (_, _ and y) of the normal to





























a = cos(WT)= CWT
B = sin(WA)*sin(WT)= SWA*SWT
y = cos(WA)*sin(WT)= CWA*SWT
Sincemostbuildingsurfaceshavetiltanglesthatare generally
either0° (roofs)or 90° (walls)and azimuthanglesthatgenerallycoincide
withthe fourcardinaldirectionsof thecompass(0°, 90°. 180o and 270°)
_ch co_uter computationtimecan be savedby checkingfortheseconditions
and settingthe valuesof the sin(WT),cos(WT),sin(WA)and cos(WA)
directlyinsteadof lettingthe computersoftwareevaluatethe sineandcosine.
Therefore,the followingpreliminarycheckshavebeenmadepartof SUN3.
a) If WT = 0.0 RAD (0°),surfaceis horizontalfacingupward
CWT = cos (0)= 1.0
SWT = sin (0)= 0.0
b) If WT = 1.5708RAD (90°),surfaceisvertical
CWT = cos (90)= l.O
SWT = sin (90)= 0.0
c) Forall othertiltangles
CWT = cos (WT)
SWT = sin (WT)
d) If WA = 0.0 RAD (0°)
CWT = cos (0)= l.O
SWT = sin (0)= 0.0
e) If WA = 1.5708RAD (90°)
CWT= cos (90)= 0.0
SWT = sin (90)= 1.0
f) If WA : 3.1416RAD (180°)
CWT= cos (180): -1.0
SWT = sin (180)= 0.0
g) If WA = 4.7114RAD (270°)
CWT= cos (270)= 0.0
SWT = sin (270)= -l.O
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h) For all other azimuth angles
CWT= cos (WA)
SWT = sin (WA)
3. CalculateETA,thecosineof the incidentradiationon the
surface
ETA= cos (n)= _,RAYCOS(3)+B*RAYCOS(1)
+y,RAYCOS(2)
4. Calculatethe intensityof the directnormalsolarradiation
a) If ETA< 0.0,sunis not upyet
RDIR= 0.0
b) If ETA> 0.0,sun is up
RDIR= RDN * ETA
5. Calculatethe intensityof diffuseradiation
a) IfWT <__0.7854RAD (45°) surfaceis orientedtowardsky
RDIF= BS
b) IfWT > 2.35619RAD (135°),surfaceisorientedtowardground
RDIF= BG
c) IfWT between45° and 135°, diffuseradiationis estimated
usingcurveshownin Figure3.46--
If ETA < -0.2,
y= 0.45
If ETA> -0.2,
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L : Codefor thicknesstimesextinctioncoefficient(k*_),
seeTable3.10and Figure3.47
C : Cosineof angleof incidence,n
NPANE : Numberof panes(lor 2)
Note: In somecases,glassmanufacturersusevalueof transmissionat
Normalincidence.In thiscase,usingthe curvegivenin Figure3.47,
it is possibleto obtainthevalueof k*_. The datafor thecurve
are takenfromNationalResearchCouncilof CanadaReportNo. 7104
OUTPUT
TDIR : Transmissionfactorfor directsolarradiation
TDIF : Transmissionfactorfor diffusesolarradiation
ADIRO :IAbsorptionfactorsfor directsolarradiationthrough
ADIRI :Jouterand innerwindowpane
ADIFO ::IAbsorptionfactorsfordiffuseradiationthroughouterI and innerwl dowpane
















2 k*_ = 0.i0
3 k*_ = O.15
4 k*_ = 0.20
5 k*_ = 0.40
6 k*_ = 0.60
7 50% transparentH.A. plate
8 k* _ = 1.00






Single Glazin_ , Double Glazin_
k*_ j aj tj aj,outer aj,inner tj
0 @.01154 -0.00885 0.01407 0,00228 -0.00401
0.05 1 0.77674 2.71235 1.06226 0.34559 0.740502 -3.94657 -0.62062 -5.59131 -1.199o8 7.20350
1/8" Sheet 3 8.57881 -7.07329 12.15034 2.22366 -20.11763
4 -8.38135 9.75995 -11.78092 -2.05287 19.68824
5 3.01188 -3.89922 4.20070 0.72376 -6.74585
0 0.01636 -0.01114 0.01819 0.00123 -0.00438
1 1.4o783 2.39371 1.86277 0.29788 0.57818
0.i0 2 -6.79030 0.42978 -9.24831 -0.92256 7.42065
3 14.37378 -8.98262 19.49443 1.58171 -20.26848
4 -13.83357 11.51.798 -18.56o94 -1.4oo4o 19.797o6
5 4.92439 -4.52064 6.53940 0.48316 -6.79619
0 0.01837 -0.o1200 0.01905 o.0oo67 -0.00428
0.15 i 1.92497 2.13036 2.47900 0.26017 0.45797
2 -8.89134 1.13833 -ii.74266 -0.72713 7.41367
1/4"Reg. 3 18.40197 -I0.07925 24.14037 1.14950 -19.92004
Plate 4 -17.48648 12.44161 -22.64299 -0.97138 19.40969
5 6.17544 -4.83280 7.89954 0.32705 -6.66603
,, ,. L ,
0 0.01902 -0.01218 0.01862 0.00035 -0.00401
1 2.35417 1.90950 2.96400 0.22974 0.36698
0.20 l 2 -10.47151 1.61391 -13.48701 _9.58381 7.27324
3 21.24322 -10.64872 27.13020 0.84626 -19.29364
4 -19.95978 12.83698 -25.11877 -0.67666 18.75408
5 6.99964 -4.95199 8.68895 0.22102 -6.43968
m,
0 0.01712 -0.01056 0.01423 -0.00009 -0.00279
i 3.50839 1.29711 4.14384 0.15049 0.16468
0.40 2 -13.86390 2.28615 -16.66709 -0.27590 6.17715
3 26.34330 -10.37132 31.30484 0.25618 -15.84811
4 -23.84846 11.95884 -27.81955 -0.12919 15.28302
5 8.17372 -4.54880 9.36959 0.02859 -5.23666
o o.o 4o6-o.o08350.01o56-o.ooo16-o.oo192
I 4.15958 0.92766 4.71447 0.10579 0.08180
2 -15.06279 2.15721 -17.33454 -0.15035 4.94753
0.60 3 27.18492 -8.71429 30.91781 0.06487 -12.43481
4 -23.88518 9.87152 -26.63898 0.02759 i1.92495
5 8.03650 -3.73328 8.79495 -0.02317 -4.07787
0 0.01153 -'0.00646 0.00819 -0.00015 -0.00136
0.80 i 4.55946 0.68256 5.O1768 0.O7717 0.O4419
2 -i_43294 1.82499 -17.21228 -0.o9059 3.87529
50% Trans. 3 26.70568 -6.95325 29.46388 0.00050 -9.59069
H.A. Plate 4 -22.87993 7.80647 -24.76915 0.06711 9.16022
5 7.57795 -2.94454 8.05040 -0.03394 -3.12776
_J
.r- ,,
O 0.00962 -0.00496 0.00670 -0.00012 -0.00098
i 4.8191.1 O.51043 5•18781 O.05746 O.02576
i.O0 2 -15.47137 i.47607 -16.84820 -0.05878 3.OO4OO
3 25.86516 -5.41985 27.90292 -0.01855 -7.33_34
4 -21.69106 6.05546 -22.99619 0.06837' 6.98747
5 7.O8714 -2.28162 7.38140 -0.03191 -2.38328
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ADIFO= 2 * _ aj,outer/(j+ 2)J=O
5
ADIRI = j(_J,tnner__ * (C**j)
5
ADIFI = 2 * _ aj,tnne_(j + 2)j=O
WB__E
A subroutine for calculating the wet-bulb temperature of moist atr





WBF : Wet-bulb temperature, °F
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
1. If PB= 29.92 and H > 0
Let Y = log(H)
For H < 11.758
WBF= 0.6040 + 3.4841 * Y + 1.3601 * (Y**2) + 0.9731_* (¥_3)
For H > 11.758
WBF= 30.9185 - 39.682 * Y + 20,5841 * (Y**2) - 1.758 * (Y**3)
2. If PB# 29.92, or H < 0 solve the following equation by iterating
WBF
H = 0.24 * WBF+ (1061 + 0.444* WBF)* W2






The hourly space and building load requirements calculated by
the Thermal Loads Analysis Program are not necessarily the loads
that are seen by the heating and cooling plant. Due to ventilation
air requirements, periodic equipment shutdown, thermostat reset,
inefficiencies caused by controls, etc., typically the hourly plant
loads differ from the summation of the hourly space transmission
and internal loads. The Systems Energy Simulation Program,
therefore, performs two basic functions. First, it translates
hourly space loads, including ventilation air requirements by
means of simulation of each distribution system, into the hourly
thermal requirements imposed upon the heating and cooling plants.
Secondly, it converts these hourly thermal requirements into energy
requirements based upon the part-load characteristics of the heating
and cooling plant equipment.
The Systems Energy Simulation Program (SESP) is made up of a
series of subroutines which are summarized in Table 4.1. The main
routine, SESP, directs the flow of logic through the program and
controls the order in which calculations are to be performed.
The sequence of calculations is as follows.
I. Calculate zone and fan system supply air quantities
if not user-defined.
2. Based upon heating, cooling and electrical
plant capacities, size other auxiliary energy consuming
equipment, i.e., pumps, fan motors, cooling tower fan,
engine/generators sets, etc.
3. Perform an hourly simulation of the building's utility
systems to determine hourly resource requirements. For
each hour of analysis period perform following:
a) Estimate plant heating and cooling capacity on basis
of installed capacity, scheduled seasonal avail-
ability, ambient effects, and characteristics of the
equipment.
b) Set capacity of heating and cooling available to
each zone on basis of defined design capacities
and plant capacity adjustment factors.
c) Perform variable temperature calculations to deter-
mine adjusted zone heating/cooling requirements and
resulting zone temperature based upon zone tempera-
ture control characteristics and available capacity.
d) Simulate each distribution system to determine
their requirements in terms of heating, cooling,
reheating, preheating, baseboard heating, humidi-
fication, etc. on basis of type of distribution
system, ventilation air requirements, temperature
controls, etc. These system requirements are then
summedto give plant requirements.
e) Process loads (direct or indirect), if any, are
determined and added to the plant requirements.
f) The plant requirements are then compared to that
available for the hour. If the amount available is
greater than that required, then calculations may
proceed. If however, the required plant capacity,
heating and/or cooling, exceeds that available, the
zone heating/cooling capacities are propor-
tionately reduced and a new set of adjusted zone
loads and zone temperatures calculated. Calculations
3b through 3f are repeated; up to a maximumof 5
iterations per hour, until plant requirements can
be met, at which time calculations proceed to the
next step.
g) Plant heating, cooling, and electrical equipment
are simulated and on the basis of either built-in
or user-supplied performance characteristics, the
energy requirements for the building and its utility
systems are determined.
4. Sumthe hourly energy resource requirements to establish
monthly and annual energy requirements.
5. At end of analysis period, print equipment summary report,
monthly/annual energy summary, zone temperature distribution
profile and executive summary.
In order to follow the notations of the engineering manual,
an understanding of variable organization as it pertains to zone
labeling is required (see Figure 4.2). The re-numbering of zones
internally by the program has resulted in increased flexibility to


















exampleof Figure4.2 zone/systemrelationshipsare illustratedin
Figure4.3. Inputfilevariables("_"numbers)are assignedvia vari-
ableSPACNk,I. Eachzone"J"of system"k"has a corresponding"i".
Thusonedou_ly,subscriptedvariable(SPACNk,J)isusedto identify
the particular_ variablelocationof a givenzoneon a givensys-
tem.
LOADPROGRAMSPACE I I I's"141 '6"1'71I o_j------._NUMBERING (_) 1, 2 5 I 8 9 I1
. . . /
s_.°,A_o,P_O_. I11I 141I (_II_I I i i h141/INTERNALNUMBERING (i) 2 3 5 6 '9 lO II 12 3 l
LOADPROGRAM ................
NUMBERING(SPACNk,j:_)(4IlOl113I_1"I_1'1_1_i."1_1_I
ZONEUMBERING(j) 1 1,213 I_I_ 1 I_I_ _I_!3 l lZ 1










SESP Main routine which directs sequence of calculations
ABSOR Steam absorption water chiller simulation
AHU Air handling unit simulation
ALOG Base i0 logarithm
BRAD, Baseboard radiation simulation
CCOIL Cooling coil simulation
CENT Centrifugal water chiller simulation
CHLADJ Estimates chiller full load capacity at non-standardi condition
CHLUSR Determines performance characteristics for user-
defined chillers
CLGTWR Cooling tower simulation
CSIN Reads SESPinput data file
IUNI Data interpolator
DENSY Air density calculation
DXHP Simulates heat pumps and DX cooling units
ECONO Economizer cycle simulation
ENGY Prints monthly and annual energy consumption summary
EQUI Simulates boilers, chillers and onsite generation
equipment
ESIZE Sizes central plant' equipment
EXSUM Prints executive summary report
FANOF Load handler when fans are off
FCOIL Fan coil unit simulation (2-and 4-pipe)
FHTG Floor panel heating system simulation





FSIZE Calculates supply air quantities and fan system
properties
HUM Humidity ratio calculation
H2OZN Zone moisture change and requirement calculation
INDUC Induction unit fan system simulation (2-and 4-pipe)
MAX Maximumvalue calculation
MXAIR Mixed air properties calculation
MZDD Multi-zone and dual duct fan system simulation
NUMDEV Determines number of central plant devices required
to meet loads
PPWVMS Psychrometric calculations




PTLD Part load fan power calculations
RECIP Reciprocating water chiller simulation




Constant volume reheat fan system
SESIN Program module to read in and initialize data
SCLOSE Program module to print out final reports
SMEXEC Program module to perform hourly simulations
STEAMI Calculates properties of steam
STTUR Steam turbine simulation
SZRHT Single-zone/sub-zone reheat fan system simulation




TEMP Fan system discharge temperature calculation
TOT Total i zer
TRSET Temperature reset cal cul ation














The main routine of the Systems Energy Simulation Program, SESP,
controls the calculation sequence for the entire program. This routine
is divided basically into three segments.
• SESIN Subroutines are called to read card input data
(CSlN) and to read building description data (VTIN). A third
subroutine (FSIZE) is then called to size zone and system air
flows. Finally, central system power consuming equipment
(i.e., pumps, fans, cooling towers, motors, engine generators,
steam turbines) are sized (ESlZE).
• SMEXEC . The function of this segment is to first
read hourly weather data and zone loads from the TLAP file.
Secondly, the appropriate energy distribution subroutines are
called to Calculate energy conversion system loads (heating,
cooling, water and power requirements). Thirdly, subroutine
EQUIP is called to calculate resource requirements necessary to
satisfy heating, cooling land power needs.
• SCLOSE The third segment indicates the activity of
the program by printing a central equipment size summary, a table
of energy and resource requirements (demand and consumption) for
each month, a temperature frequency summary and executive
summary.
INPUT
Cards - Card input variables which are generated by NIPP may be
found in Appendix C, Table 3 of the NECAPUser's Manual
I TAPE - Building description data read into SESPfrom TLAP Program.
File format description may be found in Appendix D, Table 2
of the NECAPUser's Manual.
A TAPE - Hourly loads and weather data processed by TLAP. File format




Printer - Printed output is discussedin Table 4.3. Also refer to
Section 5 of the User's Manual for examples of the
program'soutput.
N TAPE - Hourly loads and weatherdata processedby SESP. File may be
formattedor unformatteddependingupon the value of IOTWF.
A descriptionof the formattedfile is found in Appendix C,
Table 3, of the NECAP User's Manual,and the unformattedfile
is describedin AppendixD, Table 4 of the NECAP User's Manual.
COMMON
_he Systemsand EnergySimulationProgramis organizedsuchthat
useof commonby second-,third-,etc.ordersubroutinesand
functionsis theexceptionratherthanthe norm. However,mostof
thevariablesrequiredby flrst-ordersubroutinesare locatedin





ORGANIZATIONOF INPUT ONTLAP INPUT FILE TO SYSTEMS
ENERGYSIMULATIONPROGRAM
For each hour the following data is available:
IHOUR : Hour number, hour of year
IMOY : Month of year
IDOM : Day of month
NDOW : Day of the week
IHOD : Hour of the day
ISUN : Sun index which indicates whether or not the
sun is up (0 = sun up; 1 = sun not up)
TOA : Outside air dry-bulb temperature (OF)
TWB : Outside air wet-bulb temperature (OF)
VEL : Wind velocity (knots)
WOA : Outside air humidity ratio (Ib water/Ib dry air)
PATM : Barometric pressure (inches of mercury)
DOA : Outside air density (Ibm/ft 3)
HOA : Enthalpy of outside air (Btu/Ib dry air)
JSC : Day type (i.e., weekday, Saturday, Sunday,
Holiday, Xmas)
CCM : Cloud cover modifier
For each zone, the following data is available:
IS : Space number
QS_ : Zone sensible load (Btu/hr)
QL_ : Zone latent load (Btu/hr)
QLITE_ : Zone lighting load picked up by return air(Btu/hr)





QSINF_ : Zone sensible infiltration load (Btu/hr)
QLINF_ : Zone latent infiltration load (Btu/hr)
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TABLE 4.3
OUTPUT OF SYSTEMS ENERGY SIMULATION PROGRAM
PROGRAM
(NOTE: optional printoutnot covered here)
PROGRAM VARIABLE DESCRIPTION
Input Recap (REPORT1)
Recapitulationof input card data
Energy Analysis Header (REPORT2)
FAC - Buildingor project name
CITY - Location
ENGK - Nameof user
PROJ - Project number
DATE - Date
Energy Distribution System Summary (REPORT3)
FBHPSk - Supply fan brake horsepower,system k
FBHPRk - Return fan brake horsepower,system k
FBHPEk - Exhaust fan brake horsepower,system k
JMAXk - Number of zones on system k
CFMAXk - Supply air, system k (CFM)
CFMINk Minimum outside air, system k (CFM)
CFMEXk - Exhaust air, system k (CFM)
ALPCTk - Minimum outside air percent of supply air,
system k
Zone Air Flow Summary (REPORT4)
CFMSi - Supply air, zone i (CFM)
CFMXi - Exhaust air, zone i (CFM)
TSP_ - Set point temperature,zone _ (OF)
CCAPD. - Coolingcapacity,zone i (BTU/HR)1
HCAPDi - Heating capacity,zone i (BTU/HR)




LoadsNot Met (REPORT5 - Optional)
QCLNMi - Monthlyaccumulationof coolingloadsnot
met, zone i (KBTU)
QCPNMI - Peakcoolingloadnotmet, zonei (KBH)
IHCNMI - Numberof hoursinmonth coolingloadnot
met,zone i
QHLNMI - Monthlyaccumulationsof heatingloadsnot
met,zone i (RBTU)
QHPNMi - Peakheatingloadnot met,zone i (KBH)
IHHNMi - Numberof hoursin monthheatingloadnot
met, zonei
QRCNM - Monthlyaccumulationof centralcooling
systemloadsnotmet due to undersized
equipment(_BTU)
QR_NM - Peakcentralcoolingsystemloadnot met (KBH)
IHRNM Numberof hoursin monthcentralcooling
systemloadnot met
QBCNM - Monthlyaccumulationsof boilerloadsnot
met due to undersizedequipment(KBTU)
QBPNM - Peakboilerloadnot met (KBH)
IHBNM - Numberof hoursin monthboilerloadnot met
NOTE: Loadsnot met are tabulatedonlyonce (i.e.,zone





Summaryof EquipmentSizes (REPORT 6)
NUMC : Numberof chillers
SZC : Sizeof chillers(tons)
NUMB : Numberof boilers
SZB : Sizeof boilers(MBH)
NUMT : Numberof steamturbines
SZT : Sizeof steamturbines(HP)
M4 : Numberof on-sitegenerationengines
SZE : Sizeof on-sitegenerationengines(KW)
CAPH : Totalheatingcapacity(MBH)
CAPC : Totalcoolingcapacity(tons)
CFMCT : Coolingtowerair flows(CFM)
HPCTF : Horsepowerof coolingtowerfanmotor(HP)










Monthly resource consumptions and demands,
12 x 2 x 22 matrix with indicesdefined
indicatedbelow. This variableis trans-















SECOND SUBSCRIPT: MODE OF ENERGY
l is Demand
2 is Consumption






5 is Electricheat (boilerand auxiliaries,
heat pumps and hot water pumps)
6 is Electriccool (chillers,DX, _hilled
water pumps, and cooling tower fan)
7 is Gas hea_ng
8 is Gas cooling
9 is Gas generation
lO is Steam hea_ng
II is Steam cooling
12 is Oil hea_ng
13 is Oil cooling
14 is Diesel fuel generation
15 is Heat_tngplant output
16 is Coolingplant output
17 is City water










I : Space No. (TLAP order)
ITMATI,I,TEMP : Hours occupiedat given temperature





FAC : Facility name
CITY : Facility location
NODAYS : No of days for the simulation
ENGR : Engineer's name
AREA : Total floor area
DATE : Date
CAPH : Total heating capacity
CAPHA : Heating capacity/sq ft
CAPC : Total cooling capacity
CAPCA : Cooling capacity/sq ft
PROJ : Project number
SUPAIR : Supply air (CFM)
SUPSQF : Supply air (CFM/sq ft)
SNAME : Systems identificaiton name
VENT : Ventilation rate (CFM)
VSQF : Ventilation rate (CFM/sq ft)
ENGYS : Total energy storing 3x20 matrix
FIRST SUBSCRIPT: UNITS
i is total building consumption
2 is building line (KBTU/sq ft)





SECONDSUBSCRIPT: Type of energy
1 is electricity lights and miscellaneous equipment
2 is electricity heating
3 is electricity cooling
4 is electricity fans
5 is electricity process
6 is electricity cooling
7 is gas heating
8 is gas cooling
9 is gas generation
I0 is gas process
II is gas total
12 is steam heating
13 is steam cooling
14 is steam process
15 is steam total
16 is oil heating
17 is oil cooling
18 is oil process
19 is oil total
20 is diesel generation
Total energy equipment KBTU
Total building line (KBTU/sq ft)









ENGY - Monthly resource comsumptions and demands. A 12 x
2 x 27 matrix with indices defined as indicated
below. This variable is transferred to subroutine
ENG¥4where the monthly tabulation is printed.
First Subscript : Month
Second Subscript : Mode of energy
Third Subscript : Type of energy
FLAREA - Total floor area simulated (ft 2)
/FAN1/
KFANk - Energy distribution system index
JMAXk - Number of zones on system k
CFMAXk - Design supply air of system k (ft3/min)
CFMEXk - Exhaust air, system k (ft3/min)
ALFAMk - Minimum fraction outside air, system k
OACFMk Minimum ventilation air, system k (ft3/min)
RHSPk Relative humidity set point, system k (% R.H.)
cIbm-H20 )WSPk Humidity ratio set point, system k 'Ibm-dry air
DAVEk - Average air density, system k (Ibm/ft 3)
clbm-H20
WRAk Return air humidity ratio, system k _Ibm-dry air )
DRAk Return air density, system k (Ibm/ft 3)
PWGALk - Process water volume, system k (gals)
FMASSk - Supply air mass, system k (Ibm-air/hr)
FMASRk - Return air mass, system k (Ibm-air/hr)
FMASXk - Exhaust air mass, system k (Ibm-air/hr)
TFNPSk - Total supply fan pressure, system k (inches)
TFNPRk - Total return fan pressure, system k (inches)
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TABLE4.4 (CONT'D)
TFNPEk - Total exhaust fan pressure, system k (inches)
FBHPSk - Supply fan brake horsepower, system k (bhp)
FBHPRk - Return fan brake horsepower, system k (bhp)
FBHPEk - Exhaust fan brake horsepower, system k (bhp)
DTFNSk - Air temperatur_ rise across supply fan, system k,
at full load (UF)
DTFNRk - Air temperatur_ rise across return fan, system k,
at full load (UF)
MXAOk Mixed air option, system k
IVVRHk - Variable volume reheat option, system k
ICZNk - Zone in which humidistat is located, system k,( a "j" number)
ITMPCk,1 - Air temperature control mode, system k
ITMPCk,2 - Air temperature control mode, system.k
NVFCk - Type of fan damper control, system k
VVMINk - Minimum air flow through variable volume boxes,
system k
TCOFCk - Two-pipe fancoil unit system changeover temperature (OF)
TOACOk Two-pipe induction unit fan system changeover temperature
or floor panel hgating system hot water shut-off tempera-
ture, system k (_F)
TFIXI k - Fixed hot deck or AHU discharge temperature, system k (OF)
TFIX2k - Fixed cold deck temperature, system k (OF)
RIPAk - Ratio of induced to primary air, system k
JDXHPk - DX or heat pump system number, system k
PLOCk - Location of floor heating panels, system k
PAREAk - Floor area covered by heating panels, system k (ft 2)
PERIMk - Exposed perimeter of floor, system k (lin.ft)
ISETk, m - Reset temperature schedule index, system k, reset




IFSOk - Fan system shut-off flag (O:fans run continuously,
l:fans may be shut off _ 2:fans and baseboard radia-
3=fans operated by hourly schedule)torsmay be shutoff
IVENTk - Fan systemventilationair scheduleindex
/FANS/
NRUN - Inactive,set equalto 1













MAX8A - Numberof boilerpart load-vs-efficiencypoints
BPL - Boilerpart loadefficiencypoints
BPCT - Boilerpart loadpoints
/IBOIL/
NBOIL - Numberof differentboilertypes
IBOPTnb - Boilersimulationoptioncode,boilertypenb0 = Built-inperformance
l = User-definedperformance
NUMBnb - Numberof boilers,boilertypenb
SZBnb - Sizeof eachboiler(KBH),boilertypenb
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TABLE4.4 (CONT'D)
M3nb - Source of general heating energy, boiler type nb
KREHT - Source of reheat coil energy
HVHO - Heating value of heating oil (Btu/gal)
HDBLP - Total boiler water pump head (ft)
BLRAUX - Total boiler auxiliaryhorsepower (bhp)
/ICHIL/
NCHIL - Number of different chiller types
ICOPTnc - Chiller simulation option code, chiller type nc
0 = Built-in performance
1 = User-defined performance
NUMCnc - Number of chillers, chiller type nc
SZCnc - Size of each chiller (tons), chiller type nc
Mlnc - Type of chiller, chiller types nc
M2nc - Source of chiller energy, chiller types nc
FFLMN - Minimum part load cut-off for chillers (%)
TLCHL - Chilled water set point temperature (OF)
HDCLP - Total chilled water pump head (ft)
HDCNP - Total condenser water pump head (ft)
/ICHLUS/
MAX9Anc - Number of chiller capacity/condenser temperature
points, chiller type nc
MAX9Bnc - Number of chiller power/condenser temperature
points, chiller type nc
MAX9Cnc - Number of % chiller power/% load points, chiller
type nc
TCONInc,9A - Leaving condenser water for CCAP(°F), chiller type nc




CPPWRnc,9B - Chillerpower(KWor lb.),chillertypenc
CPPLnc,9C - Chiller% peakload,chillertypenc
CPPPnc,9C - Chiller% peakpower,chillertypenc
/ICTWR/
MAX9D - # Condenserwater/amb,wet-bulbdatapoints
MAX9E - # Coolingtower% load/condenserwaterAT datapoints
MAX9F - # Coolingtower% power/condenserwatertemp.data
points
MAX9G - # CoolingtowerA% power/%loaddatapoints
CTWL9D - Coolingtowerleavingwatertemperature(I00%load)
TWBIgD - AmbientWBT for CTWL
DCTWL9E - CoolingtowerACTWLat partload
CTPLIgE - % peakloadfor DCTWL
CTPPP9F - Coolingtower% peakpower(f(CTWL2)at 100%load)
CTWL29F - Coolingtowerleavingwatertemp.at CTPPP
DCTPP9G - CoolingtowerACTPPPat partload
CTPL29G - % peakloadfor DCTPP
/IDXHP/
NDXHP - Nun_)erof DX and heatpumpunits
IDXHPndx - Unittype,unitndxl = DX
2 = Heatpump





DHPOWndx - Design heating power (KW), unit ndx
NCPndx - Number of cooling performance data points, unit ndx
NHPndx - Number of heating performance data points, unit ndx
TREFCndx,ncp- Ambient dry bulb cooling reference temperature (OF)unit ndx
PVCCAndx,ncp- Percent variation from design cooling capacity
at temp. (TREFC), unit ndx
PVCPOndx,ncp- Percent variation from design cooling power at
temp. (TREFC), unit ndx
TREFHndx,nap- Ambient drybulb heating reference temperature,unit ndx
PVHCAndx,nap- Percent variation from design heating capacity at
temp. (TREFH), unit ndx
PVHPOndx,nap- Percent variation from design heating power at
temp. (TREFH), unit ndx
/IEG/
NENG - Number of differentengine/generatortypes
IEGOPne - Engine/generatorsimulationoption code, e/g type ne
0 = Built-in performance
l = User defined performance
M4ne - Number of engine/generatorsets, e/g type ne
M5ne - Type of engine/generatorset, e/g type ne
EGCAPne - Capacityof engine/generatorset (KW), e/g type ne
HVDF - Heating value of diesel fuel (Btu/gal)
EFUELne - Engine fuel consumptionat full load (GPH or CFH),
e/g type ne
EQBAKne - % heat recoveryat full load, e/g,type ne
EFPCTne,5 - % fuel consumptionat load EGPCT, e/g type ne
EQPCTne,5 - % heat recoveryat load EGPLD, e/g type ne
EGPCTne - % load (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, I00%), e/g type ne
EGPLDne - % load (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, I00%), e/g type ne
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MAX7A - Number of data points JI
MAX7B - Number of data points [I/IGPM/
GPMCL - Chilled water flow rate (gpm) I
l
GPMCN - Condenser water flow rate (gpm) li
GPMBL - Boiler water flow rate (gpm) I
l/IHP/
HPCTF - Cooling tower fan power (bhp) li
HPBLA - Boiler accessory power (bhp) i{HPBLP - Boiler water pump power (bhp)
HPCLP - Chilled water pump power (bhp)
HPCNP - Condenser water pump power (bhp)
HPCEQ - Total horsepower of cooling equipment (bhp)
HPHEQ - Total horsepower of heating equipment {bhp)
/I_!92L
KO - Line printer unit number
IC - Card reader unit number
IT - Input tape unit number
IANALT - TLAP input file unit number
ITOUT - SESPoutput file number
/102/
IBUG - Series of internal debugging switches
IPO - Number of user defined printout periods
IPOS - Starting hour for each printout period
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IPOE - Ending hour for each printout period
IPRNTI - Print level 1 indicator
IPRNT2 - Print level 2 indicator
IOTWF - Output file option code
IPRTI - Optional print flag-I
IPRT2 Optional print flag-2
IPRT3 - Optional print flag-3
/IPROC/
NPROC - Number of process loads
PRPKpr - Peak load, process pr
IPRENpr -. Energy source, process pr
IPRSCpr - Operating schedule, process pr
PRSTMPpr - Entering steam pressure, process pr
PRSTMTpr - Entering steam temperature, process pr
/ITURB/
SZT - _Steam turbine size {hp)
NUMT - Number of steam turbines
RPM - Steam turbine speed Crpm)
/IWEATH/
IBON - Hour of seasonal boiler start-up (hour of year)
IBOFF Hour of seasonal boiler shut-down (hour of year)
ICON - Hour of seasonal chiller start-up {hour of year)
ICOFF - Hour of seasonal chiller shut-down (hour of year)
/IXYZ/




EFF - Pumpand fan motorefficiency
PWOL - Powerof externallighting(KW)




DDF - Densityof dieselfuel,set = l.O
DHO - Densityof heatingoil,set = l.O
CFMBN - Buildingtotalminimumoutsideair (cu ft/min)
CF_X - Buildingtotaldesignloadsupplyair (cu ft/min)
CFMBE - Buildingtotalexhaustair (cu ft/min)
PWBIL - Buildingpeakbasepower load(KW)
TFBHP - Totalfan brakehorsepowe'r(bhp)
IHSRT Hourof year at whichsimulationmay begin
IHSTP - Hourof year at whichsimulationmay end
NCASE - Numberof casesto be run
QRCNM - MOnthlyaccumulationof chillerloadsnot met
due to undersizing(KBT;U)
QRPNM - Monthlypeakchillerloadnot met (KBH)
IHRNM - Numberof hourschillerloadnot met
QBCNM. - Monthlyaccumulationof boilerloadsnot met
due to undersizing(Btu)
QBPNM - Monthlypeakboilerloadnotmet (Btu)
IHBNM - Numberof hoursboilerloadnot met




NRES - Number of user defined internal response factor surfaces
IRFI_ - Number of response factor terms
CRFL - Commonratio
FLRY _. Y-series of response factor values
FLRZ - Z-series of response factor values
/RSET/
NRSET Number of reset schedules
TOALOnr - Low 6utside air temperature at which _ystem tem-
perature is THlnr reset schedule nr (UF)
TOAHInr - High outside air temperature at which _ystem tem-
perature is TLOnr, reset schedule nr (UF)
TLOnr Low system fluid temperature, reset schedule nr (OF)
THlnr High system fluid temperature, reset schedule nr (OF)
/SCHDI/
NDTS Number of daily thermostat schedules
IVTSD Thermostat type (O=none, l=proportional, 2=deadband)
VTSDI Thermostat hi limit temperature (OF)
VTSD2 - Thermostat Io limit temperature (OF)
NRSCH Number of temperature reset schedule
NSCHM - Unused
STDS User defined operating schedule profiles
SCHD Operating schedule matrix
NWSC Number of weekly schedules
IWSCT - Unused
ISTT - Weekly schedule day indices
NYTS - Number of yearly thermostat schedules
IWTS - Seasonal schedule week indices




TESTM - Boiler supply and absorption chiller entering
steam temperature (VF)
PESTM - Boiler supply and absorption chiller entering
steam pressure (psig)
TPS - Steam turbine entering steam temperature (OF)
PPS - Steam turbine entering steam pressure (psig)
/SYSTEM/
ISYS - Unused
SF - Monthly building electrical demand
ITWRI
NCTWR - Number of cooling .towers
ICTOPT - Cooling tower simulation option code
0 = Built-in performance
1 = User-defined performance
TECMN - Cooling tower water low limit temperature (OF)
TCRIS - Cooling tower water temperature rise (OF)
CTPKW - Cooling tower peak KW
CFMCT - Cooling tower air flow (cu ft/min)
/UNITS/
IBOIL - Boiler on/off flag (l=on; O=off)
ICHIL - Chiller on/off flag (l=on; O=off)
IFAN - Fan system shut-off flag (O=fans run continuously,
/VTCNTR/ l=fans may be shut off,2=fans and baseboard radia-
IPL Plenem indicator tors may be shut off)
IVTDATAI
AD - Area of delayed surface
AQ - Area of the quick surface
AUF - Area of underground floor
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TABLE4.4 (CONT'D)
AW - Area of window
FIHTS - The U*A for the quick internal surface
FLORB - Floor area of space, sq. ft.
FUF - U-factor for underground floor
ID - Indices of the delayed surfaces associated with
each space
IHTS - Indices of internal heat transfer surface
associated with each space
IMULT - Space multiplier, or number of repeats
IQ - Indices of quick surfaces associated with each space
IR - Number of response factors
IRF - Index of delayed surface response factor type
ISPCI - Spaces connected to internal surface
ISPC2 - " " " " "
ISQ Surface roughness index
IUF - Indices of underground floors associated with each
space
IW - Indices of windows associated with each space
NC - Number of delayed ceilings in the space
ND - Number of delayed surfaces in space
NDB - Number of delayed surfaces
NFN - Number of delayed furnishings in the space
NF - Number of delayed floors in the space
NIHT - Number of internal heat transfer surfaces
NIHTS - Number of internal heat transfer surfaces
NQ - Number of quick surfaces in space
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TABLE4.4 (CONT'D)
NQB - Number of quick surfaces
NRF - Number of response factor types
NS - Number of spaces
NUFB - Number of underground floors
NUF - Number of underground floors
NW - Number of windows in space
NWB Number of windows
RATOS - Limiting ratio of response factors
RX - Response factors
RY - " ,,
RZ - " ,'
TSPAC - Temperature that the constant load was outside air
file
UGW - Heat transfer coefficient of glass without outside
air film
UQ - Heat transfer coefficient without the outside air
film
WOF - Weight of floor in Ib./sq. ft.
/VTHRLY/
SUM4 Numerator for variable temperature calculation equation
SUM5 - Denominator for variable temperature calculation
equation
JDAY - Type of day
IDT - Weekday/weekendindicator(l=weekday,2=weekend)
IITIME - Hour of day index
IPOSE - Hourly print flag
KEASON - Season of year indicator
IWS Wind speed (knots)
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TABLE4.4 (CONT'D)
ITIME - Hour of day (D-23)
ISTRT - Hour of year analysis begins
IEND - Hour of year analysis ends
/VTSRF/
NSRF - Number of space response factors
ETEMP - Difference between initial space temperature and ,
corrected space temperature (OF)
SRF - Space response factors
/VTTEMP/
SMH - Maximumspace heating (Btu)
SMC - Maximumspace cooling (Btu)
SLT - Lowest space temperature (OF)
SHT - Highest space temperature (OF)
ITSMH - Time of occurance of maximumspace heating
ITSMC - Time of occurance of maximumspace cooling
ITSLT Time of occurance of lowest space temperature
ITSHT Time of occurance of highest space temperature
SIHTC - Sum of U*A for internal heat transfer surfaces
ITMAT Space temperature frequency matrix
RANGE - Temperature ranges for report
/ZONE1/
QSz - Zone sensible load (Btu/hr)
QLz - Zone latent load (Btu/hr)
QLITEz - Light heat into ceiling plenum above zone (Btu/hr)
SLPOWz - Space light and power (KW)
QSINFz - Zone sensible loss due to infiltration (Btu/hr)
QLINFz - Zone latent loss due to infiltration (Btu/hr)
STEMPz - Space temperature at a given hour (°F)
UCFMz - Air flow through zone _f it is a plenum space (ft3/min)
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TABLE4.4 (CONT'D)
TSPz - Zone set point temperature (°F_
VOLz Zone volume (ft 3)
TOA - Outside air dry-bulbtemperature (OF)
WOA - Outsideair humidity ratio f.lbm -H20
_l'bm-dry air )
HOA - Outside air enthalpy (Btu/Ibm)
DOA - Outside air density (Ibm/ft 3)
PATM - Barometric perssure (in.Hg.)
TCO - Changeover temperature (OF)
KBLDG Heat conservation building flag
KMAX - Number of energy distribution systems
IZNMX - Number of zones to be studied
MSTRT - Month in which study begins
NDAYS - Length of study (days)
MEND - Last month of study
IMAXm - Number of hours in month m (m = 1,12)
/ZONE2/
CFMi - Supply air flow rate, zone i (constant)(cu ft/min)
CFMSi - Supply air flow rate, zone i (variable)(cu ft/min)
CFMRi - Return air flow rate, zone i (cu ft/min)
CFMXi Exhaust air flow rate, zone i (cu ft/min)
ZMASSi - Supply air mass flow, zone i (constant)(Ibm-air/hr)
ZMASi - Supply air mass flow, zone i (variable)(Ibm-airlhr)
ZMASRi - Return air mass flow, zone i (Ibm-air/hr)
ZMASXi - Exhaust air mass flow, zone i (Ibm-air/hr)
QSli - Sensible thermal load, zone i (Btu/hr)
TSi - Supply air temperature, zone i (°F)
WZi - Calculated humidity ratio, zone i {Ibm-H20/Ibm-dry air)
WREQDi - Required humidity ratio, zone i (lbm-H20/Ibm-dry air)
.......... 4-33
TABLE4.4 (CONT'D)
ALFBRi - Active length baseboard radiation, zone i (lin.ft)
CBTUi - Baseboard radiation heat output per linear foot at
standard conditions, zone i (Btu/hr-lin.ft)
QCLNMi - Monthly accumulation of cooling loads not met,
(zone i) * MULTi (Btu)
QCPNMi - Monthly peak cooling load not met, zone i (Btu/hr)
IHCNMi - Number of hours cooling load not met, zone i.(hrs)
QHLNMi - Monthly accumulation of heating loads not met, (zone i) *
MULTi (Btu)
QHPNMi - Monthly peak heating load not met, zone i (Btu/hr)
IHHNMi - Number of hours heating load not met, zone i (hrs)
IPLENi - LOADprogram space number of plenum above zone i
SPACNk,j - Number of space as per LOADprogram, applied to
system k, zone j
MULTi - Multiplication factor, zone i
I - Variable subscript i
/_ONE31
IPLSi - Space plenum indicator (O=no, l=yes)
HCAPDi - Heating capacity (Btu/hr), zone i
CCAPDi - Cooling capacity (Btu/hr), zone i
WOFNi - Weight of furnishings in space i (Ibs/ft 2)
IVSi - Space number below plenum space
CFMPi - Plenum airflow (CFM), space i
ISURFi, 3 - Type of internal surface type (l=floor, 2=ceiling,3=furnishing)
IFDi, 3 - Response factor index number
- Area of surface (ft 2)AFLORi,3
IVONi, 2 - Plenum fan hour on
IVOFFi, 2 - Plenum fan hour off
IPS_ - Flag indicating that a space has a plenum (O=no, l=yes)
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TABLE4.4 (CONT'D)
KSPA50 - Fan system index zone is connected to
JSPA50 Internal SESPfan/zone sequence number
NSPA - Total number of fan system zones
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CALCULATIONSEQUENCE : ROUTINESESIN
I. Call subroutine VTIN, which reads the building description
data file created by TLAP.
2. Call subroutine CSIN, which reads card input data.
3. Call subroutine VTCSRF,which calculates the space response
factors.
4. Call subroutine VTINIT, which performs initialization for
variable temperature calculations.
5. If output tape file is desired, write output tape header data
which includes variables FAC, CITY, ENGR,PROJ, and DATE.
6. Call subroutine FSIZE to calculate the following quantities:
PWBIL - Peak building base power (KW)
CFMi - Peak supply air volume, zone i (CFM)
CFMRi - Return air volume, zone i (CFM)
CFMAXk - Total air supplied by fan system k (CFM)
CFMEXk - Auxiliary exhaust air removed from zones served
by system k (CFM)
CFMINk Minimum outside air required, fan system k (CFM)
ALFAMk Fraction of minimum outside air required forfan system k
OACFMk - Minimum outside air, system k (CFM)
DRAk Initialize return air density, system k (Ibm/ft 3)
WRAk Initialize return air humidity ratio, system k
(Ibm-H20/Ibm-dry air)
FBHPSk Supply fan brake horsepower required, fan systemk (bhp)
FBHPRk - Return fan brake horsepower required, fan systemk (bhp)
FBHPEk - Exhaust fan brake horsepower required, fan system
k (bhp)
TFBHP - Summation of fan brake horsepowers, all systems (bhp)
DTFNSk - Temperature rise across supply fan, system k (OF)
a_-36
DTFNRk Temperature rise across return fan, system k (OF)
ZMASi - Supply air mass flow to zone i at design load (Ibm/hr)
ZMASXk Exhaust air mass flow from zone i (Ibm/hr)
ZMASRi Return air mass flow from zone i at design load(Ibm/hr)
FMASSk - Total supply air mass flow of system k at design
conditions (Ibm/hr)
FMASXk - Total exhaust air mass flow of system k (Ibm/hr)
FMASRk - Total return air mass flow of system k at design
conditions (Ibm/hr)
CFMBE Z CFMEXkk=l, KMAX
CFMBX - Z CFMAXkk=l, KMAX
CFNBN - S CFMINkk=l, KMAX
7. Call subroutine ESIZE to calculate the following quantities.
CAPH - Total heating plant capacity (MBTU/hr)
CAPC Total cooling plant capacity (tons)
SZT - Size of steam turbines (hp)
NUMT - Number of steam turbines
CFMCT - Cooling tower air flow (CFM)
GPMCL - Chilled water flow (gpm)
GPMCN - Condenser water flow (gpm)
GPMBL - Boiler water flow (gpm)
HPCTF - Cooling tower fan horsepower (bhp)
CTPKW - Cooling tower peak KW(KW)
HPCLP - Chilled water pump horsepower (bhp)
HPCNP - Condenser water pump horsepower (bhp)
HPBLP - Boiler water pump horsepower (bhp)
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HPBLA - Boiler auxiliary horsepower (bhp)
HPHEQ - Total heating equipment horsepower (bhp)
HPCEQ - Total cooling equipment horsepower (bhp)
BKWDM - Building peak electrical demand (KW)
EGCAP - Capacity of engine/generators (KW)
M4 - Quantity of engine/generators
8. Initialize the cooling tower fan switch KCTF=O
ROUTINESMEXEC
9. Begin monthly simulation performing calculations I0 through
36 for period from MSTRTto MEND
I0. Begin hourly simulation performing calculations II through 35
for period from 1 to IMAXM
II. Read hourly weather data which includes:
IHOUR - Hour number, hour of year
IMOY - Month of year
IDOM - Day of month
NDOW - Day of the week
IHOD - Hour of the day
ISUN - Sun index which indicates whether or not the sun is up
TOA - Outside air dry-bulb temperature (OF)
TWB - Outside air wet-bulb temperature (OF)
VEL - Wind velocity (knots)
WOA - Outside air humidity ratio (Ib water/Ib dry air)
PATM - Barometric pressure (inches of mercury)
DOA - Outside air density (Ibm/ft 3)
HOA Enthalpy of outside air (Btu/Ib dry air)
JSC Day type (i.e., weekday, Saturday, Sunday,
Holiday, Christmas)
CCM - Cloud cover modifier (0 =. opaque, ] = clear)
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II.I Determine if boiler is on (0 = off, l = on)
IBO_L : 0
If IBON _ IHOUR_ IBOFF, then IBOIL = 1
11.2 Determine if chiller is on (0 = off, 1 = on)
ICHIL : 0
If ICON< IHOUR< ICOFF, the ICHIL : 1
-- M
11.3 Convert wind velocity from knots to miles/hour
VWIND: VEL * 1.151
12. Call subroutine VTPOHD,which sets the printout switches.
13. Read following zone load data for each zone on tape.
ISz - Space number
HR[DSz - Zone sensible load (Btu/hr)
QLz - Zone latent load (Btu/hr)
HRLDLz - Zone lighting load picked up by return air (Btu/hr)
SLPOWz - Zone internal lighting and machinery power
consumption (KW)
QSlNFz - Zone sensible infiltration load (Btu/hr)
QLINFz - Zone latent infiltration (Btu/hr)
STEMPz - Zone temperature (OF)
UCFM2 Zone air flow if plenum space (CFM)
14. Locate proper starting point on load tape.
If IHOUR is for Ist day of the Ist month, i.e., if M=MSTRTand
IH _ 24, go to calculation 33.
If IHOUR< IHSRT, go to calculation 33.
If IHOUR> IHSTP, go to calculation 34.
15. Set exterior lights
If ISUN < I, exteriorlights are OFF; therefore,set
PWEL = 0.0
If ISUN > I, exteriorlightsare ON; therefore,set
PWEL= PWOL
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16. Determine plant capacities for this hour.
16.1 Cooling
16.1.1 Call subroutine CLGTWRto determine the entering
and leaving condenser water temperatures (TECON
and TLCON) and the tower fan switch status (KCTF).
16.1.2 Call subroutine CHLADJto determine the adjusted
capacity of each chiller type (CAPCA)and sum
into CAPCAT.
CAPCAT= Z CAPCA* NUMC(NNUMC)
For NNUMC: 1 to NCHIL
16.2 Heating
Sum the size of each boiler type (SZB) into CAPHAT.
CAPHAT= S SZB(NNUMB)* NUMB(NNUMB)
For NNUMB= 1 to NBOIL
16.3 DX/HEATPUMPS
For each unit IDX = 1 to NDXHP,determine following:
16.3.1 If NDXHP= O, go to calculation 17.
16.3.2 Call DXHPto determine cooling (MODE= I)
capacity, DXCAPC(IDX)
16.3.3 If unit is DXonly (IDXHP = I), go to calculation 17.
16.3.4 Call DXHPto determine heating (MODE= 2)
capacity, DXCAPH(IDX).




18. Initialize central plant and DX/heat pump heating and cooling
capacity adjustment factors
If first iteration this hour (KADJ = I), initialize
RHOC: 1.0 central plant cooling
RHOH= 1.0 central plant heating
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RHOCHP = 1,0 DX or heat pump cooling
RHOHHP = 1.0 heat pump heating
19. For each space ISl = l to NSPA performfollowingcalculations:
19.1 If first iterationfor this hour, call subroutineVTHOUR,
which calculatesthe hourly interproductsof the space
temperaturesand responsefactors,SUM4(ISI)and SUM5(ISI).
19.2 Set the space heatingand coolingadjustmentfactors
dependingupon if its source of energy is the main plant
or DX/heatpumps.




19.2.2 If DX/HEATPUMPS set
RRHOH= RHOHHP(KADJ,IDX)
RRHOC = RHOCHP(KADJ,IDX)
19.3 Call subroutineVTLOAD,which calculatesthe space
temperatureSTEMP(IS),heating/coolingextractionrate,
QS(IS), dependingupon valuesof RRHOH and RRHOC.
19.4 End of space loop.
20. Begin air distributionsystem simulationloop performingcal-
culations20 through 22. For each AHU, K = l to KMAX.
Check type of fan system.













Each of the above subroutines simulates the performance of a
given system and returns the following quantities:
QFPCk system cooling requirement (Btu/hr)
QFPHk - system primary heating requirement (Btu/hr)
QFPRHk - system reheat coil heating requirement (Btu/hr)
QFPPHk - system preheat coil heating requirement (Btu/hr)
TQBk - heating requirement of baseboard radiation in
zones served by system k (Btu/hr)
WATERk - steam humidifier water requirement (Ibm/hr)
PWLk - base power (KW)
TNFBP - total net fan brake horsepower, all fan systems (bhp)
21. Sum building hourly cooling, heating, reheat, zone power, and
water resource requirements.
21.1 Main plant
QHBC= Z QFPCk, for k=l, KMAX
QHBH: Z (QFPH + QFPPH + TQB for k=l, KMAX
QHBRH= Z QFPRHk, for k=l KMAX
PWILM= Z PWLk, for k=l, KMAX
H20 = Z WATERk,for k=l, KMAX
CPLOAD= Z QFPCk, for k=l, KMAX
HPLOAD= Z (QFPHk + QFPPHk + TQBk(_WATERk, I000.)), for
k=l, KMAX
If REHEATis same as boiler, (KREHT=O), HPLOAD= HPLOAD




21.2.1.1 Call DXHP to determine power (CPOWI) required
to meet cooling load (QFPC)




21.2.2.1 If unit is DX, go to calculation 22.
21.2.2.2 Call DXHP to determine power (HPOWI) required
to meet heating load (QFPH) and supplementary
heat (QHSUP)requirements.
21.2.2.3 Adjust heating plant load parameters
HPLOAD= HPLOAD- QFPH
HPHTG(IDX) = HPHTG(IDX)+ QFPH





ELEC2= ELFC2 + CPOWI
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21.2.2.6 If reheat is same as boiler, (KREHT=O)add
supplementary heat to heating plant.
HPLOAD: HPLOAD+ QHSUP
22. End of air distribution system loop.
23. Process loads







23.2 Add boiler process load to heating plant
QHBH= QHBH+ PRBLR
HPLOAD: HPLOAD- PRBLR
(PRBLR is a (-) quantity)
24. Compare plant capacity to requirements for the hour.
24.1 If iteration (KADJ) is greater than 5, go to calculation 25.
24.2 Cooling plant check
24.2.1 Set CRHO= I°0
CRATIO= 1.0 EIO
If CAPACAT# O. , CRATIO= CPLOAD/CAPCAT
If ICHIL = O, or SZC(1) < 0., CRATIO= 0.0
24.2.2 If CRATIO> 1.02, adjust cooling plant capacity factor
CRHO= RHOC(KADJ)/CRATIO
Set IFGAD2= 1
If CRATIO< 1.02, CRHO= RHOC(KADJ)
24.3 Heating plant check
24.3.1 Set HRHO= 1.0
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24.3.2 Set HRATIO= 1.0 EIO
CAPAVL= CAPHAT+ PRBLR
If CAPAVL> O. , HRATIO= (HPLOAD+ PRBLR)/CAPAVL
If IBOIL = O, or SZB(1) _ O. , HRATIO= 0.0
24.3.3 If HRATIO< 1.02, HRHO= RHOH(KADJ),go to 24.4
24.3.4 If HRATIO> 1.02
HRHO: RHOH(KADJ)/HRATIO
If CAPAVL O. , HRHO= 0.0
IFGT = IFGAD2, IFGAD2 = 1
If CAPAVL< O. , and KADJ> I, and IFGT : O, IFGAD = 0
24.4 OX Cooling check
For each DX unit, IDX = 1 to NDXHP,perform the following
calculations.
24.4.1 HPHTG(IDX) = HPHTG(IDX)* (-I.0) [i.e., change sign]
DXRHOC(IDX)= 1.0
DXRHOH(IDX)= 1.0
2_.4.2 HPRATC= I. EIO
If DXCAP(IDX)# O, HPRATC= HPCLG(IDX)/DXCAPC(IDX)
24.4.3 If HPRATC< 1.02, go to calculation 24.5
24.4.4 If HPRATC> 1.02, set
DXRHOC(IDX)= RHOCHP(KADJ,IDX)/HPRATC
IFGAD2= I.
24.5 Heat pump heating check
For each heat pump unit, IDX = 1 to NDXHP,perform the following
calculations.
24.5.1 DXRHOC(IDX)= RHOCHP(KADJ,IDX)





24.5.4 If HPRATH< 1.02, go to calculation 24.6.
24.5.5 If HPRATH> 1.02, set
DXRHOH(IDX)= RHOHHP(KADJ,IDX)/HPRATH
IFGAD2= l
24.6 Check to see if any of the capacity adjustmentfactors
have been changed during this iteration.
24.6.1 If IFGAD2: I, go to calculation24.7.
24.6.2 If IFGAD2= O, go to calculation25.




For IDX = 1 to NDXHP
RHOCHP(KADJ,IDX)= DXRHOC(IDX)
RHOHHP(KADJ,IDX)= DXRHOH(IDX)
24.8 Reset IFGAD2= 0 and return to calculation 18 for another
iteration.
25. Determine plant energy requirements
QHBC= (QHBC- TQCCNM)/12000.
QHBH= QHBH- H20 * I000.
QHBH2= QHBH2- H20 * I000.








ELDEM= PWILM+ PWEL+ TNFBP* 0.7457
27. CoolingTowerSimulation
27.1 If chilleris off (ICHIL= O) go to calculation2@.
27.2 CallsubroutineCLGTWRto determine lectricalpower
requirements(TWRELC)for the coolingtower.
27.3 AdjustELDEMfor coolingequipment
ELDEM= ELDEM+ (HPCNP+ HPCLP)* 0.7457+ TWRELC
28. Add heatingplantelectricalpowerrequiremento ELDEM
28.1 If boileris off (IBOIL=O)go to calculation29.
28.2 AdjustELDEMfor heatingequipment
ELDEM= ELDEM+ HPHEQ* 0.7457
29. Sum spacetemperaturesintotemperaturedistributionprofilematrix.






30. CallEQUI to calculate:
GASC- naturalgas requiredfor cooling
GASH- naturalgas requiredfor heating
GASG- naturalgas requiredfor on-sitegeneration
OILC- oil requiredfor cooling




ELEC- electricityrequired for cooling
ELEH- electricity required for heating
FUEL - diesel fuel required for on-site generation
31. Add in DX/HP tower requirements
ELEC: ELEC+ ELEC2
ELEH: ELEH+ ELEH2
32. Keep running total of hourly energy and resource consumption
for each month. Update the followingquantitieseach hour.
See subroutineENGY for explanationof variables.
ENGY(M, 2, 4) ENGY(M, 2, 14)
ENGY(M, 2, 5) ENGY(M, 2, 15)
ENGY(M, 2, 6) ENGY(M, 2, 16)
ENGY(M, 2, 7) ENGY(M, 2, 17)
ENGY(M, 2, 8) ENGY{M, 2, 18)
ENGY(M, 2, 9) ENGY(M, 2, 19)
ENGY(M, 2, I0) ENGY(M, 2, 20)
ENGY(M, 2, II) ENGY(M, 2, 21)
ENGY(M, 2, 12) ENGY(M, 2, 22)
33. Keep a record of maximumhourly energy and resource demands by
checking, at the end of each hour's calculation, and updating the
following energy demand quantities. See subroutine ENGY for
explanation of variables.
ENGY(M, I, I) ENGY(M, 1 12)
ENGY(M, I, 2) ENGY(M, 1 13)
ENGY(M, I, 3) ENGY(M, 1 14)
ENGY(M, I, 4) ENGY(M, 1 15)
ENGY(M, I, 5) ENGY(M, 1 16)
ENGY(M, I, 6) ENGY(M, 1 17)
ENGY(M, I, 7) ENGY(M, 1 18)
ENGY(M, I, 8) ENGY(M, 1 19)
ENGY(M, I, 9) ENGY(M, 1 20)
ENGY(M, I, I0) ENGY(M, 1 21)
ENGY(M, I, II) ENGY(M, I 22)
34. Write hourly weather and system loads to output tape, if required.
These include the following variables.
IHOUR - Current Hour (hour of year)
IMOY - Month of Year (I - 12)
IDOM - Day of Month (I - 31)
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IHOD - Hour of Day
ITOA - Ambient Dry-BulbTemperature(OF)
ITWB - AmbientWet-Bulb Temperature(OF)
WOA - Ambient Humidity Ratio (Ibs-H2)/Ib-dryair)
PATM - BarometricPressure (in. Hg)
DOA - AmbientAir Density (Ibm/ft3)
TNFBP - Total Net Fan Brake horsepower(bhp)
TABCD - Total Power of Building (KW)
BGAS - Building Natural Gas Requirement(therms)
OILH - BuildingHeating 0ii Requirement(gals)
KF-'--ANk - Energy Distribution System Type No. (I - 13)
QKCk - System Cooling Requirement (Btu)
QKHk - System Heating Requirement (less elect, resist.
rehtg.) (Btu)
QKKWk - Electric Resistance Reheat Requirement (Btu)
Repeat PWLKk - Base Power Requirement of Zones served by this
for system (KW)
each
distri- H20Kk - Humidification Water Requirement (Ibs. H20)bution
system ZERO - Reserved (=0.0)
TKHLk Hot Deck Temperature or AHULeaving Temperature (OF)
TKCDk - Cold Deck Temperature (OF)
35. End of hourly simulationloop for current month.
36. End of monthly loop.
ROUTINESCLOSE
37. Wrii_eout summary of equipmentsizes. ,SeeUser's Manual,
38. Writeout temperaturedistributionprofile. See User's
ManuaI,
4-48A-1
39. Call ENGY4to write out annual summary of building monthly
energy and resource consumption and demands. See User'sManual,
40. Call EXSUMto write out executive summary. See User'sManual,
41. Call ECONto write out economic summary. See User's Manual,




A subroutine for calculating the energy consumption of a steam ab-
sorption water chiller.
INPUT
QHBC : Hourly building cooling load _tons)
TECON : Temperature of entering condenser water (°F)
TLCHL : Temperature of leaving chilled water (°F)
TDROP : Chilled water temperature drop at full load (°F)(set
equal to IO°F in program)
FFL : Fractionof full load (decimal)
PESTM : Pressureof low pressuresteam (psig)
OUTPUT
STEAM : Hourly steam consumption (Ibs/hr)
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE(CARRIER16HA)
I. Determine the capacity factor which adjusts nominal capacity
for operation at conditions other than the standard of 12 psig
inlet steam, 85°F entering condenser water and 44°F leaving
chilled water.
RAT: -2.8246 + 0.06575 * TECON- 0.06011 * PESTM
+ 0.06433 * TLCHL+ 0.0011862 * TECON* PESTM
+ 0.00023232 * TECON* TLCHL+ 0.00025421 * PESTM
• TLCHL- 0.0006438 * TECON* TECON- 0.0015887
• PESTM* PESTM- 0.0006199 * TLCHL* TLCHL
If RAT > 1.18, RAT = 1.18
2. Find the capacity factor which adjusts for chilled water tem-
perature drop other than IO°F.




RAT : 0.91* CMULT* RAT
where0.91is foulingfactor.
4. Calculatethe fullloadsteamrate(Ib/hr-ton).
SPATE= 22.169+ 0.592* PESTM- 0.0196* PESTM* PESTM
- 6.9384* RAT
5. Determinethe partloadsteamconsumption.
STEAM= SPATE* (O.O136/FFL+ 0.7928+ 0.I1843* FFL
+ 0.0752* FFL * FFL)* QHBC
6. Calculatesaturationtemperature
TSAT= l.O/(0.OO17887-0.O0011429*ALOG(PESTM+l4.7))-460.0
7. CalculateHI and H2
HI = 0.35333* TSAT+ I075.666667
H2 = TSAT- 32.0
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AHU
A routineto simulatethe performanceof air handlingunitscalcu-
latingthermalrequirementsof co_Is,fanheat,and humidifier.
INPUT











MFAN : Fanmassair flow(Ibm-air/hr).
NVFC : Fanvolumecontrolindex(seePTLD).
PCTLD _ Fan fullloadfraction.
DTFAN : Temperatureriseacrossfanat fullload(°F).
TLVG : Desiredair temperatureleavingAHU(°F).
TCD : Colddecktemperature(°F).
H2ORD : Nethumiditycontrolzonewaterrequirement.
MZONE : Humiditycontrolzonemassair flow(Ibm-air/hr).
WZ : Humiditycontrolzonehumidityratio(Ibm-H20/Ibm-dryair).
TMA : Inletdry bulbtemperature(°F).
WMA : Inlethumidityratio(Ibm-H20/Ibm-dryair).





QHC : lieating coil load ([}tu/hr),
WLVG : Humidity ratio entering humidifier _c_ on (Ibmo,H20/IL_m-dry air)
air),
DLVG : Air density entering hum'difler Sectic, n (Ibm/ft3).
WSUP : Humidity ratio after humidifier section (l_m-H20/Ibm).
WATER: Water added to air by humidifier (Ibm_H20/hr).
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Determine air handler type
If NAHU= 1 (single draw-through unit)
Go to calculation 2.
If NAHU= 2 (draw-through unit with bypass around cooling coil)
Go to calculation 3.
2. Simple draw-through unit simulation (If NAHU= I)
Calculate required leaving coil air temperature
TLC = TLVG- DTFAN* PTLD * (NVFC, PCTLD)
Check mixed air temperature vs. leaving coil temperature
If TMA< TLC,
Calculate heating load and humidity rate


















TLC = TLVG- DTFAN* PTLD (NVPC,PCTLD)
Checkmixedair temperaturevs. leavingcoilair temperature
If TMA < TLC,
Calculateheatingload.and humidityratio













Call subroutine CCOIL to calculate cooling coil performance for
1.0 Ibm-air/hr (QCCl).
Call subroutine MXAIR to calculate position of face and bypass
dampers (ALFA = portion of air through bypass).
If ABS[(TLC-TLC2)/TLCZ] > .01
TLVG = TLC2 + DTFAN*-PTLD(NVFC, PCTLD)
Calculate cooling load and humidity ratio
QCC= MFAN* (I.0 - ALFA) * QCCl
4. Humidifier simulation
Using function DENSY,calculate density of air leaving fan.
If QCC> 1.0, no humidifier load
WATER= 0.0
WSUM= WLVG
If QCC< 1.0, calculate supply air humidity ratio and steam humidifier
water r_quirement.
WSUP= -H2ORD/ZONEM+ WZ
Call HUM1to limit WSUPby high limit switch on humidifier set at80% R.H.
WATER= -MFAN* (WLVG- WSUP)
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ALOG
A function to calculate the logarithm to the base I0 for a given number.
INPUT
X - Number of which logarithm to base I0 is desired.
OUTPUT
ALOGI - Logarithm to base I0 for given x.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Calculate logarithm of X to base I0.





A subroutine to calculate the heat (QB) added to a zone by a baseboard
radiation heating system and to correpondingly adjust the zone's base sensible
heat load (QS).
INPUT
RHOH - Ratio of heating plant capacity to heating plant load
QS Base sensible heating load (Btu/hr)
TSP - Set point temperature of zone (OF)
CBTU Heat output of baseboard radiation a_ standard condition(215°F average water temperature, 65 F entering air temperature)
(Btu/hr-lin.ft.)
ALFBR - Active length baseboard radiation (lin.ft.)
TOA - Dry-bulb temperature outside
THWHI - (OF) o THWHI
THWLO - (OF) _F-_ THW -
_ THWLOI-.__ A
TOAHI - (OF) __z''F--_01,i
TOALO - (OF) _=_-
OUTSIDEAIR TEMPERATURE(OF)
Figure "1.4 Graphic illustration of baseboard
hot water temperature reset as function
of outside air temperature
OUTPUT
QB Heat given off by baseboard r_diation (Btu/hr)
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
If CBTU<_0.0 and ALFBR<__0.0, QB = 0.0, END
I. Baseboard heating off.
If l'OA _, TOAHI,
QB = O.
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2. Baseboard heating on.
If TOA_ TOAHI,
TAIR = TSP - I0.
Calculate THWRDusing function RESET.
If THWRD< TAIR, THWRD= TAIR
Calculate baseboard heat
[._ -TA_R_]1.4
QB = - L(215.._!_}-] * (CBTU* ALFBR)* RHOH
3. Adjust QS.
QS = QS - QB
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CCOIL
A subroutineto s_mulatethe performanceof a coolingcoil. It cal-
culatesthe sensibleand latent heat extractedby a coolingcoll assuming
it to be of adequatecapacity. The coil cools air to dry bulb tempera-
ture (TDBO)and calculatesthe humidityratio at that condition.
INPUT
MASS : Rate of air flow throughcoil (Ibm-air/hr)
PATM : Barometricpressure (inchesH_)_
TDBI : Dry bulb temperatureof enteringair (°F)
WI : Humidityratio of enteringair (Ib-H20/Ib-dryair)
TDBO : Dry bulb temperatureof leaving air (°F)
OUTPUT
WO : Humidityratio of leavingair (Ib-H20/Ib-dryair)
QCC : Total heat extractedby coil (Btu)
SHR : Sensibleheat ratio
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Estimateleavingwet bulb temperature.
TWBO = TDBO - 1.5
2. Simulatecoolingcoil.
DT = TDBI - TDBO





If DT > 0.0,
QSC = MASS * 0.245 * DT
Use subroutiBePSYI to calculateleavingair humidity
ratio (WO)
DW = Wl -WO
If DW < 0.0, WO = WI, QLC = O.
If DW --0.0, QLC = O.
QCC = QSC + QLC
SHR = QSC/QCC
If DW > 0.0,
QLC = MASS * I090.0* DW
QCC = QSC + QLC
SHR = QSC/QCC
The functioningof the coolingcoil simulationis illustrated
graphicallyin Figure 4.5, where it is plotted on an HVAC equip-
ment manufacturer'spsychrometricchart.
It shows a strong correlationwith the manufacturer'spublished
coolingcoil performancecurvesand it is also in accordwith
recommendationsof Stoecker,et.alo (1973) (ASHRAEPublication
No. 2290-RP-131),recommendingcooling coil dischargeair condi-
tions to be 90% RH for simulationpurposeswhen latent heat is
being extracted.
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Fig. 4.5 Manufacturer's psychrometric chart illustrating the performance of CCOIL.
CENT
A subroutineforcalculatingthe energyconsumptionof an electric
hermeticcentrifugalwaterchilleras a functionof partload.
INPUT
QHBC : Hourlybuildingcoolingload_tons)
TECON : Temperatureof enteringcondenserwater(°F)
TLCHL : Temperatureof leavingchilledwater(°F)




1. Calculate the temperature of leaving condenserwater at full
load.
TLCON= TECON+ lO.O
2. Calculate the full load power per ton.
POPTN= 0.049 * ALOG(TLCON/TLCHL)* TLCHL** 0.8
(This equation was excerpted from personal correspondence
fromR. S. Arnoldof Carrierto J. M. Andersof P.O.D.)
3. Determinetheerrorcorrectionto be appliedto aboveequation
tomakeit conformwithCarriercatalogdata(ModelIgC).
ERROR= 2.4531- 0.041229* TLCON- 0.0273842* TLCHL
+ 0.000118191* TLCON* TLCON+ 0.00047537
• TLCHL* TLCON- 0.000197535* TLCHL* TLCHL
4. Calculatethe fullload powerperton.
POPTN= POPTN- ERROR
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5. Determine the total hourly pa_t load power consumption.
POWER: (IO.1641/FFL + 0.2543 + 0.73965 * FFL
- 0,15835 * FFL * FFL) * POPTN* QHBC
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CHLADJ
A subroutine to determine the full load capacity of cooling
plants at non-standard conditions.
INPUT
NNUMC : Chiller input sequence number.
ICHIL : Chiller type.
1 = Reciprocating chiller
2 = Centrifugal chiller, hermetic
3 = Centrifugal chiller, open
4 = Absorption chiller
5 = Centrifugal chiller, steam turbine driven
IOPT : Chiller simulation code.
0 = Built-in performance
1 = User defined performance
CAPC : Chiller capacity at standard conditions (tons)
TLCHL : Leaving chilled water temperature (OF)
TECON : Entering condenser water temperature (OF)
TLCON : Leaving condenser water temperature (OF)
PESTM : Steam pressure (PSIG)
Various items held in COMMON
OUTPUT
CAPCA : Chiller capacity at non-standard conditions (tons).
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Check chiller simulation code.
If IOPT = l, go to calculation 6.
If IOPT = O, continue
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2. Check chiller type for built-in performance.
If ICHIL = I, go to calculation 3.
If ICHIL = 2,3,5, go to calculation 4.
If ICHIL = 4, go to calculation 5.
3. Reciprocating Chiller.
Determine the capacity factor which adjusts for operation at
conditions other than the standard of 44°F leaving chilled
water temperature and 85°F entering condenser water temperature.
3.1 A = (-4.58 E-5) * TLCHL-(4.135 E-3)
B = (2.0839 E-2) * TLCHL+ (6.0706 E-I)
ADJUST= A * TECON+ B
ADJUSTis based on a least squares curve fit of Trane
Catalog Data (Model CGWA).
3.2 If ADJUST< 0., ADJUST= O.




Determine the capacity factor which adjusts for operation at
conditions other than the standard of 44VF leaving chilled
water and 95°F leaving condenser water.
4.1 A = (-I.1439 E-4) * TLCHL-(5.7654 E-3)
B = (2.6815 E-2) * TLCHL+ (8.4678 E-I)
ADJUST= A * TLCON+ B
ADJUSTis based on a least squares curve fit of Trane
Catalog Data (Models PCV & CV).
4.2 If ADJUST< 0., ADJUST= O.





Determine the capacity factor which adjusts nominal capacity
for operation at conditions other than the standard of 12 psig
inlet steam, 85°F entering condenser water and 44°F leaving
chilled water.
5.1 RAT= -2,8246 + 0.06575 * TECON- 0.06011 * PESTM
+0.06433 * TLCHL+ 0.0011862 * TECON* PESTM
+0.00023232 * TECON* TLCHL+ 0.00025421 * PESTM
• TLCHL- 0.0006438 * TECON* TECON- 0.0015887
• PESTM* PESTM- 0.0006199 * TLCHL* TLCHL
RAT is based on a least squares curve fit of Carrier
Catalog Data (Model 16HA)
5.2 ADJUST= 0.91 * RAT
where 0.91 is a correction factor for average fooling
factors.
5.3 If ADJUST< 0., ADJUST= O.
5.4 Determine adjusted capacity
CAPCA= CAPC* ADJUST
5.5 RETURN
6. User Defined Chiller.





A subroutine to determine the performance characteristics of
user-defined chillers.
INPUT
NNUMC : Chiller input sequence number
TLCON : Leaving condenser water temperature (OF)
FFL : Fraction of full load (decimal)
Various items held in COMMON.
OUTPUT
CAPC : Chiller capacity (tons)
CPOW : Chiller power (KW)
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Obtain proper used-defined input data.




CPPLL(J) = CPPL (NNUMC,J)
CPPPP(J) = CPPP(NNUMC,J)
where J = 1 thru 5, the number of points on curve for which"
user data is entered.
2. Determine peak capacity.
Call subroutine IUNI using TCONII and CCAPPto determine
CAPMAXat condition TLCON
3. Determine peak power.
Call subroutine IUNI using TCON22and CPPWRRto determine
PKPOWat condition TLCON.
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4. Calculate actual chiller capacity.
CAPC= CAPMAX* FFL
5. Determine chiller percent peak power at fraction of full load, FFL.
Call subroutine IUNI using CPPLLand CPPPPto determine PCTCP
at condition FFL.





A subroutine to determine the performance of cooling towers.
INPUT
TWB : Ambient air wet bulb temperature (OF)
CAPC : Chiller capacity (tons)
QHBC : Building cooling load (tons)
Various items held in COMMON.
OUTPUT
TECON : Entering condenser water temperature (OF)
TLCON : Leaving condenser water temperature (OF)
KCTF : Cooling tower fan switch
0 = fans are off
1 = fans are on
TWRELC: Cooling tower power (KW)
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Calculate the percentage of building load compared to chiller size.
la. If CAPC= 0.0, then CTFFL = 0.0 and
GOTO ii
CTFFL = QHBC/CAPC
2. Determine ideal cooling tower leaving temperature:
Based on 7F approach temperature at 100%load.
For user-defined curves:
Call IUNI to determine TECONat TWBand CTFFL conditions.
For built-in performance curves:
TECON: TWB+ 7.0 * CTFFL** 0.5
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3. Set ideal temperaturefor cooling tower power calculation.
If TECON _ TWB, TECON = TWB
TEC = TECON
4. Reset coolingtower leavingtemperatureto minimum temperaturedallow.
If TECON < TECMN, TECON = TECMN
5. Calculateleavingcondenserwater temperature.
TLCON = TECON + TCRIS * CTFFL
6. Shut off cooling tower if percentageof buildingload less than 5%.
If CTFFL < 0.05, GO TO 11.
7. If ideal cooling towerwater temperature_ minimumcooling tower temperature,
set power at maximumpower.
If TEC > TECMN,GOTO 12o
8o Calculate percentage cooling tower power.
For built-in performance curves (ICTOPT # 1)
CTPCT= (CTFFL ** 0.15) * (I.0 - 0.14 * (TECMN- TEC) ** 0.5)
For user-defined curves (ILTOPT = I)
Call subroutine IUNI to determine fraction of full load power at TECON
and CTFFLconditions.
9. Shut off cooling tower if power percentage is less than 5%.
If CTPCT< 0.05, GOTO 11.

















A subroutine which reads the NECAPInput Processor Program output file
containing the Systems ENERGY Simulation Program (SESP) user input data°
INPUT
Read in from cards. Data and variable are given in Appendix C, Table 3
of the NECAPUser's Manual°
OUTPUT
Various items in COMMON.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Read card
2. Check items read in°
3. Assign item to proper storage in COMMON°
4. GOTO 1 until all data has been read ino
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IUNI
A subroutine which interpolates a univariate function using conventional
first or second order Lagrangian interpolation. The routine will perform multiple
table look-up for a set of functions defined over the same set of independent
parameter points. The points in the independent parameter array can be unequally
spaced.
INPUT
NMAX : an input integer specifying the maximumfirst dimension of the
functional value array as given in the dimension statement
of the calling program.
N : an input integer specifying the actual number of independent
parameter points, where N < NMAX.
X : an input array dimensioned at least N in the calling program.
This array contains the values of the independent parameter.
The elements of the X array must be strictly monotonic.
NTAB : an input integer specifying the number of dependent variable
tables.
Y : a two-dimensional input array whose columns contain the
dependent variable tables. The Y array should have first
dimension NMAXand second dimension at least NTAB.
IRODER : an input integer specifying the order of interpolation to be
used.
= 0 Zero order interpolation: The first value in the dependent
variable table is assigned as the interpolated value of
the function.
= 1 First order interpolation.
= 2 Second order interpolation.
XO : the point at which interpolation is to be performed.
OUTPUT
YO : an output array containing the interpolated value of each
function. This array should be dimensioned NTAB in the calling
program°
IPT : an input/output integer parameter with the following functions:
INPUT: Initialize routine IUNI and check monotonicity of the
X array.
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= -i Whenever a call to IUNI is made, this value of IPT
must be specified by the user so that a monotonicity
check of the X array will be performed.
OUTPUT: INDEX POINTER
: k Indicates that XK _ x0 _ Xk+1
Whenever the point xn is not contained in the interval
delimited by the X a_ray, extrapolation is performed to esti-
mate the function value. In this case the value of IPT is
returned as:
= 0 Indicates x0 < x(1) if the X array is in increasing
order, or x0 > x(1) if the X array is arranged in
decreasing order.
= N Indicates x0 > x(N) if the X array is in increasing
order, or x0 < x(N) if the X array is arranged in
decreasing order.
IERR : integer error parameter generated by the routine.
= 0 Normal return
: J The J-th element of the X array was out of order. No
interpolation performed.
= -I Zero order interpolation performed because IORDER= O.
= -2 Zero order interpolation performed because only one
point was in the X array.
= -3 Insufficient number of points supplied for second order
interpolation. No interpolation performed."
= -4 Extrapolation was performed.
NOTE: The points in the X array must be arranged in strictly increasing or
decreasing order of magnitude.
Whenever a call to INUI is made, the parameter IPT = -I must be input
by the user to insure the routine will be properly initialized and the
monotonicity of the X array checked.
CALCULATION SEQUENCE
1. Initialize data
I.I NMI = N-l
1.2 IERR = 0
1.3 J = 1
1.4 DELX= X(2) - X(1)
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2. Check for zero order interpolation
2.1 If IQRDER= O:
Set IERR = -I
Go to 2°3
Go to 2.3
2.2 If N < 2:
Set IERR = -2
Go to 2.3
2.3 For NT = I,NTAB:
Set Y(NT) : Y(I,NT)
RETURN
2.4 Else go to 3.
3. Check if X data is strictly monotonic
3.1 If X data is jumbled:
Set IERR = J+l
RETURN
3.2 Else go to 4.
4. Reset IPT to be within the interval
4.1 IPT = 1
IN = SIGN (I.O,DELX*(XO-X(IPT)))
4.2 P = X(IPT) = XO
IF P * (XCIPT+I) - XO) < O, go to 6.
If P * (X(IPT+I) - XO) = O:
If P # O: set IPT = IPT+I
For NT = I,NTAB:
Set YO(NT) = Y(IPT,NT)
RETURN
If P * (X(IPT+I) XO) > O, go to 5.
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5. Check if extrapolation is necessary
5.1 IPT = IPT + IN
5.2 If IPT > 0 and IPT < N, go to 4.2
5.3 IERR : -4
IPT = IPT - IN
Go to 6.
6. Interpolate
6.1 If IORDER: I:
For NT = I,NTAB:
Set YO(NT) = Y(IPT,NT) + ((Y(IPT+I,NT) - Y(IPT,NT)) *
(XO-X(IPT))) / (X(IPT+I) - X(IPT))
If IERR : -4: set IPT : IPT + IN
RETURN
Else go to 6.2
If N : 2:
Set IERR = -3
RETURN
Else go to 6.3
6.3 If IPT = NMI: set L = IPT-I
If IPT = I: set L : IPT
If (DELX * (XO-X(IPT-I)) < DELX* (X(IPT+2) - XO)):
Set L = IPT-I
Vl : X(L) - XO
V2 : X(L+I) - XO
V3 : X(L_2)- XO
For NT = l, NTAB: set
YYI = (Y(L,NT)* V2 - Y(L+I,NT)* Vl) / (X(L+I)- X(L))
YY2 = (Y(L+I,NT)* V3 - Y(L+2,NT)* V2) / (X(L+2)- X(L+l))
YO(NT) = (YYI * V3 - YY2 * Vl) / (X(L+2)- X(L))
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A function to calculate the density of moist air (i!b-air/cu.ft.)given
T - dry-bulb temperature (°F)
W - humidity ratio (ilb-H20/Ib-dry air)
PATM - barometric pressure (in. Hg.)
DENSY: 1.0/(0.754 * (T+460.0) * (!.0+7000.0 * W/4360.)/PATM)
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DXHP





IDX : Unit identificationnumber.
QLOAD : Load on the system (Btu/Hour).
QLOAD must be positivefor cooling.
QLOAD must be negativefor heating.
OAT : Ambient air dry bulb temperature(OF).
Variousitems held in COMMON.
OUTPUT
CAPY : Capacityof unit (Btu/Hour).
CAPY is always positive.
QLNM : Load not met by the unit (Btu/Hour).
POWI : Power required(KW).
QHSUP : Supplementaryheat required(Btu/Hour).
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Set-up arrays accordingto mode.
ARRAY COOLING HEATING UNITS
DCAP = DCCAP or DHCAP MBTU/HR
DPOW = DCPOW or DHPOW KW
NMAXC = NCP or NHP INTEGER
NMAXP = NCP or NHP INTEGER
PVC = PVCCA or PVHCA %
PVP = PVCPO or PVHPO %
CTREF = TREFC or TREFH OF
PTREF = TREFC or TREFH OF
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2. Calculate capacity available. Call subroutine IUNI using
CTREFand PVC to determine percent design capacity (PVCAP)
at condition OAT.
CAPY= DCAP* PVCAP* I000.
3. Calculate power required. Call subroutine !UN! using PTREF
and PVP to determine percent design power (PVPOW)at
condition OAT.
POWER: DPOW* DVPOW
4, Check operating mode.
If MODE= I, go to calculation 5 (cooling).
If MODE= 2, go to calculation 6 (heating).
5. Cooling mode.
If CAPY_ QLOAD,go to calculation 7.
If CAPY< QLOADthere is a cooling load not met.
QLNM= QLOAD- CAPY
Go to calculation 7.
6. Heating mode.
If CAPY> (-QLOAD), go to calculation 7.
If CAPY< (-QLOAD),
Supplementary heat is required.
QHSUP: QLOAD+ CAP¥
Go to calculation 7.




A subroutineto simulatetheoperationof a temperaturetypeecono-
mizercycle,calculatingthatportionof outsideairyieldinga mixed
air temperatureclosestto thedesiredmixedair drybulbtemperature.
INPUT
OA : Outsideair drybulbtemperature(°F)
DOA : Outsideairdensity(Ibm/ft3)
RA : Returnairdry bulbtemperature(°F)
DRA : Returnairdensity(Ibm/ft3)
LVG : Desiredmixedair dry bulbtemperature(°F)
ALFAM : Minimumfractionof outsideair
OUTPUT
ALFA ; Portion of outside air yielding mixed temperature closest
to desired mixed air temperature
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Select appropriatereturn airfoutsideair temperaturerelationship.
l.l Return air temperature (RA) greater than outside air tempera-
ture (_A).
If desired mixed air temperature (LVG) less than or.equal to
outside air temperature (_A),
ALFA = 1.0
RETURN
If desired mixed air temperature (LVG) greater than outside air
temperature (_A), and
If desired mixed air temperature (LVG) less than return air
temperature (RA),
ALFA = (DRA * (RA - LVG))/(RA * DRA- _A * D_A + LVG
GO TO 2. * (DBA - DRA))
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If desired mixed air temperature (LVG) greater than or
equal to return air temperature (RA),
ALFA = ALFAM
RETURN
1.2 Return air temperature (RA) equals outside air temperature (@A).
ALFA = 1.0
RETURN
1.3 Return air temperature (RA) less than outside air temperature
(BA).
If desired mixed air temperature (LVG) less than or equal to
return air temperature (RA),
ALFA = ALFAM
RETURN
If desired mixed air temperature (LVG) greater than return air
temperature (RA), and
If desired mixed air temperature less than outside air tem-
perature (_A),
ALFA = (DRA * (RA - LVG))/(RA * DRA- _A * D_A + LVG
• (D_A - DRA))
Go to calculation 2.
(The equation used above is derived from that given in sub-
routine MXAIR, paragraph 6.1, solving instead for ALFA.)
If desired mixed air temperature greater than or equal to




2. Check range of ALFA.











A subroutine for printing the monthly energy consumption summary.
INPUT
FAC : Nameof facility
CITY : Location of facility
PROJ : Project number
DATE : Date of program run
ENGR : Nameof engineer
SNAME : Case identification
ENGY : Monthly energy consumptions and demands. A 12x2x27


















THIRD SUBSCRIPT: Type of Energy
I. Notused
2. Not used
3. Electric, internal lights and building equipment
4. Electric, external lights
5. Electric heat (boiler and auxiliaries, heat pumps,
and hot water pumps)









14. Diesel fuel generation
15. Total heating load
16. Total cooling load
17. City water
18. Fans (electric)
19. Gas - process
20. Oil - process
21. Steam - process
22. Electric - process
23-27. Not used
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SF : An array of monthly maximumelectric demand
TPKGAS : An array of monthly maximumgas demand
TPKOIL : An array of monthly maximumoil demand
TESTM : Temperature of low pressure steam (OF)
PESTM : Pressure of low pressure steam (psig)
TPS : Temperature of high pressure steam (oF)
PPS : Pressure of high pressure steam (psig)
PRSTMT : Process steam temperature (OF)
PRSTMP : Process steam pressure (psig)
OUTPUT
Tabular summary of monthly energy consumption. See Section 5
in the User's Manual).
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Print two pages each of report by repeating calculations 2 through 7
first for months January through June (III = I) and then for July
through December (III = 2).
2. Print page title block by writing headers.
3. Print proper monthly column headers.
4. Call subroutine TOT1 to sum heating and cooling loads.
5. Printl total heating and cooling loads.
6. Call subroutine TOT1 to sum electrical loads for lights and building
equipment, external lighting, heating, cooling, fans, and process
electricity.
7. Print electrical loads.
8. Print second two pages of report by repeating calculations 9 through
20 first for months January through June (III = I) and then for July
through December (III = 2).
9. Print page title block by writing headers.
I0. Print proper monthly column headers.
II. Call TOT1 to sum all gas loads.
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12. Print total gas loads for heating, cooling, generation, and process.
13. Call TOT1 to sum purchased steam loads°
14. Print total steam loads.
15. Call TOT1 to sum oil loads.
16. Print total oil loads.
17. Call TOT1 to sum diesel fuel consumption.
18. Print diesel fuel load.
19. Call TOT1 to sum city water consumption.






A subroutinefor calculatingthe energy consumptionof conventional
heating and cooling systems and on-site generationsystems.
INPUT
QHBC : Hourly building cooling load (Btu/hr)
QHBH : Hourly building heating load (Btu/hr)
QHBRH : Hourly building reheat load (Btu/hr)
TECON : Entering condensingwater temperature(OF)
ELDEM : Hourly electricaldemand of the building (KW)
TLCHL : Chilled water set point temperature(OF)
Various items held in COMMON.
OUTPUT
GASC : Hourly gas consumptionfor cooling (therms)
GASH : Hourly gas consumptionfor heating (therms)
GASG : Hourly gas consumptionfor on-site generation (therms)
OILC : Hourly oil consumptionfor cooling (gals)
OILH : Hourly oil consumptionfor heating (gals)
STMC : Hourly steam consumptionfor cooling (Ibs)
STMH : Hourly steam consumptionfor heating (Ibs)
ELEC : Hourly electricalconsumptionfor cooling (KW)
ELEH : Hourly electricalconsumptionfor heating (KW)
FUEL : Hourly diesel fuel consumptionfor on,site
generation (gals)
IPRT3 : Print flag
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE










AH = I068.0- 0.485* (PESTM+ 14.7)
BH = 0_432+ 0.000953* (PESTM+ 14.7)
CH = 0.000036- 0.000000496* (PESTM+ 14.7)
HESTM= AH + BH * TESTM+ CH * TESTM* TESTM
whereHESTMisenthalpyof enteringsteam(Btu/Ib).
3. Checkthe typeof system.






IfABS(QHBC)_O.OOl, or QHBC= O, go to 6.
IfQHBC< O, RETURN.
5. Calculatethe energyconsumptionrequiredfor cooling.
5.1 CallNUMDEV,whichcalculatesthe numberof units






5.2 Iterate for each chiller type (NCH = 1 to NCHIL) and
quantity (NUM= 1 to NUMC(NCH)).
5.2.1 Calculate load on a specific chiller,
QLOAD: SZC(NCH) * FFL(NCH,NUM)
5.2.2 If user defined chiller,
ICOPT = 1 Go to calculation 5.2.5
5.2.3 Built-in chiller performance. Check type of
chiller and call appropriate simulation routine.
5.2.3.1 Reciprocating Chiller (MMI = I)
Call RECIP to calculate electrical power
(ELEC) required. Go to calculation 5.2,6.
ELEC= ELEC+ ELE
5.2.3.2 Hermetic Centrifugal Chiller ( MMI = 2)
Call C_T to calculate electrical power
(ELEC) required. Go to calculation 5.2.6.
ELEC= ELEC+ ELE
5.2.3.3 Open Centrifugal Chiller (MMI = 3)
Call CENTto determine electrical power
(ELEC) required for a hermetic machine,
Correct ELEC for an open machine where
compressor work does not become a direct
load on chiller.
ELEC: ELEC/(I.+ 0.02133 * ELEC/QLOAD)
where 0.02133 is
3413 Btu/hr-KW _ 0 - EFF]
-12000 t / ton E"
and motor efficiency of a hermetic machine is
assumed to be 0.925. Go to calculation 5.2.6.
5.2.3.4 Steam Absorption Chiller (MMI = 4)
Call ABSORto calculate quantity of steam
(STM) required and entering (HI) and leaving
(H2) steam enthalpy. Convert steam consump-
tion to equivalent heat requirement (QHMC).
QHMC= STM* (HI - H2)












to producePOWERand entering(HI)and leaving
(H2)steamenthalpy.Convertsteamconsump-
tionto equivalentheatrequirement.
QHMC= STM * (HI H2)
Go to calculation5.2.4.
5.2.4 Checktypeof chillersourceenergy.
5_2.4.1 Gas Cooling(MM2 = l)
GASC: QHMC/80000.+ GASC
whereunitsare thermsand boilerefficiency
is assumedto be 80%. Go to calculation5.2.6.
5.2.4.2 Oil Cooling _M2 = 2)
OILC: IOLC+ QHMC/(O.8*DHO*HVHQ)
where units are gallons and boiler efficiency
is assumedto be 80%. Go to calculation 5.2.6.
5.2.4.3 Purchased SteamCoolinq (MM2= 3)
STMC= STMC+ STM
where units are pounds. Goto calculation
5.2.6.
5,2.4.4 ElectricCooling(MM2 = 4)
ELEC= QHMC/3413.0+ ELEC
whereunitsare KW. Go to calculation5.2.6.
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5.2.5 User Defined Chiller
5.2.5.1 Call CHLUSRto determine power (CPOW)required.
5.2.5.2 If electric cooling (MMI : 1,2,3)
ELEC: CPOW+ ELEC
If steam cooling (MMI = 4,5)
STMC: CPOW+STMC
Go to calculation 5.2.6
5.2.6 End of chiller iteration loop.
6. Check for heating load
If QHBH> O, RETURN
If QHBH= O, go to
If QHBH< 0
QHBHI= QHBH/(-IO00.O)
7. Calculate the energy consumption required for heating.
7.1 Call NUMDEV,which calculates the fraction of full load
(FFL) on all boilers using the following loading conditions:
Minimum load point : 0.0
Normal load point : 0.9
Maximum load point : 1.0
7.2 Iterate for each boiler type (NBL = 1 to NBOIL) and quantity,
(NUM: 1 to NUMB(NBL)).
7.2,1 Calculate load on a specific boiler
QLOAD: SZB(NBL) * FFL(NBL,NUM) * I000.
7.2.2 If user defined boiler,
IBOPT : I, Go to calculation 7.2.4.
7.2.3 Determine heating energy required by checking type
of heating source energy (M3), and performing proper
conversion.
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7.2.3.1 Gas Heatin9 _M3 = I)
GASH : QLOAD/80000.+GASH
where units are in therms and assumed boiler
efficiencyis 80%. Go to calculation7.2.5.
7.2.3.2 Oil Heatinq (MM3 = 2)
OILH : OILH + QLOAD/(O.8*HVHD*DHO)
where units are in gallons and assumed boiler
efficiency is 80%. Go to calculation 7.2.5.
7.2.3.3 Steam Heating (MM3 = 3)
STMH: QLOAD/(HESTM- HLSTM) + STMH
where units are in pounds. Go to calculation
7.2.5.
7.2.3.4 Electric Heating (MM3 = 4)
ELEH= QLOAD/3413.0 + ELEH
where units are in KWand assumed efficiency
is 100%. Go to calculation 7.2.5.
7.2.4 User Defined Boilers
7.2.4.1 Call IUNI usingBPCT andBBPL which calculates
the boiler part load efficiency (PLEFF) at
at condition FFL
BQIN : QLOAD * IO00./PLEFF
7.2.4.2 Calculateheating energy required.
IfMM3 = l, (gas-firedboiler), GASH = BQIN/IOOOOO>GASH
IfMM3= 2, (oil-firedboiler), OILH = BQIN/HVHO+ OILH
IfMM3= 3, (purchasedsteam hea_, STMH =
BQIN/(HESTM- HLSTM) + STMH
IfMM3= 4, (electricboiler), ELEH = BQIN/3413.0+ELEH
Goto calculation 7.2.5.
7.2.5 End of boiler iteration loop.
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8. Calculate the energy consumption required for reheat.
8.1 Set KRH: KREHT+ 1
8.2 If KRH: I, (heat from gas-fired boiler),
GASH= GASH- QHBRH/80000.O
a.3 If KRH= 2, (heat from oil fired boiler),
OILH : OILH - QHBRH/(O.8 * DHO* HVHO)
8.4 If KRH= 3, (heat from purchased steam),
STMH: STMH- QHBRH/(HESTM- HLSTM)




9. Calculate the energy consumption for generation.
9.1 Call NUMDEVwhich calculates the fraction of full load (FFL)
on all engine/generators using the following loading points:
Minimum load point : 0.0
Normal load point = 1.0
Maximumload point = I.I
9.2 Iterate for each engine/generator type (NEN = 1 to NENG)
and quantity (NUM: 1 to MM4).
9.2.1 Calculate load on a specific engine/generator
QLOAD= EGCAP(NEN)* FFL(NEN,NUM)
9.2.2 If user defined engine/generator,
IEGOP= I, go to calculation 9.2.4.
9.2.3 Perform simulation of engine/generator sets to deter-
mine fuel requirements and amount recoverable heat.
9.2.3.1 Diesel Fuel Powered Engine/Generator Set (MM5 = 1)
Calculate amount of diesel fuel (FUEL) required
to supply electrical load (ELDEM).
FUEL : (8900. * FFL + 2000.) * QLOAD/HVDF+ FUEL
The above equation was derived by curve fit of
performance data contained in the 1967 Caterpillar
Tractor Company"Total Energy Handbook" and is
applicable for a range of 60 to 600 KWcapacity.
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Calculate amount of total heat (QEN) that can be
recovered from engines operating,
QEN: (9590.7 + FFL * (-14132.2 + FFL *
(12164.87 + FFL * (-1809.54)))) * FFL * QLOAD
The above equation was derived by curve fit of
performance data contained in 1967 Caterpillar
Tractor Company "Total Energy Handbook" and
represents the total amount of heat that can be
recovered from exhaust gas, jacket water, and
oil cooler/after cooler. Go to calculation 9.2.5.
9.2.3.2 Natural Gas Powered Engine/Generator Set (MM5 = 2)
Calculate amount of fuel (GASG) required to supply
electrical load (ELDEM).
GASG= (0.085 + O.0289/FFL) * QLOAD+ GASG
Calculate amount of total heat (QEN) that can be
recovered from engine operating.
QEN= {60.51 + 16.64/FFL + 14.0 * FFL) * QLOAD
See calculation 9.2.3.1 for comments concerning
the above equation. Go to calculation 9.2.5.
9,2,4 User Defined Engine/Generator Set
9.2.4.1 Call IUNI using EGPCTandPCTEF which calculates
the percent fuel required (PCTFU) at condition FFL.
Call IUNI using EGPCTand QEQPCTwhich calculates
the percent of total heat that can be recovered
(PCTEQ) at condition FFL.
9.2.4.2 Determine fuel requirements and recoverable heat.
9.2.4.2.1 Diesel Fuel Powered Engine/Generator Set
(_MM5= 1_
FUEL : _FUEL _ PCTFD
Go to calculation 9.2.4.2.3






9.2.5 End of engine/generator iteration
I0. Calculate the energy consumption required for cooling.
Check if building requires any cooling.
If QHBC> 0.0, cooling is required.
Go to calculation 8.1.
If QHBC: 0.0, cooling not required.
Set QHMC= 0.0
Go to calculation 11.
If QHBC< 0.0, RETURN
I0.I Call NUMDEVwhich calculates the fraction of full load (FFL)
of all chillers using the same loading points as in cal-
culation 5.1.
10.2 Iterate for each chiller type (NCH = 1 to NCHIL) and
quantity (NUM= 1 to NUMC(NCH))
10.2.1 Determine load on a specific chiller
QLOAD: SZCCNCH_* FFLC NCH,NUM)
10.2.2 If user defined chiller,
ICOPT = I, go to calculation 10.2.4.
10.2.3 Perform chiller simulation. Check type of chiller
and call appropriate simulation routine.
10.2.3.1 Reciprocating Chiller (MMI = I)
This is not a valid choice for an onsite gen-
eration system. Print error message and STOP.
10.2.3.2 Hermetic Centrifugal Chiller (MMI = 2)
This is not a valid choice for an onsite gen-
eration system. Print error message and STOP.
10.2.3.3 Open Centrifuqal Chiller (MMI = 3)
This is not a valid choice for an onsite
generation system. Print error message and STOP.
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10.2.3.4 Steam Absorption Chiller (MMI = 4)
Call ABSORto calculate quantity of steam (STM)
required to supply cooling load (QLOAD) and
entering (HI) and leaving (H2) steam enthalpy.
Convert steam consumption to equivalent heat
requirement (QHMC).
QHMC: STM/(HI - H2)+ QHMC
Go to calculationlO.2.5.
10.2.3.5 Steam Turbine Driven Open Centrifugal Chiller
Combination _MI = 5)
Call CENTto determine electrical power (POWER)
required to supply cooling load (QLOAD). Correct
POWERfor an open machine where compressor work
does not become a direct load on chiller
POWER= 0.925 * POWER/(I.O + 0.02133 * POWER/
QLOAD)
(See calculation 5.2.3.3 for explanation of constantsL)
Call STTURto calculate steam required (STM) to
supply POWERand entering (HI) and Leaving (H2)
steam enthalpy. Convert to equivalent heat re-
quirement.
QHMC: STM/(HI - H2)
Go to calculation I0.2_5.
10.2.4 User Defined Chiller
10.2.4.1 Call CHLUSRto determine power (CPOW)required.
10.2.4.2 Electric Cooling (MMI = 1,2,3)
This is not a valid choice for an onsite
generation system. Print error message and STOP.
10.2.4.3 Steam Cooling (MMI = 4,5)
Steam requirements,
STMC= CPOW
at steam conditions'HESTM, HLSTM.
10.2.5 End of chiller iteration.
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II. Calculatethe energyconsumptionrequiredfor heating.
If QHBH_ O, otherwlsereturn.
ll.l The net heatingrequiredis,





ll.2 CallNUMDEVwhich calculatesthe fractionof fullload (FFL)
on all boilersusingthe sameloadingpointsas in calculation
5.1.
lil.3Iteratefor eachboilertype(NBL= l to NBOIL)and quantity
(NUM: 1 to NUMB(NBL))
11.3.1 Determine load on each boiler,
QLOAD: SZB(NBL)* FFL(NBL,NUM)*I000
11.3.2 If user defined boiler,
IBOPT: I, go to calculationll.3.4.
11.3.3 Perform simulation of boiler by checking type of heating
source energy (MM3)and performing proper conversion.
11.3.3.1 GasHeating (MM3= I)
GASH: QLOAD/80000.
where units are in therms and assumedconversion
efficiency is 80%. If GASH< 0.0, reset to
GASH= 0.0. Goto calculation ll.3.5.
11.3.3.2 Oil Heating (MM3: 2)
OILH: OILH+ QLOAD/(O.8*DHO*HVHO)
where units are in gallons and assumedconversion
efficiency is 80%. If OILH < o.o, reset to
OILH: 0.0. Go to calculation 11.3.5.
11.3.3.3 SteamHeating (MM3= 3)
This is not a valid choice for onsite generation
system. Print error messageand STOP.
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11.3.3.4ElectricalHeating(MM3=-.4)
Thisis not a validchoicefor onsitegeneration
system. Printerrormessageand STOP.
II.3.4 UserDefinedBoiler.




I'I.3.4.2 Gas Heating (MM3= _)
GASH: BQIN/IO0000.+ GASH
Go to calculation 11.3.5.
11.3.4.3 Oil Heatinq _M3 = 2)
OILH: BQIN/HVHO+ OILH
Go to calculation 11.3.5.
11.3.4.4 SteamHeating (MM3= 3) or
Electric Heating ( MM3= 4
These are not valid choices for an onsite
generation system. Print error messageand
STOP.
II.3.5 End of boileriteration.
12. Determinereheatenergyrequiredby checkingtypeof reheat
sourceenergy(KRH)where
KRH= KREHT+ 1
and add it to any heatingenergyalreadyused.
12.1 Gas Reheat(KRN= 2)
GASH= GASH- QHBRH/80000.
QHBH= -GASH* 80000
whereunitsare in thermsand conversionefficiencyis
assumedto be 80%.
12.2 Oil Reheat(KRH: 3)




Not a validchoicefor onsitegenerationsystem. Print
errormessageandSTOP.
J2.4 ElectricReheat(KRH= 5)






A subroutine to size central plant equipment consisting of boilers,
chillers, cooling tower, pumps, engine/generators, and boiler accessories.
INPUT
EFF : Motor efficiency (fraction)
PWBIL : Building interior lighting load (KW)
PWOL : Outdoor lighting load (KW)
TFBHP : Total fan brake horsepower (BHP)
Various items held in COMMON.
OUTPUT
CAPC : Total cooling capacity (tons)
CAPH : Total heating capacity (MBtu/hr)
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
1. If user has not sized boilers then compute capacity (Kbtu's/hr)
using total heating capacity of occupied zones.
TCAP: S HCAPD(1)
If SZBi = O, then SZBi = (TCAP/number of boilers)/lO00.O
2. If user has not sized chillers, then compute capcaity (tons) using
total cooling capacity of occupied zones.
TCAP= Z HCAP(1)
If SZCi = O, then SZCi = (TCAP/number of chillers)/12000
3. If user has not sized Heat Pump/DX unit, then compute capacity and/or
point for zones on fan systems that use the heat pump being sized.
TCAPC= _ HCAP(1) (I=ZONES USINGDX/HP)
TCAPH= _ HCAP(1) {I=ZONES USINGDX/HP)
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If DCCAPn = 0 then DCCAPn = TCAPC/IO00.O
If *DCPOWn = 0 then DCPOWn = (TCAPC/12000.O) * 1.5
If heat pump then
If DHCAPn = 0 then DHCAPn = TCAPH/IO00.O
If *DHPOWn= then DHPOWn = (TCAPH/12000.O) * 1.5
• Uses an ERRof 8 or a COPof 2.6.
4. Heating Equipment
Sum SZB for all boiler types (NBOIL), and number of units
(NUMB), to determine total heating plant capacity.
CAPH: S(NUMB(1) * SZB(1)) for I = 1 to NBOIL
5. Cooling Equipment
Perform the following series of calculations for each chiller
type (NCHIL) where I = 1 to NCHIL
5.1 Determine cooling capacity for each category and for
total plant
CAPCC= NUMC(1) * SZC(1)
CAPC= S CAPCC
5.2 If M1 : 4 (steam absorption chiller), go to calculation 2.5.
5.3 If M1 # 5 (centrifugal/steam turbine), go to calculation
5.4, otherwise determine size of steam turbines required,




5.4 Size condenser water flow rate at 3,0 gpm/ton and
cooling tower air flow at 300 cfm/ton
GPMCN= _ (3.0 * CAPCC)
CFMCT: S (300.0 * CAPCC)
Go to calculation 2.6.
5.5 Size condenser water flow rate at 3.5 gpm/ton and
cooling tower air flow at 350 cfm/ton
GPMCN= E (3.5 * CAPCC)
CFMCT= Z (350.0 * CAPCC)
6. Determine cooling tower fan horsepower requirement assuming
1.0 inch water total pressure.
6.1 HPCTF: CTPKW/O.7457
6.2 If user lets program size cooling tower fan, i.e., CTPKW:O.O,
HPCTF: (CFMCT* 1.0)/(6346.0 * EFF)
CTPKW= HPCTF* 0.7457
7. Determine chilled water flow rate (gpm)
GPMCL: 2.4 * CAPC
8. Determine boiler water flow rate (gpm)
GPMBL: (CAPH * 1000.0)/(500.0 * 20.0)
9. Size pump motors assuming a pump efficiency of 60%.
9.1 Chilled water pump horsepower
HPCLP= GPMCL* HDCLP/(3962.0 * 0.6 * EFF)
9.2 Condenser water pump horsepower
HPCNP: GPMCN* HDCNP/(3962.0 * 0.6 * EFF)
9.3 Boiler water pump horsepower









boilersrangingin sizefrom20 to 750 HP, the auxiliary
horsepowerequirementwas approximately1/20of the total
boilerhorsepowercapacity.
11. Sum heatingand coolingequipmentbrakehorsepowerdemand.
HPHEQ= HPBLA+ HPBLP(whereHPHEQhas unitsof horsepower)







BKWDM= PWBIL+ PWOL+ (TFBHP+ HPCEQ+ HPHEQ)
• 0.7457
13. Engine/GeneratorSizing
13.1 If NENG< O, RETURN
ForNEN = l to NENG
CAPEG= _ EGCAP(NEN)* M4(NEN)
13.2 If programsizedcapacity(EGCAP(1)= 0.),set
EGCAP(1)= 500.
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A subroutinefor printingan executivesummaryof annualenergy
consumption.
INPUT * Via COMMON
•FAC : Nameof facility
•CITY : Locationof facility
•PROJ : Projectnumber
•DATE : Dateof programrun
•ENGR : Nameof engineer
•SNAME : Caseidentification
•ENGY : Monthlyenergyconsumptionsand demands.A
12x2x27matrixwithindicesas describedin ENGY4.
•NBOIL : Numberof boilertypes
•NUMB : Numberof boilersfor eachgiventype
•SZB : Sizeof boilerfor eachgiventype
•NCHIL : Numberof chillertypes
•NUMC : Numberof chillersfor eachgiventype
•SZC : Sizeof chillerfor eachgiventype
•FLAREA : Totalfloorareaof spaceson energydistribution
system(s)
NDXHP : Numberof DX unitsand heatpumps
IDXHP : An arrayof DX-heatpumpindicators
l - DX unit
2 - Heatpump
DCCAP : An arrayof coolingcapacitiesfor DX unitsand
and heatpumps
DHCAP : An arrayof heatingcapacitiesfor heatpumps
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KMAX : Number of energy distributionsystems
CFMAX : An array of supply air quantities (cfm) for energy
distributionsystems
CFMIN : An array of ventilationair quantities (cfm) for
energy distributionsystems
HVDF : Heating value of diesel fuel
HVHO : Heating value of heating oil
OUTPUT
CAPH : Total heating capacity (MBtu)
CAPHA : Total heating capacity per unit area (MBtu/sq. ft.)
CAPC : Total cooling capacity (tons)
CAPCA : Total cooling capacity per unit area (tons/sq. ft.)
SUPAIR : Supply air (cfm)
SUPSQF : Supply air per unit area (cfm/sq. ft.)
VENT : Ventilation air (cfm)
VSQF : Ventilation air per unit area (cfm/sq. ft.)
ENGYS : Annual energy consumptions. A 3x20 matrix with
indices as indicated below.
NODAYS : Number of days of study
FIRST SUBSCRIPT: Units





Diesel fuel - k-gals
2. KBTU
3. Raw source - KBTUo
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SECONDSUBSCRIPT: Type of Energy


















19. Total annual oil consumption
20. Total annual diesel fuel consumption
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Establish conversion matrix. The conversion matrix is used to
calculate annual consumption of energy types in terms of KBTU
and Yaw source KBTU.
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2. Calculateand print installedcapacities:
a) Sum chiller capacities
CAPC= Z NUMC(1)* SZC(1)
b) Sum boiler capacities
CAPH = Z NUMB(1) * SZB(1)
c) Sum DX/heat pump capacities
CAPC = Z DCCAP(1)/12.0
CAPH= S DHCAP(1)
d) Calculateventilationand supply air quantities
VENT = Z CFMIN(1)
SUPAIR : Z CFMAX(1)





3a. Print page header, FAC, CITY, ENGR, PROJ, DATE, and FLAREA;
rename FLAREA,AREA.
3b. Print SNAME, CAPH, CAPHA, CAPC, CAPCA, SUPAIR,SUPSQF, VENT, VSQF
4. Calculatethe first column of the ENGYS matrix from the
matrix ENGY:
4.1 Electrical





















5. Use the conversionmatrixto fillthe reportmatrixENGYS
ENGYS(I+I,J)= ENGYS(I,J)* CONV(I,J)
6. Calculatethe totalsfor eachenergytype
ENGYS(I,6)= ENGYS(I,6)+ ENGYS(I,J) (J = l to 5)
ENGYS(I,II)= ENGYS(I,II)+ ENGYS(I,J)(J = 7 to lO)
ENGYS(I,15)= ENGYS(I,15)+ ENGYS(I,J)(J = 12 to 14)
ENGYS(I,19)= ENGYS(I,19)+ ENGYS(I,J)(J = 16 to 18)
7. CalculateKbtu/sq.ft. and raw sourceKbtu/sq.ft.
ENGYS(I,J)= ENGYS(I,J)/AREA
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8. Calculate grand totals
TOT(I-I) = ENGYS(I,6) + ENGYS(I,II) + ENGYS(I,15) + ENGYS(I,19) +
ENGYS(I,20)
Calculate total source energy
ENGYS(I,6) = _ ENGYS(I,IIN) (MN=I to 5)
ENGYS(I,II) = Z ENGYS(I,MN) (MN=7 to I0)
ENGYS(I,15) = % ENGYS(I,MN) (MN=I2 to 14)
ENGYS(I,19) = Z ENGYS(I,MN) (MN=I6 to 18)
Convert totals to DBTU
GTENG= 0
GTENG= GTENG+ ENGYS(I,7) * 3.143
GTENG= GTENG+ ENGYS(I,II) * I00.0
GTENG= GTENG+ ENGYS(I,15) * I000.0
GTENG= GTENG+ ENGYS(I,19) * HVHO
GTENG= GTENG+ ENGYS(I,20) * HVDF






A subroutine to handle loads for a given hour when a fan system is off.
This routine should only be called when IFAN = I.
INPUT
k : Energy distribution system number.
Various items held in COMMON(see Table 4.4 for definition of variables
in COMMON).
OUTPUT
RHOH : Heating capacity adjustment factor
I00 : Fan operation indicator (0, fan on; I, fan off).
QCC : Cooling load (Btu/hr).
QHC : Heating load (Btu/hr).
QTRHC : Reheat coil load (Btu/hr).
QPHC : Preheat coil load (Btu/hr).
TQB : Baseboard radiation load (Btu/hr).
WATER : Steam humidification supplied at air handling unit (Ibm-H20/hr).
BPKW : Base power (KW).
TNFBP : Ttotal net [_pdated] fan brake horsepower (Bhp).
Various items held in COMMON.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Check for zero sensible zone load.
If j=l,Ejmax QSSUM> O, **
IA )
Where QSSUM= _ BS!QS(L ! + ABS INF(LL.. _
RETURN.
**NOTE: There is a corresponding L for each i; a relationship defined by the
variable SPACN, .. Hence, i and L are defined by system number (k) and
zone number (j_J See Section 4.1 for zone labeling organization.
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If Z QSSUM< O, (** see NOTEprevious page)
j=l, jmax
CONTINUE.
2. Fan system turned off, distribute loads not met.








2.2 Zone load distribution.
2o2.1 Sum base power requirements.
BPKW: _ SLPOWi * MULTij:l, jmax
2.2.2 Sum baseboard radiation heat.
Q = QS(L) + QSINF(L)
If boiler on, call subroutine BRAD to calculate baseboard
radiation heat (QBi) and adjust QLNMi,
If boiler off, CONTINUE.
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2.2.3 Distributesensibleload not met (QLNMi).
IfQ<O












2.2.4 Turn off all system fans.
Adjust total fan brake horsepower.









Various items held in COMMON (see Table 5.4 for definitionof variables
in COMMON).
OUTPUT
QC : Cooling load (Btu/hr) (QC = j=l Zjmax QCi)**
QTRHC : Reheat coil load (Btu/hr)
QH : Heating load (Btu/hr) (QH = j=l,Zjmax QHi)**
QPHC : Preheat coil load (Btu/hr)
TQB : Baseboard heating load (Btu/hr)
WATER : Steam humidification supplied at air handling unit (Ibm-H20/hr)
BPKW : Base power (KW)
IHOUR : Hour of year for which calculations are to be performed
TNFBP : Total net (updated) fan brake horsepower (BHP)
TSA : Dry bulb air temperature leaving fancoil
**NOTE: There is a corresponding _ for each i, a relationship defined by the
variable SPACNk i. Hence, i and _ are defined by system numbc_r(k)




I. Fan off/on check.
Using subroutine FANOF, determine whether fancoil units have been turned
off for the current hour°
If fancoil units are off, terminate fancoil simulation.
If fancoil units are on, continue.
2. For two-pipe fancoil units, use subroutine TEMPto determine process
water mode (i.e., hot water, chilled water, or changeover) for the
current hour.
3. Calculate base power (KII): includes internal power, lights, receptacles,
equi pment, IT_iscel I aneous.
BPKW= _ SLPON_* IIULTi **j=l, jmax
Calcul_,tion sequence 4 through 12 is repeated for each fancoil zone on
system k.
4o Calculate sensible the_na! load.
QSIi = QS# + QLITE_** + QSINF(L)
5. Baseboard radiation.
If boiler is on, call subroutine BRAL)2to calculate baseboard radiation
heat (QBj) and adjust QS_o
Sum baseboard radiation heat°
TQB = _" QBj * MULT(1)j=!, jmax
If boiler is off, continue.
6. Calculate mixed air conditions.
Call subroutine MXAIR to calculable thermal properties (temperature,
humidity ratio, and density) of mixing outside air and room air by the
fancoil unit. "
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7. Calculatemass flow through fancoil unit.
zv s : ZMASS(1)
8. Calculate requiredsupply air temperature.
TSAi = TSP_ - QSii/(0.245_ ZMASi) **
**NOTE: There is a corresponding_ for each i, a relationshipdefined by the
variable SPACNu_o Hence, i and X are defined by system number (k) _nd
i_ _j t °zone number of _ys em (j). See Para. 7.1 for zone labeling organi-
zation.
9. Calculate fan heat and mixed air temp_;rature downstream of blower.
QFAN:: CFMi * TFNPSk * 0.4014
TMA = II_A + QFAN/(0.245 * ZFtASi)
I0. Zone humidity calculations.
Using subroutine H2_ZN, calculate total l._oisture requi'rem<-_nt_ includincj
set point recovery load (II?._]RD_)and moisture changes in current hour
due to environ_1_ental and room effects (H2_,_ADi).
II. Calculate fancoil performance and distribute tilermal loads.
1I. 1 Two-Pi_p_eFancoi I Systern
II.I.I Heating Mode _IP_'_= -I)_
If TMA < TSA, heating required.
If boiler on, call subroutine ZL_ to calculate QH and
distribute unmet load, if any.
If boiler off, heating load not met,
Q = ZMASi ,0.245 * (TMA - TSA)
Update as required:
QHLNMi : Sum of all heating loads not m_t, zone i.
QHPNMi : Peal<heating load not met, zone i.
IHHNMi : Hours heating load not met, zone i.
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If TMA _ TSA,coolingloadnot met.
CallsubroutineCCOILto calculatecoolingloadnot met.
Updateas requiredthe followingvariables:
QCLNMi : Sum of all coolingloadsnot met,zone i.
QCPNMi : Peakcoolingloadnotmet,zone i.




11.1.2 Chan__eeverMode (IPW :0)
During the changeover hour, it is assumedthat both heating and
cooling loads may be met. Therefore, the four-pipe fancoil system
zone analysis is used (see 11.2). In addition, there is a thermal
load due to changing the tempdrature of the hydronic system (see 13.).
11.1.3 CoolinaMode_.PW.:+I)
IfTMA > TSA,coolingrequired°
If chilleron, callsubroutineZL_3to calculateQCi anddistributeunmetload,if any.
If chilleroff,coolingloadnot met. Callsubroutine
CCOILto calculatecoolingloadsnotmet°
Updateas required:
QCLNMi':_Sum of all coolingloadsnot met,zone i.
QCPNMi : Peak'coolingloadnot met,zonei.





Q = ZMASi * 0.245*(TMA- TSA)
Updateas required:
•QHLNMi : Sum of all heatingloadsnot met,zonei.
QHPNMi : Peakheatingloadnot met,zonei.






Ifboileron, callsubroutineZLB to calculateQI4i and
distributeunmetload,if any.
If boileroff,heatingloadnot met.
Q = ZMASi "0,245 * (TMA- TSA)
Updateas requiredthe followingvariables:
QHLNMi : Sum of all heatingloadsnot _t, zonei.
QHPNMi : Peakheatingloadnotmet,zonei.
IHHNMi : Hoursheatingloadnot met,zonei.
IfTMA > TSA,coolingrequired.





QCLNMi : Sum of all coolingloadsnot met,zonei.
QCPNMi : Peakcoolingloadnotmet,zonei.
IHCNMi : Hourscoolingloadnot met,zoneI.
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12. Calculate zone humidity ratio.
Using function WZNEW,calculate the humidity ratio of each zone.
13. Calculate heat of changeover (for two-pipe fancoil systems only).
If IPW: O, changeover.
Calculate hot water temperature (THW)using function TRSFTo
Calculate changeover heat : QCO
QCO: PWGALk *8.3 * (THW- TLCHL)
where PWGALk : Water volume of twoDpipe system (GALS)










A subroutine for simulating the system performance of the floor panel
heating system.
INPUT
,TOA : Dry-bulb temperature of outside air, OF
K : Fan system number
*JMAXK : Number of zones on fan system No. K .
*QSx¢ : Hourly sensibleload for zone No._# Btu/h_
*QL_ : Hourly latent load for zone No._ Btu/hr
*QLITE_ : Hourly lightingload picked up by return air
in zone No._# Btu/hr.
*SLPOW_ : Hourly zone interna! lighting and machinery:
power consumption, KW, for zone No._
*TCO : Building changeover temperature, OF
*PERIM : Exposed perimeter of floor for distribution system
k No. k, ft.
*PAREAk, : Floor area available for heating _anels, system k sq. ft,
*PLOCk : Location of floor heating panel for system No. k
*CINSL : Floor insulation conductance, Btu/hr-sq.ft.-°F
*DINSL : Floor insulation thickness, Ft.
*TSPAf : Set point temperature of zone No._, OF
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OUTPUT
QFPC : Hourly cooling requirement, Btu/hr.
TQB : Baseboard heating load, Btu/hr.
QFPH : Hourly heating requirement, Btu/hr.
WATER : Steam humidification supplied at air handling unit, Ibm-H20/hr.
QFPRH : Hourly reheat requirement, Btu/hr.
TNFBP : Total net (updated) fan brake housepower, BHP.
BPKW : Total internal lights and machinery power consumption for
zones served by system under consideration, KW.
TPAN : Panel temperature
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE*
I. Read load input tape for zones required and calculate
System heating load base power requirements:









Calculate base power (includes internal power, lights, receptacles,
equipment, miscellaneous)
BPKW= j=l,Zjmax k SLPOW_* MULT(1)
• See 1967 ASHP_AEGuide and Data Book, Systems and Equipment Volume, Chapter 58,
for derivation of all equations.
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Calculate system heating _oad
QSSUM= j=l Zjmaxk (QS_ +QLITE_ +QSINF_)
2. Check for heating load. If no load (IBOIL = 0), go to 2.1.






2.2 Heating available within building, therefore perform
the following:
2.2.1 Calculate panel temperature, TPAN, required for
desired heating flux, QPAN.
QPAN = QSSUM/PAREA_
Calculate set point temperature of system
TSPJI = TSP_ where TSP_ is the setpoint of the first zone.
Initially, set TPAN = TSPJI + 1.0
QCALC = 0.15 * ((TPAN + 460.0)/100.0)
• * 4.0 - 0.15 ((TSPJI + 460.0)/100.0)
• * 4.0 + 0.32 * (TPAN - TSPJI) ** 1.31
If (QPAN- QCALC) is greater than (0.01 * QPAN),
calculate a new TPAN
TPAN= TPAN+ 0.5 * (QPAN- QCALC)
If TPAN)IBS.0 then
reset TPAN=I50.O and go to 2°2°2
Else
repeat QCALCcalculation until QCALC
is within (0.01 * QPAN).
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2.2.2 Calculate downward and edgewise heat loss, QLOSS,
If PLOCk = 1, then
QLOSS = PERIM. * C3 * (TPAN - TOA)/
PAREA_
2.2.3 Calcualte the downward and edgewise loss
coefficient, C3.
2.2.3.1 If CINSL < 0.0, no insulation,
therefore-
C3 = 1.8
2.2.3.2 If ClNSL > 0.0, and DINSL < 0o0, then
only perimeter insulation,-therefore
C3 = 1.32 + 0.25 * CINSL
2.2.3_3 If CINSL > 0.0 and DINSL > 0.0, then
C3 = 0.932 + 0.523 * CINSL
- 0.479 * CINSL ** 2.0
- 0.271 * DINSL + 0.046 * DINSL
• * 2.0 + 0.786 * CINSL * DINSL
- 0.72 * DINSL * CINSL ** 2.0
- 0.182 * CINSL * DINSL ** 2.0
+ 0.24 * (DINSL * CINSL) ** 2.0
2.2.3.4 If PLOC (K) = 2, then
QLOSS= 0.15 * ((TPAN + 460.0)/100.0)
• * 4.0 ~ 0.15 * (TSPJI + 4.60.0)/
I00.0) ** 4.0 + 0.021
• (TPAN - TSPJI) ** 1.25
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2.2.4 Calculate heating requirement of system.
QFPH= 1.0 * (QPAN+ QLOSS) * PAREAk
3. Distribute unmet heating and cooling loads, finding:
Heating and cooling peak, consumption, and number of hours






efficientas a functionof windvelocityand the typeof surfacecon-
structions.
INPUT
V : Windvelocity,mph l_ Stucco
Brickand roughplaster








FO = A* V2 + B* V+ C
The valuesof A, B, andC as a functionof typeof exteriorsurface
are giveninTable4.5.
TABLE4.5
VALUESOF A, B, AND C FORCALCULATION
OF OUTSIDEHEATTRANSFERCOEFFICIENT
IS A(IS) B(IS) C(IS)
l 0 0.535 2.04
2 0.001329 0.369 2.20
3 0 0.380 1.90
4 -0.002658 0.363 1.45
5 0 O.281 1.80











FAC : Nameof facility
CITY : Nameof cityIn whichfacilityis located
ENGR : Nameof user
PROJ : Projectnumber
DATE : Dateof computerrun
MSTRT : Firstmonthon LOADtape
MEND : Lastmonthon LOADtape




IZNMX : Numberof fan zonesin building
VOL_ : Volumeof loadprogram,zone_, fan systemk (cuft)
QS_ : Hourlyzonesensibleload,zone_ (Btu/hr)
QLR : Hourly zone latent load, zone_ (Btu/hr)
QLITE_ : Hour1_zonellghtingloadpickedup by returnalr,
zoneX (Btu/hr)
SLPOW_ : Hourly zone internal Qthttng and machinerypowerc nsumption,zone_ (
KMAX : Total numberof fan systemswtthtn the butldtng
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INPUT (CONT'D)
KFANk : Type of energy distributionsystem,system k
TSP_ : Set point temperature,zone_ (oF)
JMAXk : Numberof zones on system k
TFNPSR : Total supplyfan pressureof system k
TFNPRk : Total return fan pressureof system k
TFNPEk : Total exhaust fan pressureof system k
OACFMk : Minimumoutsideventilationair of system k (cfm)
RHSPk : Relativehumidityset point of system k (% RH)
RIPAk : Ratio of inducedto primaryair for inductionunits
of system k
EFF : Efficiencyof fan and pump motors (decimal)
KBLDG : Type of buildingsystem(l.-conventional;2.-heat
conservation)
CFMXi : Auxiliaryexhaustair quantityfor zone i (cfm)
OUTPUT
CFMi : Supply air volume requiredfor zone i (cfm at
standarddensity)
CFMRi : Returnair volume for zone i at standarddensity
ZMASSi : Supply air mass flow of zone i (Ibm/hr)
ZMASRi : Returnair mass flow of zone | (lbm/hr)
ZMASXi : Exhaustair mass flow of zone i (ibm/hr)
CFMAXk : Total air suppliedby fan system k (cfm)
CFMINk : Minimumoutside air requiredfor fan system k (cfm)
ALFAMk : Percentof minimum outsideair requiredfor fan
system k (fraction)




FBHPRk : Return fan brake horsepowerrequiredfor fan
system k (bhp)
FBHPEk ; Exhaustfan brake horsepowerrequiredfor fan
system k (bhp)
CFMEXk : _ CFMXi (cfm)j=l,jmax
WSPk : Humidityratio set point for system k
(Ibm-H20/Ibm-dryair)
CFMBX : E CFMAXk (cfm)
k=l,kmax
CFMBN : _ CFMINk (cfm)
k=l,kmax
CFMBE : z CFMEXk (cfm)k=l,kmax
PWBIL : Maximum hourly buildinginternallightingand
machinerypower consumption(KW)
DTFNSk : Temperaturerise across supply fan at full load,
system k (OF)
DTFNRk : Temperaturerise across return fan at full load,
system k (OF)
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Segment One. Read throughthe load input tape and find the
followingquantities:
QSZCMi Maximum zone sensiblecoolingload for each
zone, i




2. SegmentTwo. Calculatezone and system peak load air
quantitiesand system peak load power requirementsfor each
zone within the building.
2.1 Calculatecooling and heating temperaturedifferences.
TDC = TSPAC_- (TPACkf + TIAC * ARIPAk)(I. + ARIPAk)
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CALCULATIONSEQUENCE(CONT'D)






ARIPAk:ratioof inducedto primaryair (equals
zeroforall but inductionunitfan systems),
systemk





for systemtypekf. See tablebelow.
TPAHkf:primaryair designtemperature,heatingmode,
forsystemtypekf. Seetablebelow.
TABLE4.6 HEATING& COOLINGPRIMARYAIR DESIGNTEMPERATURE
SYSTEM SYMBOL PRIMARYAIR PRIMARYAIR INDUCEDAIR
TYPE COOLINGDESIGNHEATINGDESIGN HEATING COOLING
(kf) (OF) (OF) (OF) (OF)
1 SZFB 55. 120. -
2 MZS 55. 120. - -
3 DDS 55. 120. - -
4 SZRH 52. 95. - -
5 UVT 55. 120. - -
6 UHT 55. 120. - -
7 FPH O. O. - -
8 2PFC 55. llO. - -
9 4PFC 55. llO. - -
I0 2PIU 53. 53. 120. 62.
II 4PIU 53. 53. 120. 62.
12 VAVS 55. 12O.
13 RHFS 55. 120.
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2.2 Calculate zone supply air quantities
If IQszc'li' jQsz,l lJ,l-'-t_-T--I z IT
QSZIIMi
CFMi = .__O..;_._i_._O.075*60. *IDH) (I. +ARIPAk)-
1 QSZCMi[If QSZHMi < ............. ,TDH TDC
CFMi = QSZCMi(0. 245*0.075*60. *TDC)(I. +ARIPA)
If CFMXi > CFI_,i
CFMi = CI_MXi
2.3 Calculate zone return air
CFMRi = CFMi CFMXi
2.4 Sum system supply and exhaust air flows
**
Cl;I,_Xk = _ CFMi * MULTij=l ,jmax
**
CFMEXk = S CFMX. * MULTij=l ,jmax l
2.5 Average system temperature -TAVEk
z (CFMi * TSP *MULT i)
TAVEk = j=],jmax
j=l ,jmax
** NOTE: There is a corresponding_, for each i; a relationship defined
by the variable SPI\CNk,j.
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2.6 Minimum outside air fraction - ALFAMk
If CFMAXk > O, ALFAFIk = CFMEX,/CFMAXk
If CFMEXk <_OACFMk > CFMAXk ,
CFMi = CFMi * (OACFMk/CFMAXk)
CFMAXi = OACFMk
ALFAMk = OACFMk/CFMAXk : l.O, if CFMAXk > 0
If CFMEXk < OACFMk _ CFtCAXk,
ALFAMk = OACFMk/CFt_,-_,Xk, if CFMAXk > 0
If CFMEXk > OACFMk< CFMAXk, go to calculation 2.7.
2.7. Calculate system humidity ratio setpoint. Call subroutine
HUM1to calculate distribution system humidity ratio set-
point (WSP#). Input average zone setpoint temperature (TAVE),
barometric"pressure at sea levels (29.92 in. Hg.), and system
relative humidity setpoint (RHSPk).
2.8 Initialize return air humidity ratio (WRAk) and density (DRAk).
WRAk = WSP
DRAk = 0.075
2.9 Calculate fan power,
Supply Fan:
FBHPSk = CFF_,Xk * TFNPSk63q.6 _ E_'I_ * .6
Return Fan:
FBHPRk = (CFMAXk - CFMEXk)* TFNPRk634.6 * El-F* .6 -'-
Exhaust Fan:
FBiIPEk = CFMEXk * TFNPEk6346-'_ EI-_F* _6
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2.10 Sumbuilding fan power
TFBHP : "s (FBIIPSk + FBHPRk + FBHPEk)j:l ,kmax
2.11 Calculate temperature rise across fans at full load
Supply Fan:
= *o4o14DTFNSk 0_._5 * _'T67_* 6o.oT
Return Fan:
DTFNRk= (TFNPRk * 0.4014)
_0.245 * 0.075 * 60.07
2.12 Calculate mass flows
Zones:
ZMASSi : CFMi * 0.075 * 60.0
ZMASXi : CFMXi * 0.075 * 60.0
ZMASRi : ZMASSi - ZMASXi
Systems:
FMASSk = CFMAXk * 0.075* 60.0
FMASXk = CFMEXk * 0.075* 60.0

























A subroutine to calculate the humidity ratio (Ib-H20/Ib-dry air) ofair given
T - dry-bulb temperature (°F)
RH relative humidity (1%)
PATM - barometric pressure (in. Hg.)
I. Using subroutine PSY2, calculate humidity ratio of saturated
air (WSAT)at temperature, T.
2. Humidity ratio (W) = RH * 0.01 * WSAT
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H2OZN
A subroutine to calculate hourly moisture changes and net moisture
requirements.
INPUT
qL : Latent load from zone (Btu/hr)
ZMASS : Mass flow through zone (Ibm-air/hr)
WSP : Zone humidity ratio set point (Ibm-H20/Ibm-dry air)
QLINF : Latent load due to infiltration from load tape (Btu/hr)
WZON : Current zone humidity ratio (Ibm-H20/Ibm-dry air)
WOA : Outside air humidity ratio (Ibm-H20/Ibm-dry air)
OUTPUT
H2OAD : Zone water change in current hour (Ibm-H20)
H2ORD : Net zone water requirement
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Zone load water.
H2ORM= QL/I090.O
2. Infiltration water.
N2OIN = (QLINF/I090.O) * (WOA- WZON)/((WOA- WSP)
3. Set point recovery load.






A subroutine to simulate the operation of two and four pipe induc-
tion unit fan systems having induction units whose primary and induced
room air streams mix after induced air ts tempered. Induction unit cool-
ing cotl ltmited to sensible cooling only.
INPUT
K : Energy distributionsystem number.
RHOH : Heating capacityadjustmentfactor
Various items held in COMMON (See Table 4.4 for definitionof
variablesin COI_PION).
OUTPUT
QCC : Total cooling load (Btu/hr)(QCC = _ QCi)
J=l, jmax
QHC : Heating load at AHU (Btu/hr)(QHC = z QHi)
QPHC : Preheatcoil load (Btu/hr) j=l, jmax
QTRHC : Heating load at inductionunit (Btu/hr)
(QTRHC= _ QRHCi)**j=l, jmax
TQB : Baseboardheating load (Btu/hr)
IHOUR : Hour of year for which calculationsare to be performed
WATER : Steam humidificationsuppliedat air handlingunit
(Ibs-H20/hr).
BPKW : Base power (KW)
TLVG : Requireddry-bulbtemperatureof air leavingair handler
TNFBP : Total net [updated]fan brake horsepower(Bhp)
Various items held in COMMON.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Fan off/on check.
Using subroutineFANOF, determinewhether air handlerhas been turned
off for the currenthour
If the system is off, terminateinductionsystem simulation.
If the system is on, continue.
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2. Calculatetemperatureleavingair handler (TLVG).
If two-pipeinductionunit fan system,call subroutineTEMP
to calculateprimary air temperatureand inductionunit water














TLCHLf-_ --I.-.41- _ ....
(chilled
TOAL TOAHI
(Primary Air) (Primary Air)
OUTSIDEAIR DB TEMPERATURE(OF)
Figure 5.3 TWO-PIPEINDUCTIONUNIT AIR AND WATER SCHEDULING
NOTE: TOAHI [hot water] should be set equal to TOALO (pri-
mary air).
If four-pipeinductionunit fan system, primaryair is held
constant (set equal to TFIXlk).
3. Calculatefractionof primaryto total air (ALFIU)
ALFIU = l.O/(l.O+ RIPAk)
4. Calculatebase power (KW); includesinternalpower, lights,recepta-
cles, equipment,miscellaneous.
BPKW: x SLPOW_* MULTi **j=l, jmax
5. Identifysensiblethermal load of each zone on this system.
QSIi = QS_ **
**NOTE: There is a corresponding_ for each i, a relationshipdefinedby
the variableSPACNki. Hence, i and _ are definedby system




If boiler on, call subroutineBRAD2 to calculatebaseboard




If boiler off, continue.
7. Calculate return air temperature (TRAk).
NOTE: Since the system and equipment simulation program is capable
of using LOADor VARIABLETEMPERATUREtapes as input, the
following logic sequence is required.
If ceiling plenum is calculated as a separate zone,
If LOADtape is used,
DTL2i = 0.0
QLITI = QLIT_ + QSp_+ QLITEp_ + QSINFp_**
If VARIABLETEMPERATUREtape is used,
DTL2i = STEMPp_-TSPL
QLITI = QLITE_
If ceiling plenum is not calculated as a separate zone,
DTL2i = 0.0
QLITI : QLITE_
DTLi = QLITI/(O.245 * ZMASRi)
TRAk :[(_._ z. (TSP#_+ DTL.I+ DTL2i) * ZMASRi * MULTi)]+DTFNRk
J:/, Jmax ](J=l,Sjmax ZMASRi * MULTi)
where DTL2i -- Difference between zone and plenum tempera-
tures as calculated by VARIABLETEMPERATURE
program.
QLITI -- Thermal load of plenum p_ above zone_ as
calculated by LOADprogram.
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8. Zone humidity calculations.
Using subroutine H2OZN,calculate total moisture requirements
including set point recovery load (H2ORDi) and moisture changes
in current hour due to environmental and room effects (H2OADi).
9. Calculate economizer approach temperature (EAT).
If TLVG > 125.0°F,
TLVG= 125.0°F
EAT = TLVG- DTFNSk
If EAT < 40.O°F
EAT = 40.O°F
TLVG= EAT + DTFNSk
I0. If there is an outside air reset schedule, calculate the minimum
fraction of outside air.
ALFAM(K) = ALFAM(K) * SCHD(IVENT(K), KEASON,ITIME)
II. Calculate mixed air conditions.
Call subroutine MXAIRto simulate the performance of:
I. Fixed outside and return air dampers
2. An enthalpy/temperature type economizer cycle.
3. A temperature type economizer cycle
Subroutine MXAIRalso calculates the thermal properties (temper-
ature, humidity ratio, and density) of the mixed air stream.
12. Air handling unit.
Call subroutine AHU (mode I) to simulate the functioning of a
central system air handling unit. Calculate heating and cooling
coil thermal response (QHCand QCC) of fan heat, and operation
of steam humidifier on discharge side of unit (WATER).
The heating coil is locked out when the boiler scheduled off.
The cooling coil is locked out when the chiller scheduled off.




QSI i = QSI_+ ZMASS_* 0.245* (TLVG- TS_)
ZMASi = ZMASSi * RIPAk
14. Inductionunitsimulation.
14.1 Two-pipeinductionunit.
14.1.1 Hot watermode(IPW= -l).
IfQSI i _ 0.0,
Ifboileron,
TLCi = -QSIi/(ZMASi * 0.245)+ TS_
whereTLCi - Temperatureof inducedair aftercoil(OF).
Call subroutine ZLO to calculate induction unit heating
loadanddistributean unmetload,if any.
If boileroff,heatingloadnot met.





IfQSI i > 0.0,coolingloadnotmet.





14,1.2 Changeovermode (IPW= 0).
Duringthe changeoverhour,it is assumedthatbothheating
and coolingloadsmay be met. Therefore,the four-pipefan-
coilsystemzoneanalysisis used(see14.2.).In addition,
thereis a thermalloaddue to changingthe temperatureof
the hydronicsystem(see18.).
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14.1.3 Coolingmode (IPW_ +I)
IfQSl i > 0.0,coolingrequired.
If chilleron,
















IfQSI I _0"0' heatingrequired.
If boileron,
TLCi = -QSIi/(ZMASi * 0.245)+ TS_
CallsubroutineZL03to calculateinductionunitheating
loadand distributean unmetload,if any.
Ifboileroff,heatingloadnotmet.






IfQSI i _ 0.0,coolingrequired,
Ifchilleron,
TLCi = -QSIi/(ZMASi * 0.245)+ TS_
CallsubroutineZLO so calculatecoolingloadand dis.
tributean unmetload,if any.
If chilleroff,coolingloadnot met.







TTLVGi=(TLVG* ZMASSi + TLC* ZMASi)/(ZMASSi + ZMASi)




]7. Calculatereturnair humidityratioand density.
WRAk = ( _ WZi * ZMASRiJ=l,jmax * MULTi)/(J=l_jmaxZMASRI* MULTi)
DRAk = PATM/((0.754* (TRAk + 460,0)*(I.0+ 7000.0* WRAk/4360.O))
18. Calculateheatof changeover(fortwo-pipeinductionsystemsonly).
If IPW= 0 (changeover),
CalculatehotwatertemperatureusingfunctionTRSET.
Calculatechangeoverheat,QCO
QCO = PWGALk* 8.3* (THW- TLCHL)




If heating to cooling changeover:
qc= Qc+Qco
Ifcoolingto heatingchangeover:
QH = QH - QCO
If IPW# O, continue.
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MAX
A subroutine to replace current values of A with × and IB with IY
if the absolute value of X exceeds A. A and X are real numbers. IB
and IY are integers.
VARIABLEORDER
A, X, IB, IY
CALCULATIONSEQUENCY





A subroutine to calculate the thermal properties of mixed air given
the properties of the two mix}ng air streams, The basic application of
this routine is in simulating the function of three types of outside air
control.
INPUT
MXAO : Type of outside air control.
1 Fixed percent outside air.
2 Enthalpy/temperature type economizer cycle
control.
3 Temperature type economizer cycle control.
TOA : Outside air dry bulb temperature (°F)Air Stream #I
DOA : Outside air density (Ibm/ft 3)
HOA : Outside air enthalpy (Btu/Ibm)
WOA : Outside air humidity ratio (Ibm-H20/Ibm-dry air)
PATM : Barometric pressure (in. Hg)
TRA : Return air temperature (°F)
Air Stream #2 DRA : Return air density (Ibm/ft 3)
W A : t i hu idity ratio (Ibm-H20/
Ibm-dry air)
EAT : Desired mixed air temperature (economizer
approach temperature ) (°F)
ALFAM : Minimum fraction of outside air (for MXAO
type I, ALFAMis the fixed portion of out-
side air.
OUTPUT
ALFA : Actual portion of outside air which meets or approaches EAT.
TMA : Mixed air dry bulb temperature (°F)
WMA : Mixed air himidity ratio (Ibm-H20/Ibm-dry air)
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OUTPUT(Concluded)
DMA : Mixed air density (lbm/ft 3)
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. UsingsubroutinePSYCH,ca.lculater turnair enthalpy(HRA).
2. MXAO= l (fixedpercentoutsideair)
ALFA= ALFAM
GOTO 5.
3. MXAO= 2 (enthalpy/te_erature type economizercycle control)
If HOA< HRA,




4. MXAO= 3 (temperature type economizercycle control)
Calculate ALFAusing subroutine ECONO.
GOTO5.
5. Mixed air thermal properties.
TMA= (TOA* DOA* ALFA+ TRA* DRA* (1. - ALFA))/(DOA* ALFA_
+ DRA* (1. - ALFA))
WMA= (WOA* DOA* ALFA+ WP,A * DP,A * (1. - ALFA))/(DOA* ALFA
+ DRA* (1. - ALFA))
DMA= PATM/((.754 * (TMA+ 460.)) * (1. + (7000. * WNA/4360.)))
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MZDD
A subroutine to simulate the performance of a multi-zone or dual duct fan
system.
INPUT
K - Energy distribution system number
RHOH - Heating capacity adjustment factor
Various items held in COMMON(see Table 4.4 for definitions of
variables in COMMON).
OUTPUT
QCC - Cooling coil load (Btu/hr)
THC - Leaving air temperature of heating coil
QHC - AHUheating coil load (Btu/hr)
TCC - Leaving air temperature of cooling coil
QRHC - Reheat coil load (Btu/hr)
QPHC - Preheat coil load (Btu/hr)
TQB - Baseboard heating load (Btu/hr)
WATER - Steam humidification supplied at air handling unit (Ibm-H20/hr)
BPKW - Base power (KW)
TNFBP - Total net [updated] fan brake horsepower (bhp)
Various items held in COMMON.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Fan off/on check.
Using subroutine FANOF,determine whether the fan has been
turned off for the current hour.
If the system is off, terminate MZDDsimulation for the
current hour.
If the system is on, Continue.
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2. If there is an outside air reset schedule, calculate the
minimum fraction of outside air.
ALFAM(K)= ALF_(K) * SCHD(I_ENT(K), KEASON,ITIME)
CFMEX(K)
If ALFMN* CFMAX(K)< CFMEX(K), ALFMN- CFMAXCK)
3. Identify sensible thermal load of each zone on this system.
qsl i = qsR + QSINF(L)
4. Baseboard radiation.
If boiler on, call subroutine BRAD2to calculate baseboard
radiation heat (QBj) and to adjust QSli for QBj.
Sumbaseboard radiation heat,
TQB : j:lz ,jmax QBj * MULT(1)
If boiler off, continue.
5. Calculate base power (KW); includes internal power, lights
receptacles, equipment, misc.
BPKW = Z SLPOW_*MULTi **j=l,jmax
6. QLITI = QLITE(L)
DTL2 = O.
If ceiling plenum is calculated as a separate zone
For load run adjustment only: If STEMP(IPL) _0.I
QLITI = QLITE(L) + QS(IPL) + QLITE(IPL) + QSINF(IPL)
For variable temperature adjustment only
DTL2 = STEMP(IPL) - TSP(L)
If ceiling plenum is not calculated as a separate zone
DLT = 0.0
DLT = QLITI/(O.245*ZMASR(1))
SMTRA= Z[(TSP(L) + DTL + DTL2) * ZMASR(1)* MULT(1)]
i
FMR: Z[ZMASR(1) * MULT(1)]
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i




TS(1) : TLP(1) - QSI(I)/(.245 * ZMASS(1))
8. Calculate zone humidification requirements
CALL H2OZN
9. Calculate return air temperature for fan system
TRA = SMTRA/FMR. DTFNR(K)
I0. Calculatehot deck and cold deck air temperatures. Generally,
three controloptionsare available:
I. Fixed settingsfor both hot and cold decks.
2. Fixed cold deck temperaturebut allowinghot deck
temperatureto vary inverselywith outside air
temperature.
3. Reset temperaturecontrolas governedby the Spaces.
Con_trolfor this mode involvessettingthe hot deck
leavingair temperatureequal to that of air supplied
to the space requiringwarmestairi The c01d deck
leavingair temperatureis set equal to the tempera-







II. Calculate desired economizer approach temperature entering
supply fan.
EAT = TCC - DTFNSk
12. Calculate mixed air conditions.
Call subroutine MXAIR to simulate the performance of:
I. Fixed outside and return air dampers.
2. An enthalpy/temperature type economizer cycle.
or
3. A temperature type economizer cycle.
SubroutirJe MXAIR also calculates the thermal properties
(temperature, humidity ratio, and density) of the mixed
air stream.
13. Calculate preheat coil load by comparing to mixed air tempera-
ture desired.
If boiler on,
If TI_ < EAT,









14. Calculate mixed air temperature after supply fan.
TMAAF= TMABF+ DTFNSk
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16. Calculateair mass throughhot and cold decks.
16.1 Calculatefractionof cold deck air requiredby zone.
PCTCi = (THC - TSi)/(THC- TCC)
If PCTCi _ 0.0, heating load not met.
PCTCi = O.
QTH = 0.245 * ZMASSi * (THC - TSi) (QTH =load not met)





IF PCTC > l.O, cooling load not met.






],7. Sum Cold and hot deck mass flows.
CMASS = z ZMASSi * PCTCij:l ,jmax
HMASS = FMASSk - CMASS
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18. Calculate heating coil load.
OHC = HMASS_ 0.245 * (T_F - THC)
WHC = WMA
19. Calculate cooling coil load.
Cail subroutine CCOIL to calculate cooling coil load (QCC),
cold deck humidity ratio (WCC), and sensible heat ratio (SHR).
20. Calculate humidification requirements.
20.1 Calculate required hot deck humidity ratio (WHRQD).
• PCTCiCMESS: ZMASSicz cz
HMESS = ZMASSic_ * (I. - PCTC_cz)
WICZ = (CMESS* WCC + HMESS * WHC)/ZMASS(ICZ)
WZRQD = WZicz - H2ORDicz/ZMASSicz
WHRQD = (ZMASSicz * WZRQD - WCC * CMESS)/HMESS
where:
icz - zone in which humidistatis located.
20.2 Check that WHRQD does not exceeda high limit of 80% R.H.
within the duct. Call subroutineHUMI to do this.
20.3 Hot deck humidityratio.
If WHRQD < WHC Go to 20.4
If WHRQD > WHN_X, WHRQD = WHMAX
WHC = WHRQD
20.4 Calculateamount of humidificationwater required.
WATER = HMASS * (WHC - WMA)
21. Calculatezone humidityratio.
Using functionWZNEW, calculatethe humidityratio of each
zone (WZi).
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22. Calcul'ate return air humidity ratio and density.
WRAk = Z WZi * ZMASRi * MULTij=l ,jmax




A subroutine to determine the number of central plant devices
(boilers, chillers and engine generators) required to meet a plant
load, and the fraction of full load of each.
INPUT
XX : Load to be met.
NTYPE : Number of different types of central plant devices
available to meet XX.
NUM : Number of units per NTYPE.
SIZE : Size of each unit per NTYPE.
XLIM : Lowest fraction of full load allowable.
YLIM : Normal fraction of full load allowable.
ZLIM : Highest fraction of full load allowable.
OUTPUT
FFL : Fraction of full load on each unit per NTYPE.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Set load positive.
X = ABS(XX)
2. Initialize FFL for each unit
FFL(M,N) = 0
where M = type of device
N = unit number
3. Allowing devices to come on line in order that they were
inputted do following for M = 1 to NTYPE
3.1 Define low, normal and high loads for device TYPE M.
CAP = SIZE(M)




3.2 Allow each unit (N=I to NUM) _o be broughtonline one at
a time and check if load can be met
3.2.1 If CAPL < X < CAPH, go to calculation5.
3.2.2 If X < CAPL, go to calculation6,
3.2.3 Need additionalunits. Reset X and set FFL
to normal operatingpoint for unit
X = X - CAPN
FFL(M,N)= YLIM
3.2.4 Bring next unit online and go to calculation
3.2.1, otherwisego to next device type.
4. All units are loaded. Check for load conditionson the last
device. Actual FFL on last device is
4.1 FFL(M,N) : (X + CAPN)/CAP
4.2 If FFL(M,N)_XLIM, then FFL(M,N) = XLIM
4.3 If FFL(M,N) > ZLIM, then FFL(M,N) : ZLIM
4.4 RETURN
5. Last unit on is within operated range.
FFL(M,N) = X/CAP
RETURN





A functionwhich calculatesthe partial pressureof water in
moisture-saturatedair.
INPUT
TEMP : may be a wet-bulb, dry-bulb, or dewpoint temperature (OF)
OUTPUT
PPWVM: partial pressure of water in moisture-saturated air
(in. Hg)
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
A(2) = 5.02808 56654A(3)=-1.3816E-7 0:876793
A(4) = II.344 B(4) 0.0060273
A(5) = 8.1328 E-3
A(6) = -3.49149
2. Let T = (t + 459.688)/I.8
If T is less than 273.16,go to 3.
Otherwise
z = 373.16/T
Pl = A(1) * (z-l)
P2 = A(2) * LoglO (z)
P3 = A(3) * (lO ** (A(4) * (l-I/z))-l)
P4 = A(5) * (lO ** (A(6) * (z-l))-l)
Go to 4.
3. Let z = 273.16/T
P1 = B(1) * (x-l)
P2 : B(2) * koglO (z)
P3 : B(3) * (l-I/z)
P4 = Log I0 (B(4))
4. PVS= 29.921 * I0 ** (PI + P2 + P3 + P4)
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PROCES
A subroutine to calculate hourly values for process loads of which
there can be five types.
INPUT
NPROCS : Number of process loads
PRPK : A real array of process load peaks
IPS : An integer array indicating the energy source of
process loads.
Code Description





IPRSC : An integer array pointing to the weekly operating
schedule of each process load type.
SCHD : A three dimensional array of operating schedules
KEASON : Day type (Sunday through Saturday, holiday)
ITIME : Hour of day (I-24)
HVHO : Heating value of oil
PRSTMT : Process steam temperature (OF)
PRSTMP : Process steam pressure (psig)
IPREN : An integer array indicating the energy source for
each process load.
OUTPUT
PRBLR : Indirect process load to be added directly to boiler
loads (Btu, a negative number)
PRGAS : Direct process - gas (therms)
PROIL : Direct process - oil (k-gals)
PRSTM : Direct process - steam (k-lbs)
PRELEC : Direct process - electric (kw)
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CALCULATIONSEQUENCE





2. For each process load, calculate energy consumed according
to energy source type:
a) Energy source - indirect process
PRBLR= PRBLR+ PRPK(N) * SCHD(ISCHD,JSC,IHOD) * (-I000.)
b) Energy source - gas
PRGAS= PRGAS+ PRPK(N) * SCHD(ISCHD,JSC,IHOD)* I000./I00000.
c) Energy source - oil
PROIL = PROIL + PRPK(N) * SCND(ISCHD,JSC,IHOD)*
(IO00./HVHO)/IO00.
d) Energy source - steam
• Calculate enthalpy difference between entering and




• Calculate energy consumed:
PRSTM= PRSTM+ PRPK(N)* SCHD(ISCHD,JSC,IHOD)*
(IO00./DELTAH)/IO00.
e) Energy source - electric
PRELEC= PRELEC+ PRPK(N) * SCHD(ISCHD,JSC,IHOD)
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PSYCH
A subroutinefor calculatingthepsychrometricpropertiesof moist
air.
INPUT
T : Dry-bulbtemperatureof moistair (°F)
W : Humidityratioof moistair (Ibwater/Ibdryair)
PATM : Barometricpressure(inchesofmercury)
OUTPUT
DEN : Densityofmoistair (Ibdry air/cuft)
H : Enthalpyof meistair (Btu/Ibdry air)
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Calculate nthalpy.
H = 0.24* T + W * (I061.0+ 0.444* T)
Z. Calculatespecific volume.





A subroutine which calculates humidity ratio, enthalpy and density
of outside air.
INPUT
DBT : Outside air dry-bulb temperature (°F)
WBT : Outside air wet-bulb temperatjre (°F)
DPT : Outside air dew point temperature (°F)
PATM : Atmospheric pressure (inches of mercury)
OUTPUT
HUMRAT : Humidity ratio (Ibs water/Ibs dry air)
ENTH : Enthalpy (Btu/Ib dry air)(PSYl only)
DENS : Density (Ibs dry air/cu ft)(PSYl only)
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
In the calculation of psychrometric properties of moist air partial
pressure of water vapor is needed. This is calculated by the PPWVMsub-
function.
I. Calculate partial pressure of water vapor in moisture-saturated
air for WBTand obtain partial pressure of water (applies when
dewpoint temperature is greater than 32.0 °F),
PPWV= PPWVM(WBT) - 0.000367 * PATM* (DBT - WBT)/
(I.0 + (WBT- 32.0)/1571.0)
2. HUMRAT= 0.622 * PPWV/(PATM- PPWV)
3. ENTH= 0.24 * DBT+ (1061.0 + 0.444 * DBT) * HUMRAT















0.20< PC < l.lO
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. VariableSpeedMotor
PTLD= 0.0015302776+ PC * (0.0052080574+ PC * (I.I086242
+ PC * (-0.11635563)))
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2. Inlet Vane Damper
PTLD = 0.35071223+ PC * (0.3080535+ PC * (-0.54137364+
PC * (0.87198823)))
3. DischargeDamper












o:,o 30 4o 50 60 7o 8o _o ioo
Ro,edrar,vo_,.,_e,p°_¢_.t(PC)





A function to calculate the enthalpy of low pressure steam at a
given temperature and pressure. Equations accurate from a psig to
I000.0 psig.
INPUT
PESTM : Steam pressure(psig)
TESTM : Steam temperature(OF)
OUTPUT
STESMI : Enthalpyof steam (Btu/Ibm)
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
AH = I068.0- 0.485 * (PESTM+ 14.7)
BH = 0.4320 + 0.000953* (PESTM+ 14.7)
CH = 0.000036- 0.000000496* (PESTM+ 14.7)
STEAMI = AH + BH * TESTM + CH * TESTM * TESTM
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RECIP
A subroutinefor calculatingthe energy consumptionof an electric
hermeticreciprocatingwater chilleras a functionof part load.
INPUT
QHBC : Hourly buildingcoolingload (tons)
TECON : Temperatureof enteringcondenserwater (°F)
TLCHL : Temperatureof leavingchilledwater (°F)
FFL : Fractionof full load (decimal)
OUTPUT
POWER : Hourly electricalpower consumption(kilowatthours)
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Calculatethe power per ton as determinedfrom an equation
fit of Carrier catalogdata (Model30HR).
DELTA = FFL * lO.O
DMULT2= 0.868 + 0.01333* DELTA
DMULT = .840+ .174/FFL
POPTN = (0.3371+ 0.01223* TECON - 0.009747* TLCHL) * DMULT
• (.868 + 0.133 * FFL)
where POPTN has units of kilowattsper ton.
2. Determinetotal hourly power consumption.
POWER = POPTN * QBHC
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RHFS
A subroutine to simulate the operation of a single-zone fan system with
face and bypass dampers, a unit ventilator, a unit heater, or a constant volume
reheat fan system.
INPUT
K - Energy distribution system number
Various items held in COMMON(see Table 4.4 for definitions of variables
in COMMON).
RHOH - Heating capacity adjustment factor
OUTPUT
QCC - Cooling coil load (Btu/hr)
QHC - AHUheating coil load (Btu/hr)
QTRHC- Reheat coil load (Btu/hr)
QPHC Preheat coil load (Btu/hr)
TQB Baseboard heating load (Btu/hr)
WATER- Steam humidification supplied at air handling unit (Ibm-H20/hr)
BPKW - Base power (Kw)
TNFBP- Total net updated fan brake horsepower (bhp)
TVLG - Required dry bulb temperature of air leaving air handler
Various items held in COMMON.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Fan off/on check.
Using subroutine FANOF,determine whether the fan has been turned off
for the current hours.
If the system is off, terminate RHFS2simulation for the current hours.
If the system is on, continue.
2. Identify sensible thermal loss of each zone on this system.
QSli = QSL + QSlNFL
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3. Baseboardradiation.
If boileron, call subroutineBRAD2 to calculatebaseboardradia-
tion heat (QBj) and to adjustQSIi for QB_.
Sum baseboardradiationheat,
TQB = j=IS_jmaxQBj* MULT(1)
If boiler off, continue.
4. Calculaterequiredzone supplyair temperatures.
TSi = TSP_ - QSIi/(0.245- ZMASSi)
5. Calculatebase power (Kw);includesinternalpower, lights
receptacles,equipment,misc.
BPKW = j=l, JmaxSLPOW_* MULTi **
6. Calculatereturn air temperature,TP_Ak
NOTE: Since the System and EquipmentSimulationProgramis
capableof using LOAD or VARIABLETEMPERATUREtapes
as input,the followinglogic sequenceis required.
QLITI = QLITE(L)
If ceiling plenum is calculatedas a separatezone
For load run adjumtmentonly: If STEMP(IPL)< O.l
QLITI = QLITE(L)+ QS(IPL)+ QLITE(IPL)+ QSINF(IPL)
For variabletemperatureadjustmentonly
DTL2 : STEMP(IPL)- TSP(L)
If ceiling plenum is not calculatedas a separatezone
DTL = 0.0
DTL = QLITI/(O.24B* ZMASR(I))
SMTRA = Z I(TSP(L)+ DTL + DTL2) * ZMASR(1)* MULT(I_
L.-
Calculatereturnair temperature
TRA = SMTRA/FMASR(K)+ DTFNR(K)
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where DTL2. - difference between zone and plenum temperatures as
I calculated by VARIABLETEMPERATUREprogram.
QLITI - thermal load of plenum p_ above zone _ as calculated
by LOADprogram.
p_ - load program space number of plenum above zone
7. Zone humidity calculations
Using subroutine H2OZN,calculate total moisture requirements including
setpoint recovery load (H2OAD_)and moisture changes in current hour
due to environmental and room'effects (H2OADi)
8. Calculate air temperature leaving unit
8.1 For single-zone fan system, unit ventilator, and unit heater,
TLVG = TS1 (one)
8.2 For constant volume heat fan system, air handler discharge
temperature (TLVG) is controlled in one of three ways:
I. Constant leaving air temperature
2. Set equal to lowest TSi
3. Reset as an inverse function of ambient air temperature.
Call subroutine TEMPto calculate TLVGfor one of the above
control modes.
9. Calculate economizer approach temperature (EAT).
If TLVG > TLCMX,TLVG= TLCMX
EAT = TLVG- DTFNS(K)
If EAT < THCMN,EAT = THCMN,TLVG= EAT + DTFNS(K)
I0. If there is an outside air reset schedule, calculate the minimum
fraction of outside air.
ALFAM(K) = ALFAM(K) * SCHD(IVENT(K), KEASON,ITIME)
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II. Calculate mixed air conditions.
Call subroutine MXAIR to simulate the performance of:
I. Fixed outside and return air dampers.
2. An enthalpy/temperature type economizer cycle.
or
3. A temperature type economizer cycle.
Subroutine MXAIRalso calculates the thermal properties (temperature,
humidity ratio, and density) of the mixed air stream.
12. Air handling unit.
12.1 Single-zone system with face and bypass dampers around
cooling coil. i.e., KFANK= 1
Call subroutine AHU (mode 2) to simulate the functioning of
this air handling unit. Calculate bypass damper operation,
heating and cooling coil thermal response (QHCand QCC), effect
of fan heat, and steam humidifier functioning (WATER).
12.2 Unit _entilator.
Heating and the addition of outside air are provided by this
system type.
Call subroutine AHU (mode I) to calculate the functioning of
the heating coil (QHC) and effect of fan heat.
12.3 Unit heater.
Sameas unit ventilator, without outside air option.
12.4 Constant volume reheat fan system.
Call subroutine AHU (mode I) to simulate the operation of a
central system air handling unit. Calculate heating and
cooling coil operation (QHCand QCC), the effect of fan heat,
and the addition of steam (WATER)by a humidifier on the dis-
charge side of the unit.
12.5 Controls applicable to all system types.
The heating coil is locked out when the boiler is scheduled off.
The cooling coil is locked out when the chiller is scheduled off.
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The humidifieris lockedout when the coolingcoil is
functioning.
13. Calculatereheat coil loads (QTi)and distributeloads not met.
13.1 Single-zonefan systemand constantvolume reheat fan systems.
QT = ZMASSi * 0.245" (TLVGI - TSi)
If QT < 0.0,
If boiler on,
Call subroutineZL03 to calculateand sum reheatcoil
loads and distributeloads not met, if any.
Go to 14.
If boiler off, heatingload not met.
QLNMi = QT* MULTi





WTLVGi = WSUP (WSUP= supply air humidityratio.
It is calculatedin subroutineAHU.)




If QT > 0.0, cooling load not met.
Call subroutineCCOIL to calculatecooling load not met
(QLNMi).








13.2 Unit ventil_tor and unit heat syste_ns.
QTi = ZVASSi * 0.245 * (TLVGi - TSi)
If QTi <, 0.0, heating load not met.
QLNMi = QTi







If QTi > 0.0, cooling load not met.
QLNMi = QTi







14. Calculate zone humidity ratio.
Using function _JZNEW,calculate the humidity ratio of each zor_e (WZi).
15. Calculate return air humidity ratio and density.
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= _ WZi ,*ZMASRi• MULTi
WRAk j=l,jma)_
_; ZMASRi • MULTij=l,Jmax
Call DENSYto calculate return air density (DRA)
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STTUR
A subroutinefor calculatingthe energy consumptionof a single
stage condensingsteam turbineas a functionof its power output.
INPUT
PPS : Pressureof high pressuresteam (psig)
TPS : Temperatureof high pressuresteam (°F)
RPM : Speed of steam turbine (rpm)
SZT : Size of steam turbine,HP (takenas l HP/ton)
NSTON : Number of steam turbinesoperating;same as number of
chillersoperating
POWER : Total power output requiredby all turbines (KW)
OUTPUT
STEAM : Hourly steam consumption(Ib/hr)
HI : Enteringsteam enthalpy
H2 : Leavlngsleam enthalpy
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Find the power output for each turbine (HP)
POWER = 1.341 * POWER/NSTON
2. Determinethe enthalpyof enteringsteam (Hl_.
HI = AH + BH* TPS + CH* TPS* TPS
where AH = I068.0- 0.485 * PPS
BH = 0.432 + 0.000953* PPS
CH = 0.000036- 0.000000496* PPS
3. Calculatethe entropyof steam.
S = 2.385 - 0.004398* TSATI + 0.000008146* TSATI * TSATI
-0.662 * E-08 * (TSATI** 3.0) + 2.0 * CH * (TPS-TSATI)
+ (BH - 920.0 * CH) * ALOG((TPS+ 460.O)/(TSATl+ 460.0))
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where
TSATI = 1.0/(0.0017887- 0.00011429* ALOG (PPS))- 460.0
4. Find the temperatureof steam after isentropicexpansionand
exhaustingat 2 psia (condensingturbine).
T2 = 1.0/(0.0017887- 0.00011429* ALOG (2.0))- 460.0
5. Find the enthalpyof leavingsteam.
H2 = 1.0045 * T2 - 32.448+ (T2 + 460.0) * (S - 1.0045
• ALOG (T2 . 460.0) + 6.2264)
6. Calculatethe theoreticalsteam rate _Ib/HP-hr).
TSR = 2545.0/(HI - H2)
7. Calculate base steam rate.
BSR : SLOPE* TSR + B
where
BO : 84.0 - 0.017 * SZT + 1.5625 * ((SZT/IO00.O) ** 2.0))
B1 : -19.7 + 0.001025 * SZT
B2 : 1.4
B = BO + B1 * RPM/IO00.O + B2 * ((RPM/IO00.O) ** 2.0)
SO : 3.88 - 0.011865* SZT + 0.I173 * ((SZT/lO00.O)** 2.0)
S1 = -l.l + 0.000533* SZT - 0.0581* ((SZT/IO00.O)** 2.0)
$2 = 0.I16 - 0.000057* SZT + 0.00709* ((SZT/IO00.O)** 2.0)
SLOPE = SO + Sl * RPM/IO00.O+ $2 * ((RPM/IO00.O)** 2.0)
The base steam rate calculationwas made by equation-fittingthe
ElliottYR single stage steam turbine data.
8. Calculatethe horsepowerloss again determinedby equation-fit-
ting the ElliottYT single stage steam turbinecatalogdata for
condensingturbine (2 psia).
HPLSS = 0.0334 * ((RPM/IO00.O)** 2.42)
• ((SZT/IO00.O)** 1.47)
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9. Calculate the superheat correction factor determined by equation-
fitting the Elliott YR single stage steam turbine catalog data.
See computer listing of STTURsubroutine for equation of SC.
I0. Determine the full load steam rate {Ib/HP-hr).
FLSR = (BSR/SC) * (I(SZT + HPLSS)/SZT)
II. Determine the part load steam rate for one turbine (Ib/hr).
STEAM= FLSR * SZT (PLB + PLM * POWER/SZT)




A subroutine to simulate the operation of a single zone fan system with
sub-zone reheat.
INPUT
K - Energy distribution system number
RHOH - Heating capacity adjustment factor
Various items held in COMMON(see Table 4.4 for definitions of variables
in COMMON).
OUTPUT
QCC - Cooling coil load (Btu/hr)
QHC - AHUheating coil load (Btu/hr)
QTRHC - Reheat coil load (Btu/hr)
QPHC - Preheat coil load (Btu/hr)
TQB - Baseboard heating load (Btu/hr)
WATER - Steam humidification supplied at air handling unit (Ibm-H20/hr)
BPKW - Base power (KW)
TNFBP - Total net lupdated_ fan brake horsepower (bhp)
TLVG Required DRVbulb temperature of air leaving air handler
Various items held in COMMON.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Fan off/on check.
Using subroutine FANOF,determine whether the fan has been turned off
for the current hour.
If the system is off, terminate SZRHTsimulation for the current hour.
If the system is on, continue.
Calculate base power
BPKW: _ SLPOW(L)* MULT(1)
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2. Identify sensible thermal load of each zone on this system.
• QSIi = QS_ ** + QSINF_
3. Baseboard radiation
If boiler on, call subroutine BRAD2to calculate baseboard radiation
heat (QBj) and to adjust QSIi for QBj.
Sum baseboard radiation heat,
TQB = _ QBj * MULTIj=i,jmax
If boiler off, continue.
4. Calculate base power (KW); includes internal power, lights, receptacles,
equipment, misc.
BPKW= _ SLPOW_* MULT.j=l,jmax I
5. Calculate required supply air temperature to each zone.
TSi = TSP - QSIi/(0.245 * ZMASi)
6. Calculate humidification requirements for each zone
CALL HZOZN
7. Calculate supply and induced air characteristics based on zone I.
Calculate AHUdischarge temperature.
TLVG = TS. (equals supply air temperature of air to central zone
i which in "j" sequence is assumed to be No. I)
EAT = TLVG
TLVG2 = TLVG
Cr@SR = ZI._SR * MULT.
1




If ceiling plenum is calculated as a separate zone
For load run adjustment only
QLITI = QLITE + QSip _ + QLITEip _ + QSlNFip _
For variable temperature adjustment only
_TL2 = STE_Pip_ TSP_
DTL = 0
If ZMASRi > O, DTL = QLITI/(.245 * ZMASRi)
TRAI = TSP% + DTL + DTL2
9. Calculate minimum percentage primary air
BMIN2 = 1.0 - ((FMASSk ZMASl)/ZMASRi
I0. Calculate fraction primary air required
CALL MXAIR
II. Sum induced air mass
RMASI= Z ZMASSi * (1.-BETA) * MULTi
12. Sum supply air mass
FMAS= _ ZMASSi * BETA * MULTi
13. Return air temp CACL- PART1
QLITI = QLITE%
DLT2 = 0.0
If ceiling plenum calculated as separate zone
If load tape used
QLITI = QLITE + QSip _ + QLITEip _ + QSINFip _
If variable temperature tape used
DTL2 = STEMPip% - TSP%
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DTL = 0.0
TRA = SMTRA/FMR+ DTFNRk * PTLD(NVFCk,PCTRA)
where
SMTRA--ZI-(TSP__+DTL+DTS2)* zMAsh * MULTZI_.
+ (TSPI + DTLI + DTS21)* CMASR
FMR = FMASRk - RMASI
14. Calculatepercentof full load
PCTSA = FMAS/FMASSk
PCTRA = FMAR/FMASRk
15. Check minimum and maximumcoil temps and calculate EAT
If TLVG > TLCMX,TLVG = TLCMX
EAT = TLVG- DTFNSk * PTLD(NVFCk,PCTSA)
If EAT < THCMN,EAT = THCMN
TLVG = -[AT + DTFNSk * PTLD(NVFCk,PCTSA)
16. Calculate mixed air conditions entering preheat coil.
Call subroi_tiine MXAIRto simulate the perfor'nance of:
I. Fixed outside and return air dami)ers.
2. An enthalpy/temperature type economizer cycle.
Om
3. A temperature type economizer cycle.
Subroutine MXAIRalso calculates the thermal properties




17. Air Handling Unit (AHU).
17.1 If boiler and chiller on, if chiller on and cooling
called, or if boiler and heating called,
Call subroutine AHU (mode 2) to simulate the
operation of a central system air handling unit.
Calculate heating and cooling coil operatioi! (QHC
and QCC), the effect of fan heat, and the addition
of steam (WATER)by a humidifier on the discharge
side of the unit.
Go to 14,
17.2 ]_f boiler off and heating required at AHU,
TLVG = TMA+ DTFNSk * PTLD(NVFCk,PCTSA)
Go to 13.4.
17.3 If chiller off and cooling required at AHU,
I'LVG = TMA+ DTFNSk * PTLD(NVFCk, PCTSA)
Go to 13.4.
17.4 If TLVG,-TLVG2< 0.001,
TLVG
Call subroutine AHU (mode 2) to simulate the
operation of a central system air handling unit.
Calculate heating and cooling coil operation (QHC
and QCC), the effect of fan heat, and the addition
of steam (WATER)by a humidifier on the discharge





Go to Step 2.
18. Adjust total fan brake horsepower.
TNFBP= TNFBP+ (PTLD(NVFCk, PCTSA)- l.O)* FBHPSk
+ (PTLD(NVFCk, PCTRA)- l.O)* FBHPRk
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19. Check reheat requirement
QT = ZMASS(1) * .245 * (TLVG - TS(1))
If QT < 0
If boiler is on, call ZL03 to calculate terminal unit thermal loads
to reheat and recooling coils.
If boiler is off and reheating required, adjust
QHLNM(1), QHPNM(1), IHHNM(1), TS(1), and WTLVG
Go to 20
If QT = O, WTLVG= WSUP,go to 20
If QT > O, call CCOIL and adjust variables
QCLNM,QCPNM,IHCNM, TS, WTLVG
20. Calculate water supplied or removed from zone by supply air
CFMS(1) = ZMAS(1)/(DAVE(K) * 60)
Calculate space humidity ration, call WZNEW
21. Calculate air humidity ratio
WRA(K) - _ WZ(1) * ZMASR(1) * MULT(1)FMASR(K)- RMASI
22. Calculate return air density, by calling DENSY
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TBAND
A subroutinefor checkingthe temperatureand time then returns the indices
for the temp band increment
INPU______T
TEMP - Currentspace temperature
HERE - Percentageof people in space
RANGE - Thresholdsof temperaturebands
OUTPUT
ITM - Temperatureband index
ISOC - Occupiedflag
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Set buildingin use flag
ISOC = 2
2. Is buildingoccupied?
If here > 0.25, ISOC = l






A subroutineto calculatethe dry bulbair temperatureof air leav-
i.g an air handlerand/or_ndicatethe mode(.heatingor cooling)of pro-
cesswaterin a two-plpedistributionsystem.
INPUT
ICO : Type of control option selected:
l) Fixed or predefined(constant).
2) Determinedby room with coldestsupply air require-
ment.
3) Reset as inversefunctionof outside air dry bulb
temperature.
4) Reset as direct functionof outsideair dry bulb
temperatureto a maximum,then lower to a minimum
(spike). For two-pipeinductionunits with water-
side changeover.
5) High/lowstep functionwith hysteresisat change-
over. Used for two-pipe fancoilwatersidechange-
over.
6) Determinedby room with warmest supply air require-
ment.
K : Fan system number.
JMAXK : Number of zones on currentlyanalyzedsystem.
TOA : Dry bulb outside air temperature(°F)
TFIX : Fixed leavingair temperaturefor controlmode one (OF)
IBGIN : Beginningzone index
TS(I) : Requiredsupply air temperaturesto each zone (OF)
_ollowingvariablesused for controlmode three:
"LAHI : Highest air temperatureleavingAHU (OF)
TLALO : Lowest air temperatureleavingAHU (OF)
TDBLO : Low ambientDB temperaturecorrespondingto high leav-
ing AHU temperature(TLAHI)(OF)
TDBHI : High ambient DB temperaturecorrespondingto low leav-
ing AHU temperature(TLALO)(OF)
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TCOFC : Two-pipe fancoil unit changeover temperature.
OUTPUT
TLVG : Required dry bulb temperature of air leaving airhandler.
TOACO : Induction unit changeover temperature.
IPW : Induction or fancoil unit process water temperature
indicator: -I : Hot water available.
0 : Changeover condition and/or hot and
chilled water available.
+I : Chilled water available.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Fixed or predefined.
TLVG = TFIX
2. Determined by room with coldest air requirement.
Scan applicableTSi values. Set TLVG equal to lowestTSi.
3 Reset as inverse'functionof outsideair dry bulb temperature







4. Two-pipeinductionunitprimary air scheduleand processwater mode













































6. Determinedby roomwithwarmestsupplyair requirement.
ScanapplicableTSi values. SetTLVGequalto largestTSi.
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TOT
A function for summing the monthly energy consumption for each energy
type in the ENGYmatrix,
INPUT
CONS - Resource consumption
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
TOT1 = _ CONSi For I=I to 12
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TRSET
A function to calculate TRSETas a linear function of TOA between the
coordinates (THI,TOALO) and (TLO, TOAHI). TRSETis allowed to float be-






TLD : TLO ........ _-
TOAHI : ' : I
TOALO : _ , _ .... I =
TOA
OUTPUT TOALO TOAHI
TRSET - Figure4.7 GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONOF FUNCTIONTRSET.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE




2a. If TOA .GE. TOAHI, RETURN
2b. If TOALO.EG. TOAHI, RETURN
3. TRSET= THI - (THI-TLO) * (TOA-TOALO)/(TOAHI-TOALO)
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VARVL
A subroutine to simulate the operation of a variable volume fan system with
optional reheat.
INPUT
K - Energy distribution system number
RHOH - Heating capacity adjustment factor
Various items held in COMMON(see Table 4.4 for definitions of variables
in COMMON),
OUTPUT
QCC - Cooling coil load (Btu/hr)
QHC AHUheating coil load (Btu/hr)
QTRHC- Reheat coil load (Btu/hr)
QPHC Preheat coil load (Btu/hr)
TQB Baseboard heating load (Btu/hr)
WATER- Steam humidification supplied at air handling unit (Ibm-H20/hr)
BPKE - Base power (KW)
TNFBP- Total net[updated] fan brake horsepower (bhp)
TLVG - Required dry buld termperature of air leaving air handler
Various items held in COMMON
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I; Fan off/on check.
Usingsubrouti_eFANOF,determinewhetherthe fan has been
turnedoff for the currenthour.
If the systemis off,terminateVARVLsimulationfor the
currenthour.
If the systemis on, continue,
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2. Identify leaving AHU air temperature,
TLVG = TFIXI k
TLVG2= TLVG
3. Identif_ sensible thermal load of each zone on this system,
QSli -- QS_** + QSINF(L)
4. Baseboard radiation.
If boiler on, call subroutine BRAI)2to calculate baseboard
radiatien heat (QBj) and to adjust QSli for QBj.
Sum baseboard radiation heat,
TQB = Z QBj * MULT(1)j=l ,jmax
If boiler off, continue.
5. Calculate air mass flow and temperature to each zone,
ZMASi = QSii/(0,245 _ (TSP_ - TLVG))
If ZIPSi > ZMASSi
ZMASi = ZMASSi
If ZMASi < ZMASSi _ VVI,_,INk
ZMASi = ZMASSi * VVMINk
ZF_,SRi = ZMASi - ZMASXi
If ZMASRi < 0.0,
ZMASRi = O.
6. Calculate system mass flows.
FI¢-_,Sk = z ZMASi * MULTij=l,jmax
FMRk : z ZMASRi * MULTij=l,jmax
•* There is a correspondingj_for each i; a relationshipdefined by the
variable SPACN, ..Hence,i and _ are defined by syst-emnumber (k)
and zone numbe_'J (j). See Para. 4.1 for zone labelingorganization.
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7. Calculate return air temperaItuYe (TRAk).
NOTE: Since the System and Equipment Si;_ulatien Program is
capable of using LOADor VA}_]ADLETE/,IPLRATUREtapes as input,
the following logic sequence is required.
If ceiling plenum is calculated as a separate zone,
If LOADtape is used,
DTI.2i = O.
QLITI = QLITE_ + qSpj_ + QLITEp_ + QSINFp_ **
If VARIABLETEI,_PERATUREtape i_ u.sed,
DTL2i = STEMPp_ TSP_
QLITI = QLITE]_
If ceiling plenum is not calculated as a separate zone,
DTL21 = O.
QLITI = QLITE_
DTLi : QLIT_/(O.245 * ZMASRi)
TRAk : s (TSPj + DTLi + DTL2i) * ZMASRi * MULTij=l , "
S ZMASRi * MULT_j=l ,jmax
+ DTFNRk * PTLD(NVFCk,PCTRA)
where DTL2i - difference between zone and plenumtemperatures as calculated by VARIADLE
TEMPERAIUREprogram.
QLITI - thermal load of plenum p_ above zone]_
as calculated by LOADprogram.
p_ - LOADprogram space number of plenum above
zone J_.
8. Zone humidity calculations.
Using subroutine H2OZN,calculate total moisture requirements
including set point recovery load (H2OADi) and moisture changes
in current hour due to environmental and room effects (H2OADi).
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9. Calculate supply and return air full load flows.
PCTSA = F_Sk/FI_SS k
PCTP_ = FMRk/FK_\SRk
I0. Calculate economizer approach temperaLure (EAT).
If TLVG> TLCMX
TLVG= TLCMX
EAT :-- TLVG -- DTFNSk * DTLD (NVFCk,PCTSA)
If EAT < THCMN
EAT = THCMN
TLVG = EAT + DTFNSk * PTLD (NVFCk,PCTSA)
II. If there is an outside air reset schedule, calculate the minimun_
fraction of outside air.
ALF = ALFAMk _ SCHD(IVENTk, KEASON,ITIME)
12. Calcul_te mixed air conditions.
Call subroutine MXAIR to simulate the perforiTiance of:
I. Fixed outside and return air d_m_pers,
2. An enthalpy/temperature type economizer cycle.
or 3. A temperature type economizer cycle.
Subroutine MXAIRalso calculates the thermal.properties
(tenlperature, humidity ratio, and. density) of the mixed
air stream.
13. Air Handling Unit (AHU).
13.1 If boiler and chiller on, if chiller on and cooling
called> or if boiler and heating called,
Call subroutine AHU(mode I) to simulate the
operation of a central system air handling unit.
Calculate heating and cooling coil operation (QHC
and QCC), the effect of fan heat, and the addition
of steam (WATER)by a humidifier On the discharge
side of the unit.
Go to 14.
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13.2 If boiler off and heating required at AIIU,
TLVG = TMA+ DTFNSk * PTLD(NVFCk,PCTSA)
Go to 13.4.
13.3 If chiller off and cooling required at AHU,
TLVG= TMA+ DTFNSk * PTLD(NVFCk,PCTSA)
Go to 13.4.
13.4 If TLVG.-TLVG2 < 0.00'I,
TLVG
Call subroutine AHU (mode !) to s,imulate the
operation of a ce;_tral system, _ir handli.ui unit.
Calculate heating and cool it!!) ceil oper._tion (Q,HC
and QCC), the effect of fa_ iie_.'.i:.,and the addition
of ste_in (!_AIEP,) by a humidifier on the discharge
side of the unit.
Go to 14.
If TLVG-TLVG2 ._ 0.001_
TLVG
TLVG= TLVG2 = TLVG,
Go to Step 3.
14. Adjust total fan brake horsepower.
PCTSA= SMCFM/CFt,_,Xk
TNFBP= TNFBP+ (PILD(IIVFCk, PCTSI\)-I.0)_FBIIPS k
+ (PTLD(NVFCk, PCTRA)--I.O)*FBIiPRk
15. Calculate base power (KW); includes iiste_i'ial power, lights
receptacles, equipment, misc.
BPKW = Z SLPOW)_' MULTij=l ,jmax
16. Terminal unit performance.
QTi = ZV_S 0.245 *(TLVG - TSi)
If no reheat coils,
If QTi < 0.0, heating load not met.
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If QTi> 0.0, cooling load not met.






If terminal has reheat coil,
If QT.< O,1
If boiler on,
Call subroutine ZL03 to calculate and sum reheat
coil loads-and distribute loads not met, if any.
If boiler off, heating load not met.







If QTi = 0.0,
WTLVG= WSUP













18. Calculate return air humidity ratio and density.





A subroutine which calculates the space response factors. The first term of
each response factor set is lacking the conductive contributions from exterior
quick surfaces and windows. Their contribution depends upon the outside surface
film coefficient, which in turn depends upon the wind velocity at thehour of the
calculation.
INPUT
VTDATA : A block commonwhich contains data read by subroutines
VTIN and CSlN.
OUTPUT
NSRF(1) : Number of response factor terms in space response
factor set for space I.
SRF(I,J) : Values of space response factors for space I and
terms 1 to NSRF(1).
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
Calculate each space's set of response factors by accounting for
heat storage effect of delayed surfaces, underground surfaces,
ceilings, intermediate floors, and furnishings. Effects of quick surfaces
and windows will be added within the hour loop, where the outside film
coefficient can be calculated as a function of wind speed. For each space
I:1 to NS, perform the following:
I. Determine the highest number of response factor terms that any
delayed surface in the space has.
• MNRF: 1 (initialization)
NC(I): 0
NF(1) = 0
m Set index J-I (first term of space response factor set)
m If ND(1) _ O, go to 2.
• For each delayed surface J4=l to ND(1),
Ol = ID(I,I) (delayedsurfaceindex)
J3 = IRF(JI)(responsefactor surfacetype index)
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MNRF: IR(J3)
If MNRF< MNRFT,reset MNRF= MNRFT,
2. Limit the minimumnumberof response factor terms to I0.
If MNRF< I0, reset MNRF= I0.
3. Initi_fLize space response factor variable correspond-
ing to J.
SRNRT(J)= 0.0
4. skip to calculation 5
5. Underground Surfaces - calculateand add into SRMRT a
correctionfactor to correct ti_eundergroundsurface
load for space temperatures other than that assumed
in basic load calculation.
o This corr, ection factor should only l:,e added in
_ne time; therefore if J > I, skip to calcula-
tion (6).
o If NUF(i) < O, space has no underground surfaces ;
therefore "skip to ca'IculatioiL _6).
For each underground surface Jl = 1 to NUF(1),
SRMRT(J) = SRMR'F(J)-, AUF(J2) * FUF(J2)
Where J2 = IUF(I,JI).
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6._ DelayedSurfaces- calculateresponsefactorterm
for all delayedheattransfersurfacesand add their
contributionintoSRMRT(J).
• Let nun_erof delayedsurfacesinspaceNDI =
ND(1).
o IfNDI _ O, skipto calculation(a).




If J > !R(J3),use commonratioto deteY'mine
responsefactor,
RZ(J3,J)= RATOS(J3)* RZ(J3,J-I)
SRMRT(J).=SRMRT(J)- A * (RZ(JB,J))
7. Ifsurfaceis floor,go to 9.
Ifsurfaceis furnishing,go to lO.
Ifsurfaceis ceiling,continue
otherwisego to II.
8. NC(I)= NC(I)+ l
J2 = IFD(I,II)
A = ALFOR(I,II)
IfJ _.IRFL(J2),go to 8.1
R = CRFL(2)
FLRY(J2,J)= R * FLRY(J2,J-I)
FLRZ(J2,J)= R * FLRZ(J2,J-I)
8.1 SRMRT(J)= Z A * (FLRY(J2,J)- FLRZ(J2,J))
Go to II.
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9. Non-underground Floors - calculate response factor term for all
non-underground floors, if any, in space and add their contribution
into SRMRT(J).
• For each non-underground floor Jl = 1 to NFI,
J2 = IFD(I,II) (floor index type)
A = AFLOR(I,II) (area)
If J > IRFL(J2), ,_!_iecommonratio to determine
response factor.
FLRY(_I2_J) < CPit.(O2) _, FLi_Y(J2,J-I)
FLRZ(J2,J) = CRI_II.(,]2) * F[/}_Z(O2,J-I)
SRMRT(J) = SRI'IRT(J) _" A * (FLRX(J2,J) - FLRZ(J2,J)
i0. Furnishings - calcu1_d.:e response factor term for all
furnishings in spa.ce_ if any, and add their contribu-
ti on i nto SL__._I(J)
m Let area of -Fur_.i_i_iI_..,. ,_,_ in si_ace AFNI = AFLOR(I,II)
If AFNI < 0.0, _'-', to _Iculation 12.
: If J > IRFL_.]?_ ',_" summonratio to determine
response factor°
FLRZ(J2,J) = CRFL(J2) _ FLRZ(J2,J-I)
where J2 = IFD(I,II)
• SRMRT(J) = SRMRT(J) -, AFNI * FLRZ(J2,J),
11. Add in default value._. _:,.)r i-!oor_ , ceilings, and
underground surfaces, if required.
• Check to see if (_efault values are required.
If user _ntered li. .,;_.",_floo;', underground
surface, and ceiling via input data,
(i.e., NC(1) + NF(1) > O, then skip
to calculation 15.
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12. UndergroundSurfaces - account for the heat storage effect
of undergroundsurfaces and their contributionto SRMRT.
• If space has no undergroundsurfaces (i.e., NUF(1)
<_0,skip to calculation13.
• For each undergroundsurface Ji=i to NUF(I):
J2=IUF(I,JI) (undergroundsurface number)
if J=l, calculate thickness.ofunderground
surface by dividing weight of floor per sq. ft
by default concrete density of 140 Ibs per cubic
ft.
XL(2) = WOF(1)/140.O
using this thicknessand material default vaI1ues++,
calculate response factors DFURZ(J2,100),number
of response factors NRFUS(J2),and common ratio
DFUCR(J2)





++Default values taken from Dr. T. Kusuda, "Thermal Response Factors for
Multi-layer Structures of Various Heat Condition Systems", p.V.3.23,
"Basement Floor", ASHRAESemiannual _leeting, January, 1969.
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13. If user entered his own ceiling (i.e., NC(1)>O) and his own
floor (i.e.,NF(I)>O or NUF(I_O) go to calculation 15.
14. Ceiling and non-undergroundfloor -
• if J=1, calculate thicknessof ceiling/non-
undergroundfloor by dividing weight of floor
per sq.ft, by default concrete density of
140 Ibs. per cubic ft..
XL(3) = WOF(1)/140.O
using _is thicknessand material default
values , calculateresponse factors for
ceiling DFCRZ), common ratio DFCCR, and
number of response factor terms NRFCF
• if default ceiling is required -




SRMRT(J) = SRMRT(J) - FLORB(1) * DFCRZ(j)
• if default non-undergroundfloor is required -
if J>NRFCF,"use common ratio to calculate response
factor
DFFRZ(J) = DFFRZ(J-1) * DFCCR
update SRMRT
SRMRT(J) = SRMRT(J) - FLORB(I) * DFFRZ(J)
++ Default values taken from Dr. T. Kusuda, "Thermal Response Factors for
Multi-layerStructures of Various Heat Condition Systems", p. V.3.22, "Con-
creteFloor",.ASHRAE SemiannualMeeting, January, 1969.
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15. Furnishings- if user entered his own furnishingsgo to
calculation16.
• if J=1, calculate thicknessof furnishingsby
dividingweight of furnishingsper sq. ft. by
default density of 80 Ibs. per cubic ft.
XL(2) = WOFN(1)/80.O
using this thickness and material default values++,
calculateresponse factors DFNRZ, common ratio
DFNRZ, and number of response factor terms NRFFN
• if J> NRFFN, use common ratio to calculate response
factor
DFNRZ(J) = DFNRZ(J-1)* DFNCR
update SRMRT
SRMRT(J) = SRMRT(J) - FLORB(1)* DFNRZ(J)
16. Go to calculation17.
17.:Store the space response factor into a matrix for later
use.
SRF(I,J)= SR_IRT(J)
18. Check to ensure at least 3 space response factor terms
have been calculated, and if not, go to calculation
23 and proceed to next term calculation.
19. Perform check to determine if space is fast responding,
i.e., J = 3 and ISRMRT(J)I< l.O * E-15, and if so, goto calculation24.
++ Default values taken from_Dr. T. Kusuda, "Thermal Response Factors for
Multi-layerStructures of Various Heat Condition Systems", p. V.3.23,
"Solid Slab", ASHRAE Semiannual Meeting, January, 1969.
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20. Check to determine if all space response factor terms
have been calculated. If J < NNRF, go to calculation
23.
21. Perform the relative end test. If IS'RF(I,J)/SRF(I,I)I
< l.O*E-3, go to c._lculation24.
22. Limit the number of space response factor terms to lO0.
If J > lO0, go to calculation 24.
23. Increment J = J + l and go to calculation 3 to begin
calculation for next term.
24. Set the number of terms defined for space in question.
NSRF(I) = J
NOTE: For further information on the algorithms concerning variable
temperature calculations refer to the following additional
refere.nces.
I. K. Kimura, "Simulation of Cooling and Heating Loads Under
Intermittent Operation of Air Conditioning, ASHRAESemiannual
Meeting, New Orleans, January 1972.
2. G. Mitalas and D. Stephenson, "Room Thermal Response Factors",
ASHRAESemiannual Meeting, Detroit, January 1967.
3. ASIIRAEHandbook of Fundamentals, Chapter 22, Air Conditioning
Cooling Loads Part !I - Extension of Cooling Load Calculation
For Intermittent and Variable Operating Conditions, P. 425, i_72.
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VTHOUR
A subroutine that calculates the hourly interproducts of the tem-
peratures and space response factors. The outside air film coefficient
is calculated using the hourly wind velocity. Resulting values of
SUM4and SUM5are placed in block commonVTHRLYfor use in subroutine
VTLOAD.
INPUT
VTDATA : A block commonwhich contains data read by
subroutines VTIN and CSIN.
I : TLAP space number
VTSRF : A block commonwhich contains space responsefactors data.
VTHRLY : A block commonwhich contains values of SUM4
and SUM5 for each space.
II : Systems space number
IWS : Wind speed,mph.
OUTPUT
SUM4(1) : Value of numeratorfor space I to be used in
space temperaturecalculationequation.
SUM5(1) : Value of denominatorfor space I to be used in
space temperaturecalculationequation.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Begin space calculationrepeatingthe followingcalculations
for I = l to NS.
a) Initializespace parameters.
UQT = 0.0 sum of U * A for quick surfaces
(outsidefilm included)
UGWT= 0.0 sum of U * A for glass surfaces
(outsidefilm included)
PIHT= 0.0 partial internalheat transferterm
SUMI= 0.0 responsefactor sum for space
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b) Calculate the sum of U * A for quick surfaces. For
each quick surface in space Jl : 1 to NQ(1), perform
following calculations:
JQ = IQ(I,JI) (quick surface index)
U : UQ(JQ) (surface U-factor)
IRUF = ISQ(JQ) (roughness factor index)
CALL FILM (VEL,IRUF,F)
F : 1IF
where VEL : IWS
F : outside film resistance
UQT : UQT+ AQ(JQ) * (U/(l.O + F * U))
c) Calculate the sum U * A for window surfaces. For each
window in space Jl = 1 to NW(1) perform following cal-
culations:
JW = IW(I,JI) (window index)




where VEL : IWS
F = outside film resistance
UGWT = UGWT+ AW(JW)* (U/(I.O + F * U))
d) Calculate the internal surface load correction factor.
For each internal surface in space Jl = 1 to NIHTS(1),
perform following calculations:
J2 : IHTS(I,JI) (surface index)
J3 = ISPCI(J2) (adjacent space number)
If J3 = I, set J3 = ISPC2(J2)
PIHT : PIHT + FIHTS(J2) * ETEMP(J3,1)
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e) Calculate final space response factors and set value of
ETEMP. For Jl = 1 to JLIMI where JLIMI = NSRF(1)-I,
perform the following calculations:
J2 = JLIM - Jl
ETEMP(I,J2+I) = ETEMP(I,J2)
SUM1= SUM1+ SRF(I,J2+I) * ETEMP(I,J2+I)




g) Check if space is a ceiling plenum, and if so,
perform the following calculations:
• If IPLS(1) = O, space is not a plenum, therefore
skip to calculation (o).
• Check if fan is operating. If
ITIME < IVON(I,IDT)
or ITIME > IVOFF(I,IDT)
fan is off; therefore skip to calculation (o).
• Fan is operating; therefore perform the following:
Jl = IVS(I)
UCFM = CFM(I)
CFMI = 1.08 * CFM(1)
CFM2 = -I.08 * CFM(1) * (TSPAC(1) -
ETEMP(JI,I) - TSPAC(JI)) + HRLDL(JI)
h) Calculate temperature difference between outside dry-bulb
and constant space temperature assumed in basic load
calculation.
TOMCS= KA - TSPAC(1)
If ITOMCSI< 0.I, set TOMCS= 1.0E35
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i) Define various terms to be used in equations later.
SUM3= UQT+ UGWT
SUM4= SUM1+ PIHT + HRLDS+ CFM2+ QSINF(1)




A subroutine which reads all of the building description data from
a file created by the Thermal Loads Analysis Program.
INPUT
IT : Logical unit number for TLAP building description
data file
KO : Line printer logical unit number
OUTPUT
All data as read from TLAP file and as described below.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Read building description data from TLAP output file. Order
of data is as follows:
I.I Job Description Variables
IDENI - Facility name
IDEN2 - Facility location
IDEN3 - Engineer's name
IDEN4 - Project number
IDEN5 - Date
1.2 Building Surface Description Data
a) NRF - Number of types of response factor surfaces
b) For each surface type
NRFT- Number of response factor terms
R1 - Commonratio
RY Surface response factors
R
c) NDB- Number of delayed surfaces
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d) For each delayed surface
IRF - Response factor type index
AD - Surface area, sg. ft.
e) NQB Number of quick surfaces
f) For each quick surface
ISQ - Surface roughness index
UQ - Surface U-factor less outside film
coeFficient, Btu/hr.-sq ft- F
AQ - Surface area, sq. ft.
g) NIiB - Number of windows
h) For each window
h.l) NPW- Number of panes of glass
AW - Window area, sq. ft.
For each window, calculate the resistance and U.-factor
(less the outside film coefficient).
h.2) For single pc,he windows
REI = 0.5 inside film resistance
REA --: 0.0 interpane resistance
R = RII + REA total resistance
UGW = l.O/R U-factor
h.3) For multi-pane windows
REI = 0.5 inside film resistance
REA = 1.6 interpane resistance
R = REI + REA total resistance
UGN = l.O/R U-factor
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i) NIIIT - Number of internal heat transfer surfaces
j) l:or each internal heat transfer surface
ISPCl7
ISPC2J - Spaces connected to surface
FIHTS Surface U'A, Btu/hr. OF
k) NUFB - Number of. underground surfaces
l) For each underground surface
AUF - Underground surface area, sq. ft.
FUF - U-factor, Btu/hr-sq ft-°F
1.3 Zone description data
FOLK- Traction of people for space
a) NS - Number of spaces in building
b) For each space
ND - Number of delayed surfaces in space
NQ - Number of quick surfaces in space
NW - Number of windows in space
NIHTS - Number of internal H.T. surfaces in space
NUW - Number of underground walls in space
NUF - Number of underground floors in space
IMULT - Space repetition factor
FLORB- Floor area, sq. ft.
VOL - Space volume, cu. ft.
TSPAC- Set point temperature, OF
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WOF - Weightof floor,Ibs/sq.ft.
IWOP - Loadsscheduleindexfor people
ID - Indexassociatedwitheachof ND delayedsurfaces
IQ - Indexassociatedwitheachof NQ quicksurfaces
IW ~ Indexassociatedwitheachof NW windows
IHTS - Indexassociatedwitheachof NIGHTSinternal
H.T.surfaces




MSTRT - Startingmonth, l to 12
NDAYS - Number of days
IMAX - Number of hours in each month
ISTRT - Startinghour of analysis,l to 8760
IEND - End hour of analysis,l to 8760
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VTINIT
A subroutine which initializes various variables required by
subroutines VTLOADand VTHOUR.
INPUT
VTDATA : A block commonwhich contains data read by
subroutines VTIN and CSIN.
VTSRF : A block commonwhich contains space response
factor data.
VTTEMP : A block commonwhich contains various book-
keeping parameters for variable temperature
calculations.
OUTPUT
SIHTC(1) : Summation of U*A for all internal heat transfer
surfaces in space I.
ITMAT(I,J) : Space temperature frequency distribution matrix.
SMH(1) : Space maximumheating, Btu/hr.
SMC(1) : Space maximumcooling, Btu/hr.
SLT(1) : Space lowest temperature, OF.
SHT(1) : Space highest temperature, OF.
ETEMP(I,J) : Difference between space temperature at which
initial heat transfer was calculated and the
corrected space temperature.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Calculate the sum of U * A for all internal heat transfer
surfaces in each space. For each space I = 1 to NS,
JLIM = NIHTS(1) (number of surfaces)
SlHTC(1) = S FIHTS(J2) for Jl=l to JLIM
J2 = IHTS(I,JI) (surface index)
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2. Initialize run parameters for each space I = 1 to NS.
SMH(1) = I.OEIO space maximumheating
SMC(1) = -I.OEIO space maximumcooling
SLT(1) : I.OEIO Space lowest temperature
SHT(1) : -I.OEIO space highest temperature
ETEMP(I,J) = 0.0 space temperature deviation
where J = 1 to NSRF(1)
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VTLOAD
A subroutine which calculates the heating and cooling rates for a
space, the resulting space temperature, tracks the space maximumheating
and cooling rates, and tracks the high and low space temperatures.
INPUT
VTDATA : A block commonwhich contains data read by subroutines
VTIN and CSIN.
VTEMP : A block commonwhich contains various bookkeeping
parametersfor variabletemperaturecalculations.
VTSRF : A block common which containsspace responsefactor
data.
VTHRLY : A block commonwhich containsvalues of SUM4 and SUM5
for each space.
SCHDI : A block common containingthermostatschedulingdata.
I : Space number TLAP
IHOUR : Hour of the year.
RHOH : Heatingcapacityadjustmentfactor.
RHOC : Cooling capacityadjustmentfactor.
II : Systemsspace number.
OUTPUT
STEMP : Resultingspace temperature,OF.
HE : Heat extracted(or supplied)from space for hour
IHOUR.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Set properweekly thermostatscheduleindex
IWT = 0
If IHOUR > IYTS(I,I) IWT = IWTS(I,I)
If IHOUR > IYTS(I,2) IWT = IWTS(I,2)
If IHOUR> IYTS(I,3) IWT = IWTS(I,3)
If IHOUR > IYTS(I,4) IWT = IWTS(I,4)
If IHOUR> IYTS(I,5) IWT = IWTS(I,5)
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2. Set space thermostat type and check for no thermostat, i.e.,
floating space temperature. Also set thermostat schedule
that applies.
IJUMP = ISTT (IWT,KEASON)
If IJUMP= O, skip to calculation 6.
JUMP = IVTSD(IJUMP, ITIME)
3. Set the high and low thermostat limits deviations and space
heating and cooling capacity.
TL = VTSD2(IJUMP, ITIME) - TSPAC(1)
TH = VTSDI(IJUMP, ITIME) TSPAC(1)
HEAT = -HCAP(1) * IBOIL * RHOH
COOL = CCAP(1) * ICHIL * RHOH
4. Analysis for a Type 1 thermostat (linear or proportional
control) (see Table 4,1).
• Calculate slope of thermostat function line.
D = (HEAT+ COOL)/(TH - TL)
J
• Calculate intercept of thermostat function line.
C = -(HEAT + D * TL)
• Calculate space temperature deviation from
TSPAC(1):that exists at end of hour.
TEMPS= (SUM4- C)/(SUM5 + D)
• Calculate heat extracted from or supplied to
space du,ring hour. :
HE = TEMPS* D + C
• Check if more heat is required than the space
has capacity for.




e Check if more cooling is required than the
space has capacity for.
If TEMPS> TH, set
HE = COOL
TEMPS= (SUM4- COOL)/SUM5
• Go to calculation 7.
5. Analysis for a Type 2 thermostat (hi-low or on-off
control) (see Table 4.7). This thermostat supplies
no heating or cooling between the high and low limits.
If the limits are hit, the extraction rate (+ or -)
at that temperature is calculated and compared to the
heating or cooling capacity of the space. If the space
capacity is exceeded, the temperature is allowed to
float the necessary amount to satisfy heat balance equation.
• Calculate space temperature deviation from
TSPAC(1) that exists at end of hour.
TEMPS= SUM4/SUM5
• Initialize heat extraction rate.
HE = 0.0
• Check if lower thermostat temperature limit is
exceeded and if so, reset TEMPSand HE.
If TEMPS< TL, set
TEMPS= TL
HE = SUM4- TEMPS* SUM5
e Check if space heating capacity has been
exceeded and if so, reset TEMPSand HE.
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e Check if high thermostat temperature limit is
exceeded and if so, reset TEMPSand HE.
If TEMPS> TH, set
TEMPS= TH
HE = SUM4- TEMPS+ SUM5
• Check if space cooling capacity has been
exceeded and if so, reset TEMPSand HE.
If IHEi > COOL,set
TEMPS= (SUM4- COOL)/SUM5
HE = COOL
• Go to calculation 7.
6. Analysis for a Type 0 thermostat (floating control or
no thermostat at all). This will be simulated using
a Type 2 thermostat analysis, but with high and low
limit set at extremely large values.




• Zero out space heating and cooling capacities.
HEAT= 0.0
COOL= 0.0
• Proceed to calculation 5.
7. Store space end-of-hour temperature deviation for use next hour.
ETEMP(I, 1) = TEMPS
8. Calculate end-of-hour space temperature.
STEMP= TEMPS+ TSPAC(1)
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9. Set up variables for fan system simulation.
TSP(1) = STEMP
If (TEMPS< TL), TSP(1) = TL + TSPAC(1)
If (TEMPS> TH), TSP(1) : TH + TSPAC(1)
QSINF(1) : 0.0
I0. Keep track of space maximumheating and cooling rates
and their time of occurrence.
• Maximumheating check











II. Keep track of maximumand minimum space temperatures
and their time of occurence.
• Lowest space temperature check






• Highest space temperature check







A subroutine which is called each hour to determine if hourly
printouts are required, and if so, print flags are set.
INPUT
IPO : Number of hourly printouts requested
IPOS(1) : Hour of year that hourly printout I is to start
IPOE(1) : Hour of year that hourly printout I is to end
IHOUR : Hour of year for which calculations are to be
performed
IPRNTI(1): Print level 1 desired (O=no, l=yes)
IPRNT2(1): Print level 2 desired (O=no, l=yes)
OUTPUT
IPOSE : Hourly printout flag (O=no, l=yes)
IPRTI : Print level 1 desired (O=no, l=yes)
IPRT2 : Print level 2 desired (O=no, l=yes)
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. If IPO : O, RETURN




3. For each hourly printout I = 1 to IPO, perform the following:
If IHOUR> IPOS(1) and IHOUR< IPOE(1)






A functionto calculatespace humidityratios based on a water bal-
ance of the followingsources: qLmoisture,infiltrationmoisture,sup-
ply a_r moisture.
INPUT
TSP : Set point tepperature(°F)
TLC : Supply air temperature(°F)
WLC : Supplyair humidityratio (Ibm-H20/Ibm-dryair)
PATM : Barometricpressure(inchesHg)
CFMS : Supply air flow rate (ft3/min)
VOL : Zone volume (ft3)
H2OAD : Zone water change incurrenthour (Ibm-H20)
WZ : Currentzone humidityratio (Ibm-H20/lbm-dryair)
OUTPUT
WZNEW : New humidityratio (Ibm-H20/Ibm-dryair)
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Calculate moisture (Ibm-H20/hr) ihtroduced by zone supply a_r.
I.I If CFMSgreater than or equal to 0.0,
H2_$2 = CFMS* DLVG* 60.0 * (WLC - WZ)
where DLVG is density of zone supply air and is obtained by
calling function DENSYusing parameters TLC, IVLC, and PATM.
Go to calculation 2.
1.2 If CFMSis less than 0.0, set
H2_$2 = 0.0
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2. Calculate net moisture (DH2_) entering zone.
DH2_ = H2#$2 + H2pAD
3. Calculate new zone humidity ratio (HZNEW)°
3.1 Determine the amount of air circulated in one hour by fan system.
AIR = CFMS* 60.0
3.2 %o remain within the parameters of the water balance technique,
limit the amount of air seen by the zone in one hour (AIR) to
minimum of one air change per hour; therefore, if AIR less
than V_L, reset.
AIR = V_L
3°3 Calculate zone end-of-hour humidity ratio.
WZNEW= WZ + DH2_/(AIR * DLVG)
4. Check to ensure resulting humidity ratio (WZNEW)is within limits.
4.1 Call subroutine HUMI and determine the humidity ratio (WC_ND)
corresponding to I00% relative humidity.
4.2 If WZNEWgreater than WC#ND,reset
WZNEW= WC_ND
RETURN







Zone load organizer. A subroutineto calculateterminalunit ther-
mal loads to reheatand recoolfngcoils. These are then checkedagainst
maximum and minimum leavingcoll temperatures. Thermal loads met and un-
met, positiveand negativeare brokenout and summed.
INPUT
Iq : Coil type index (l = heating;2 = cooling).
AMULT : Zone multiplicationfactor.
TLC : Desired leavingcoil temperature(°F).
TEC : Enteringcoil temperature(°F).
WEC : Enteringcoil humidityratio (Ibm-H20/Ibm-dryair).
TLCMX : Maximum allowableleavingcoil temperature(°F).
TLCMN : Minimum allowableleavingcoil temperature(°F).
Variablesin COMMON. See Table 5.4 for definitions.
OUTPUT
WLVG : Leaving humidityratio (Ibm-H20/Ibm-dryair).
QTRHC : Systemreheat load (Btu/hr).
QTRCC : System recoolingload (Btu/hr).
Also, some variablesin COMMON.
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE
I. Heatingsupplied.
If TLC > TLCMX,
TDIF = TLCMX - TLC
TLC : TLCMX
QTDIF = ZMASi * 0.245 * TDIF
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QT = ZMASi * 0.245 * (TEC - TLC)
QTRHC= QTRHC+ QT * AMULT
WLVG= WEC
If TLC _TLCMX,
QT= ZMASi * 0.245 * (TEC - TLC)
QTRHC= QTRHC+ QT * AMULT
WLVG= WEC
2. Cooling supplied.
If TLC < TLCMN,
Call subroutine CCOIL to calculate cooling load (QCTLC) if TLC
were allowed to be met.
Call subroutine CCOIL to calculate cooling load (QT) with TLC
limited to TLCMN.
TLC= TLCMN
QTDIF _ QCTLC- QT




QTRCC: QTRCC+ QT* AMULT
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If TLC_ TLCHN_
Call subeoutlneCCOILto calculate coollng load qT








by the Systemsand Energy SimulationProgram.Lifecyclecostsare
thoseexpenditureswhichoccursingularlyor periodicallyoverthe
lifeof the buildingand includescostof energy,costof equipment
in termsof firstcostsandreplacementcostswhichoccurifthe ex-
pectedlifeof the equipmentis lessthanthatof the building,cost
of maintenance(materialand labor),salvagevalueof equipmentat
end of buildinglife,and opportunitycostsforfloorspaceoccupied
by equipment.
Mostof the burdenof assemblingthe costdatarequiredby the





Onlythe punchedcardformof inputdatais requiredforthe Own-
ingand OperatingCostAnalysisProgram.Instructionsfor thepre-
parationof thisdataaregivenin Table6.1 of User'sManual.
5.3 OUTPUT
An owningand operating cost report similar to that shownin Figures
5.1 through 5.3 is received for each set of input data given to the
program.Mostof the informationappearingon thisreportissimply




The calculationsperformedsequentiallyby the OwningandOperating
CostAnalysisProgramare summarizedbelow:
I. Readall cardinputdataas follows:
a) FAC - nameof facility
b) CITY - locationof facility
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= OWNING AND OPERATI_IG COST A_ALY_IS FOR ,
$ LRC SYSTEMS EHGINF[RING .
$ =$
• BUILOIN@ $$
• HAMPTON, VA $
ENGINEER - R. JENSEN $
$ PROJECT NO - NAS1-128_5 .
• DATE - JULY 10. 197_
Figure5.1 OWNINGNID OP_:P,ATIN_COSTANALYSISPROGRAMOUTPUTREPORT
***************** INPUT ASSUMPTIONS *************
BUILDING LIFE W0,00 YEARS
ANNUAL INTEREST RATE 12,00 PERCENT
ESTIMATED LABOR WAGE ANNUAL INCREASE B,00 PERCENT
ESTIMATED MATERIAL COST ANNUAL INCREASE 15,00 PERCENT
' ESTIMATED FLOOR SPACE COST ANNUAL INCREASE i0,00 PERCENT
ESTIMATED ENERGY COST ANNUAL INCREASE 10,00 PERCENT
Figure5.2 OWNINGAND OPERATINGCOSTANALYSISPROGRAMOUTPUTREPORT
ANALySIs FOR - SYSTEM NO, 1 - MULTI ZONE W/BASEBOARO_ CENTRIFUGAL CHILLERS, STEAM HEAT OC-IO
****************************************************** ENERGY COST SUMMARY *******************************************************
* UNIT COST CONSUMPTION TOTAL-COST ANNUITY :
* (S) (51
* ELECTRICITY iS) .
* LIGHTING 0,03 520000. KW 15600. *
* HEATING-BOILER PUMPS, CONTROLS 0.03 57658. KW 1729,
* COOLING-CHILLER, PU_PS, TOWER 0.03 205gW6, KW 6163. *
* FANS'SUPPLY, RETURN, EXHAUST 0,03 559160, KW 1071g. *
llg226g. KW 39267, *
* STEAM 117923. ,
* HEATING 1.50 1830, K LBS 2795, 9g06, ** WATER .
** TOWER MAKE-UP 0,75 389, K GALS 291, 99_, :
* GRAND TOTALS 3730g. 127829, *
**************************************************** SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT COsT ****************************************************
* INITIAL ANTICIPATED SALVAGE MAJOR OVERHAUL ANNUAL MAINTENANCE FLOOR SPACE ANNUITY
* COST LIFE CONSIO, PERIOD LABOR MATERIAL LABOR MATERIAL COST .
CHILLER, TOWER,PUMPS,PIPING 80000, gO YES 10 BOO, 200. 16000, 8000. 8000. 147538.
* BOILER. PUMPS. PIPING 20000. gO YES 10 200. bO. 1000. 1000. 2000. 20617. ,
** DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS, CONTROLS 175000. gO YES 10 1750, _40, BTbO. B750, 10000, 15_702. *
= TOTAL SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT ANNUITY 322857, :
**********************************************************************
*TOTAL OWNING AND OPERATING ANNUITY _50687, DOLLARS *
**********************************************************************
NOTE -- ANNUITY IS CONSTRUED TO MEAN THE UNIFORM ANNUAL COST, CONSIDERING ALL THE LISTED COSTS, TO THE OWNER DURINGTHE LIFE TIME OF THE BUILDING,
Figure 5.3 O!,ININGANDnPERATIBGCOSTANALYSISPROGRAMOUTPUTREPORT
c) ENGR - engineer'sname
d) PROJ - projectnumber
e) DATE - date of programrun
f) BLGLF buildinglife,years
g) RINT - annual interestrate, %
h) RINL - annual increaseof labor cost, %
i) RINM - annual increaseof materialcost, %
j) RINF - annual increaseof floor space cost, %s
k) RINE - annual increaseof energy and fuel cost, %
l) CELE - unit cost of electricity,$/KW
m) CGAS unit cost of gas, S/them
n) COIL - unit cost of oil, $/gal
o) CSTM - unit cost of steam, $/I000 Ibs
p) CWAT - unit cost of water, $/I000gals
q) CFUL - unit cost of diesel fuel, $/gal
_) DELEC demand cost electricity
r) CASES number of cases or equipmentcombinations
to be analyzed
For "CASES"number of combinations,repeat (Is) through
(lab).
s) DESC - system description label
t) ENCAT - number of energy categories
For "ENCAT" number of energy categories, repeat (lu)
through (lw),








v) ECONS - annual consumption
w) ENLAB - energy categorylabel
DELE - electricalenergy demand
x) EQCAT - number of equipmentcategories
For each of "EQCAT"equipmentcategories,repeat (ly)
through (lah).
y) EQLAB equipmentcategorylabel
z) COST - installedcost of equipment,$
aa) LIFE - expectedlife of equipment,years
ab) SV - is resale value to be consideredat end of
buildinglife?,0 = no, l = yes
ac) OHPD - major overhaulperiod,years
ad) AML - estimatedannualmaintenancelabor cost, $
ae) AMM - estimatedannual maintenancematerialcost, $
af) OHL - estimatedmajor overhaullabor cost, $
ag) OHM - estimatedmajor overhaulmaterialcost, $
ah) FLR - estimatedcost of floor space occupiedby
equipment,$
2. Print title page as indicatedin Figure 5.1.
3. Echo constantsto be used for all analyses(see Figure 5.2).
4. Print first part of final report (Figure5.3) summarizing
energy cost results.
a) Print system descriptionlabel.
b) For each type of energy 0 = l to 6, and each category
(I = l to ENCAT) entered for each type, calculateand
print the following:
e ENLAB(I,N)- energy categorylabel
e UCOST(J)- unit cost
• DCOST(J) demand cost
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O ECONS(I)- energyconsumption
o Totalcostof energyfor category
TOTAL= UCOST(J)* ECONS(I)+ DCOST(J)* EDEHD(I)





AE(J)= PE *((RINT* lO0)/(l.O-l.O/(l.O+RINT
) ** BLGLF))
wherePE thepresentvalueis
PE = z (TENGY(J)*((l.O+ RINE* lO0)/
(l.O+ RINT))** L) for L = l to BLGLF
c) Grandtotalcostforall energyconsumed
UA = ;TENG(J)forJ = l to 6
d) Grandtotalannuityforall energyconsumed
UE = _ AE(J)forJ = l to 6
5. Printsecondpartof finalreport(Figure5.3)summarizing
equipmentcostresults. ForeachequipmentcategoryI = l
to EQCAT,calculatethe following:
a) Present-valueof installedequipmentcost
PC = _ [COST(I)* ((l.O+ RINM)/(I.O+ RINT))
•* ((J-l)* LIFE(1))]forJ = l to L
whereL = BLGLF/LIFE(1)+ l
If salvagevalueIs considered,adjustthe present-
value,PC,as follows:




PF = S[FLR(1)* ((l.O+ RINF)/(I.O+ RINT))




- PAML= z[AML(1)* ((l.O+ RINL)/(I.O+ RINT))** J]
forJ = I to LF
d) Present-valueanalysisof annualmaintenancematerial
cost
PAMM= s[AMM(1)* ((I.0+ RINM)/(I.O+ RINT))** J]
forJ = l to LF
e) Present-valueanalysisofmajoroverhaullaborcost
POHL= s[OHL(I)* ((l.O+ RINL)/(I.O+ RINT))
•* (J* OHPD(I))]for J = l to K
whereK = BLGLF/OHPD(I)
f) Present-valueanalysisof majoroverhaulmaterialcost
POHM= S[OHM(1)* ((l.O+ RINM)_(I.O+ RINT))
•* (J * OHPD(1))]forJ = l to K
g) Totalpresent-valueof system
P(I)= PC + PF + PAML+ PAMM+ POHL+ POHM
h) Totalowningand operatingannuityfor equipmentI
A(I): P(I)* (RINT/(I.O- l.O/(l,O+ RINT** BLGLF))
6. Printtotalowningandoperatingannuityfor entiresystem.
TOOA= _ A(1)+ UE
l. Ifthereisanothersystemcombinationto be analyzed,return
to calculation(4)and repeatcalculations4 through6 with





The Response Factor Program generates the set of heat transfer
factors called response factors required to accurately determine
the transient flow of heat into, through and out of building
exterior walls, roofs and interior surfaces as they react to
temperature differences across them. These response factors are a
function of the type of materials used and their order of placement
and therefore require that the following be known for each layer:
I. XL, thickness, ft.
2. XK, thermal conductivity, BTU per (hr.)(ft.)(°F)
3. D, density, Ib. per cu. ft.
4. SH, specific heat, BTUper (Ib.)_°F)
5. RES, Resistivity, (hr.)(sq.ft.)£'UF) per BTU.
Using this data, the Response Factor Program calculates the set
of response factors peculiar to the surface construction in
question. Previous versions of NECAPrequired that the data then
be written onto cards or a file for insertion into the Thermal
Load Analysis Program or Variable Temperature Program input stream.
For NECAP-4, the Response Factor Program has been made a part of
the Input Data Preprocessor Program which accepts the descriptive
layer data described above, calls the Response Factor Program,
and then places the actual response factor data in proper sequence




DER, FALSE, MATRIX, SLOPE, ZERO
The calculation of the response factors involve a matrix-type
solution of the Laplace transform of the heat conduction equation
and inversion integral using the residue theorem, detail of which
can be found in:
I. "Conduction of Heat in Solids", by H. S. Carslaw and
J. C. Jaeger, Second Edition, p. 326.
2. "FORTRANIV Program to Calculate Heat Flux Response Factors
for a Multi-layer Slab", by G. P. Mitalas and J. G. Arseneault,
NRC, June 1967.
3. "Thermal Response Factors for Multi-layer Structures of Various
Heat Conduction Systems", by T. Kusuda, ASHRAE,January, 1969.
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INPUT Read in from the L9 or S9 card.
----D_FC : Alphanumeric description of material
NOC : Number of surfacesto be analyzed
NOL : Number of layersto be consideredfor the analysis
of the particularwall or roof
XKi : Thermalconductivityof eachlayer,Btu/hr-ft-°F
If the layerwas no thermalmass,XKi = 0
wherei = l, 2, . .,NOL
Di : Densityof eachlayer,Ib/cuft
If the layerhasno thermalmass,Di = O
wherei = I, 2, . .., NOL
SHi ; Specificheatof eachlayer,Btu/Ib-°F
If the layerhas no thermalma_s,SHi = 0
wherei = l,2, . .., NOL
XLi : Thicknessof eachlayer,ft
If the layerhas no thermalmass,XLi = O
wherei = l, 2, . .., NOL
RESi : Thermalresistanceof the layerwhichhasno thermal
mass,hr-sqft-°F/Btu
If the layerhasthermalmass,RESi = 0
wherei = l, 2, . ., NOL
DT : Timeincrementfor the responsefactorscalculation
(setto 1 in program),hr.
The sequenceof inputtingthe valuesof abovepropertiesis impor-
tant. Itmustfollowtheway eachlayeris laidone afteranother
fromthe outsideor exteriorsurfaceto the insideair. It should
benotedthatwhenthe insidesurfaceheattransfercoefficientFI
is constant,it canbe includedas a singleresistanceon the inside
of the lastlayerof wall.
OUTPUT
RFX._ Responsefactorsseriesforj = l 2, . . . M whereRFY_ : , ,
RFZ__ the valueof M, numberof the factorsin the series°
anddependsuponthe typeof wall,_oofor floor
constr ction
RI : Commonratiobetweensuccessivetermsof eachseries
beyondM calculatedby
Ri= XM+I/XM = YM+I/YM= ZF_I/ZM
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Definitionsof X, Y and Z ResponseFactors
Considerthewallin Figure6.1andassumethatthe heatflowrate
intosideA isQA' and the heatflowrateout of sideB is QB"
QA Q
Figure6.1 A WALL
Ifa unitpulseof temperatureis appliedto sideA at timezero,
the valuesof QA at times0, l, 2, . . . are called,respectively,
Xo, XI,X2, . . . and the valuesof QB at times0, l, 2, . . . are
called,respectivelyY0,YI, Y2 • • • •
Ifa unitpulseof temperatureisappliedto sideB at timezero,
thevaluesof QB at times0, l, 2, . . . are called,respectively,
Z0, Zl, Z2,... and thevaluesof QA at times0, I, 2, . . . are
called,respectivelyY0' YI'Y2'_'" • "
Therefore:
The timeseriesXo, Xl, X2, X3 ...., or morebriefly,X, is the
heatfluxat A due to a temperaturedisturbanceat A.
The timeseriesZ0, ZI, Z2, Z3 . .., or morebriefly.,Zp is the
heatfluxat B due to a temperaturedisturbanceat B.
The timeseriesY0' YI'Y2' Y3 " " "'or morebriefly,Y, is the
heatfluxateithersideof thewalldue to a temperaturedisturbance
at theotherside.




Unit Pulse at B Z





Program WETHERconverts the NOAAformatted tapes into the NECAP
input file which is used by TLAP. The NECAPformatted file is unformatted
to allow faster processings whereas the NOAAtapes are usually in EBCDIC
format. The local data for a given locality is input to WETHERto allow for
defaults that reflect the proper design day conditions and ground temperatures
In versions of NECAPprior to NECAP4.1, the program exists as a subroutine
called WEATHERas part of the TLAP program.
In addition to providing local data defaults, WEATHERalso converts
two types of NOAAtapes. The 1440 (IO-YR) type, which is used by the earlier
versions of NECAP,and the Test Reference Year (TRY) tapes; both are processed
by WETHER.
Program WETHERwas written for a CDC6600 and CYBER170 series computer.





This weather routine reads either a 1440 Magnetic tape (I0 yr) or a Test
Reference Year (TRY) tape and copies the selected period of weather data into
a NECAPcompatible file. The user is required to input the information listed
below to complete the file to be used in NECAP.
INPUT:
ALTUD : Altitude of building
IPRFLG : Printing flag (1=YES, O=NO)
TDBS : Summerdry-bulb temperature
RANGS : Summerdry-bulb temperature range
TDPS : Summerdew point temperature
WINDS : Summerwindspeed
TDBW : Winter dry-bulb temperature
RANGW : Winter dry-bulb temperature range
TDPW : Winter dew point temperature
WINDW : Winter windspeed
JAHR : Year of study
ISTANO : Weather station number
I=1440 tape 6 hrs/blk
ITAPNO : Weather tape flag 2=1440 tape 24 hrs/blk
3=TRYtape
STANAM : Station name
ITGRND(1) : Ground temperatures
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE:
1. Read altitude of building and printing flag.
2. Read summerweather data.
3. Read winter weather data.
4, Read station data,
7-2
5. Read Ground temperatures.
6. Write the input data to an unformatted file to be read in the
LOADSprogram.
7. If printing is desired, echo input data.
8. If a NOAtape is to be used, go to II.
9. Call subroutine MSTto process weather data from the tape.
I0. END




This subroutine obtains the hourly values of the data listed below, together
with Station Number, Year, Month, Day and Hour (Standard Time) from "1440
Magnetic Tapes'! of the National Weather Record Center, which are required by
the hourly load calculation procedure.
INPUT:
IYR : Year of study
!PRFLG : Printing flag (1=YES, O=NO)
INDA : Type of NOAtape
DBT : Dry-bulb temperature, OF
DPT
or : Dew point or wet-bulb temperature, OF
WPT
TCA : Total cloud amount index
TOC : Cloud type index
V : Wind velocity, knots
PATM : Atmospheric pressure, in. Hg
The hourly values of the data listed above can be obtained either in punch
card or magnetic tape form from the National Weather Record Center, NWCR,
Ashville, N.C. Detailed information on these data may be found in:
I. Reference Manual WBANHourly Surface Observations 144, April 1966.
2. Reference Manual WBANSolar Radiation-Hourly 280, April 1967.
3. Tape Reference Manual, Airways Surface Observations, TDF 14.
See Appendix C of Volume I, User's Manual for Decoding Algorithms.
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CALCULATIONSEQUENCE:






2. If this is not the place to start processing (if IYEAR < IYR?)go to I.
3. Set HOUR= I.
4. For each day - set dry bulb, wet bulb, and dew point.
5. Fix windspeed and direction.
6. Fix atmospheric pressure (station pressure)
7. Fix cloud amount.
8. Fix cloud type.
9. Stuff weather array.
I0. Read in new data.
II. Go to 4, until HOUR= 24.




This subroutine obtains the hourly values of the data listed below, together
with Station Number, Year, Month, Day and Hour (Standard Time) from TEST
REFERENCEYEARTAPESof the National Weather Record Center, which are required
by the hourly load calculation procedure.
INPUT:
JSTAT : Weather station number
IPRFLG : Printing flag (1=YES, O=NO)
DBT : Dry-bulb temperature, OF
DPT
or : Dewpoint or wet-bulb temperature, OF
WBT
TCA : Total cloud amount index
TOC : Cloud type index
V : Wind velocity, knots
_ATM : Atmospheric pressure, in. Hg
CALCULATIONSEQUENCE:
I. Call LIMERRto record errors in data.
2. Buffer in first weather record.
3. Decode station number.
4. Go to 2 until find correct station number.
5. If all the weather data for the station been processed (JST > JSTAT),
go to I0.
6. For each hour of the day decode the weather data.
7. Write the data to the output tape to be read in TLAP.
8. If printing desired, write data.
9. Go to 2.
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